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Your Daily Forecast begins on the next page. The Forecast is self-explanatory: an
astrological forecast for each day is given.
You may notice that to the right of the date is a code, such as "Mer Tri Jup". This
code indicates the astrological influence that is in effect on that day and is causing
the astrological influence. You can ignore this code; it is printed in case you are
interested in the astrological basis of the interpretation.
Most interpretations are short, about one paragraph. But occasionally there is an
interpretation that is several paragraphs long. These longer interpretations are very
strong and may affect you for several days before and after the date on which they
occur; sometimes they are in effect for months and years.
In case you are interested in astrological theory, here is more information on how
your Daily Forecast is produced: First, all of the major astrological influences on a
given day are determined, and then the most significant influence is selected and
printed. For example, a conjunction will be printed if one occurs, and very often an
outer transiting planet influence will be printed because these influences tend to be
more powerful. By selecting the more dominant influences of the day, your Daily
Forecast focuses on the most powerful influences of each day so that you pay
attention to those issues which are most conspicuous and relevant to you each day.
We hope you enjoy your Daily Forecast. Remember that astrology is not fatalistic.
Astrological influences are real and they are powerful (we are certain of this,
although of course many skeptics disagree), but you have the free will to make the
best of what life serves up to you each day. We hope that your Daily Forecast will
assist you in making the best possible decisions and will help you feel more confident
and clear about how to best deal with the circumstances and situations you
encounter.
Tropical/Placidus NATAL CHARTCalculated for time zone 8 hours
Natal positions:
Sun=13GE25 Moo=13AR05 Mer=22GE20 Ven=28CN09 Mar=10AR42
Jup=17AR25 Sat=17CN23 Ura=28LI48 Nep=10SA20 Plu= 6LI31
Asc=28CN54
MC=17AR53
PLANET-TO-PLANET SELECTIONS
Natal: Sun Moo Mer Ven Mar Jup Sat Ura Nep Plu Asc MC
Transiting: Sun Moo Mer Ven Mar Jup Sat Ura Nep Plu Cer Pal Jun Ves Chi
ASPECT
ORB
ASPECT
ORB
Conj ( 0 deg 00 min) 1 deg 00 min Oppos (180 deg 00 min) 1 deg 00 min
Sqr
( 90 deg 00 min) 1 deg 00 min Trine (120 deg 00 min) 1 deg 00 min
Sxtil ( 60 deg 00 min) 1 deg 00 min Qucnx (150 deg 00 min) 1 deg 00 min
SSxt ( 30 deg 00 min) 1 deg 00 min SSqr ( 45 deg 00 min) 1 deg 00 min
Sesqu (135 deg 00 min) 1 deg 00 min
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Thursday, Sep 1, 2016

Mer Sxtil Asc

This is an excellent time to be out and about. There are significant opportunities to
make connections, exchange information, and to learn something through a meeting
or chance encounter. Letters, phone calls, and conversations that you initiate are
productive at this time.
Friday, Sep 2, 2016

Sun Sqr Nep

Confusion, inability to focus on mundane tasks, poor understanding or
miscommunication between yourself and others, and the desire to evade real
responsibilities and challenges are negative potentials for you now. You are more
sensitive, impressionable, dreamy, or idealistic at this time also.
Saturday, Sep 3, 2016

Mer Sxtil Ven

There is a friendly, cooperative, harmonious tone to the interactions you have now.
It is a good time for social activities and for getting in touch with friends. You avoid
heavy discussions and do not want to focus on dry, practical matters. Reading light
fiction, going out to see a romantic comedy, or simply sharing a pleasant time with
someone you like is more in tune with your feelings now.
Jup Sxtil Asc
This is a harmonious, enjoyable time for you. Things run smoothly and your work is
likely to take an enjoyable turn now. Pressures and deadlines are lifted. You may be
asked to attend an enjoyable event or travel at this time. You wish that your life was
always like this! You are not very aggressive or particularly energetic, but intense
effort is not required.
Cooperation and mutual support in business-related and career-related matters is
also very high. You will also find that peace and cooperation can be established
between factions that have been at odds with each other. Legal matters and any
involvement with government agencies or large organizations work out fortunately
now. Personal relationships are also harmonious now, and there is an increased
appreciation for each others' goals and aspirations, and you help each other more in
achieving these goals.
Note that the precise timing of this astrological influence is very dependent on the
exact birth time, so the dates given are accurate only if your birth time is very
accurate.
Sunday, Sep 4, 2016

Ven Conj Plu

Deep emotions, both positive and negative, are stirred up within you, and you
become more intense and demanding of the people you are closest to. Fears,
insecurities, jealousies, and hidden resentments may surface, as well as a very
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strong need to be loved and to love. There is a compelling, urgent quality to the
feelings you experience now, and you may develop a powerful attraction to someone
who fascinates and mystifies you. This is a good time to reveal your deepest
feelings, fears, needs, and yearnings with the ones you love.
Monday, Sep 5, 2016

Sun Sqr Sun

You may feel temporarily blocked now. Resistance and challenges from others or
from outside situations suggest that this is not a good time to try to force your will
and desires upon the world, as friction is the only likely result. Relations with men
can be especially tense.
Tuesday, Sep 6, 2016

Mar Trine Jup

At this time you will want to branch out; you have the energy to do more and take
on more challenges. This is a very good time to begin implementing the plans and
promises that you have made to yourself, as any new endeavor is likely to succeed.
A new health regimen, actions taken to advance professionally, or anything you do
to move toward achieving a cherished goal or ideal goes well now.
Wednesday, Sep 7, 2016

Ven Sxtil Nep

You are receptive to beauty at this time and want to be surrounded with harmony,
beauty, and kindness. Also, you feel tender and gentle toward others, and you want
to please or to be of service to them in some way. Some selfless generosity or an
effort on behalf of someone in need will make you feel very happy now.
Ven Oppos Mar
Intimate relations and attractions are intensified now. You experience strong feelings
of attraction and desire and, if you are unhappy in your sexual life, you can be very
tense and angry "for no reason" now. You may be tempted to act on an infatuation.
Mar Trine MC
You can make your influence felt at this time and any efforts you make to advance
your career or other important long-range goals will be very effective. Independent
action, self-reliance, or taking on more of a leadership position are favored now. You
have the green light!
Thursday, Sep 8, 2016

Ves Conj Sat

This is a good time to organize your work and career activities. Projects and
business endeavors should prove profitable. However, you may have to dedicate
yourself to hard work and self-discipline in order to achieve success. Detailed,
methodical work and adhering to rules and regulations will be your specialty now.
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You take a more serious, mature approach to your work, as well as to your
objectives and ambitions. Due to your commitment and purpose, a long-awaited goal
may be achieved now. You may be more concerned and focused on your public
image and your need to receive recognition for your efforts. An increase in your work
load is highly probable, but you have the ability and perseverance to keep everything
running smoothly. With so much of your enthusiasm directed toward work and
career, make sure you allow enough time for your personal life and the loved ones
who depend upon you.
Sat Conj Nep
Some illusions and glamorous notions that you have are painfully removed now. You
may discover that a movie star, hero, lover, parent, or other person you admire is
not as "divine" as you thought.
Doubts about your ideals and religious beliefs are also likely to arise. Even if you are
an agnostic or atheist, you will now question whether your belief system is perhaps a
little superficial. You may find yourself swinging between doubt and a rather selfrighteous, rigid, and dogmatic adherence to a philosophical or religious belief
system. Avoid the tendency to be rigid and judgmental! This is a time when your
ideals and beliefs should be changing and maturing. However, if you are fearful of
change and uncomfortable with doubt, you may become entrenched in a dogmatic
attitude at this time. Some people experience this astrological influence as a
discontent with life, moodiness, and depressed feelings with no apparent cause.
These feelings are usually accompanied by low physical vitality and susceptibility to
colds and other illnesses. These problems arise because your dreams and hopes
have been dissipated. If your "bubble bursts", then you must probe within yourself
for a new star to hitch your wagon to, a new vision for yourself. Avoid the tendency
to become despondent and, by all means, refrain from escapism via alcohol or drugs.
Ves Sqr Jup
You can handle a great deal of work and responsibility, but it is apt to take its toll on
your personal life and need for freedom. Professionals and influential persons in your
work place may view you as a devoted and enthusiastic employee and therefore
might overload you with additional work. Discord can arise in your private domain,
especially if you have been avoiding your duties and obligations there. If a
confrontation arises now, you are apt to overreact, thereby further alienating your
loved ones through excessive involvement in your work. Although you feel more
industrious, it is best not to promise more than you can deliver with regard to both
work and personal relationships.
Friday, Sep 9, 2016

Sun Sxtil Sat

Your ability to concentrate and focus on your work is very good now. This is a time
to attend to details, take care of practical business, and to make your life more
stable and secure. It would be beneficial to consult advisors on investments and
long-range plans and to put your affairs in order. Eliminating waste and inefficiency
is important to you now.
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Ven Oppos Moo
Your feelings, friends, and female relatives figure prominently in your life now. You
realize how much you appreciate and need their love and support, and you are
particularly affectionate now. You may also initiate a relationship in which you take
care of, support, and "baby" someone else.
Ven Trine Sun
Relaxation, enjoyment, and pleasure are emphasized now. This is not a time to push
yourself or to be involved in activities that require intense competition or a great
expenditure of energy. Cooperative, harmonious personal and professional
relationships are more important to you at this time. You feel like socializing and
being friendly.
Ves Sqr MC
Strong professional desires may inhibit your interest in domestic matters or intimate
relationships at this time. If you are overly eager or zealous in your attempts to
establish your career and work objectives, you may lose sight of your personal
affairs and thus sacrifice important areas that need your attention. Those in
authority can create roadblocks to your success, leaving you to feel you have been
denied fulfillment of your cherished goals. You might need to discipline yourself to
accepting less than what you had hoped for in terms of your business and
professional contributions. Long-range plans and ambitions should be put off until
career matters are in clear focus.
Note that the precise timing of this astrological influence is very dependent on the
exact birth time, so the dates given are accurate only if your birth time is very
accurate.
Saturday, Sep 10, 2016

Mer Sqr Mer

Intellectual disagreements or differences of opinion and viewpoints arise now. You
may have to speak your mind in a way that challenges or unnerves someone else.
However, your mind is very active and sharp, and your reasoning power is good, so
this is a good time to do mental work.
Sunday, Sep 11, 2016

Moo Sqr Mar

Your competitive, aggressive, and/or sexual energies are stimulated, and your
temper is apt to be aroused also. Patience, especially with family members, is in
short supply.
Monday, Sep 12, 2016

Nep Sqr Nep
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Some change in attitude towards your ideals and spiritual values occurs now. This
change is very inner and gradual, so it is not likely that you will have any great
concern or difficulty about these changes. A new attitude toward the religious beliefs
that you were taught as a child is very likely to develop now.
Pal Trine Mer
Personal and creative projects are likely to be profitable during this time. You must
assert yourself and use your innate talents to receive the rewards or benefits of
these efforts. A relative or associate may suggest a joint business venture or new
idea which may prove to be successful for you. On the other hand, you may feel like
leaving your comfortable and serene surroundings and enjoying a spontaneous
vacation or weekend adventure.
This is also a good time to visit with family, relatives, and siblings where there can
be a lively exchange of ideas and communications.
Ven Sqr Sat
Withdrawing from emotional social contact is favored now, for even when you are
with others you are likely to feel separate and alone. Sadness and disappointments
in your personal life are also probable now. Inadequacies and flaws in your friends or
lovers are particularly bothersome to you now, and you may feel that you have
nearly exhausted your patience for dealing with these problems. It is a time to be
quiet and to look objectively at how your relationships are going. Though not a
pleasurable time, this can be a fruitful period in which to learn more about love and
what you truly value.
Ven Oppos Jup
You are in a festive, partying mood and just want to play and share a good time with
your friends. Community social events and fellowship are very rewarding now. Also,
at this time it is hard for you to say no to food, drink, or extravagances in any form.
You are also very generous and tolerant toward others. Though you feel wonderful
now, you're likely to regret your actions later if you don't curtail your impulses to
overindulge, overspend, and enjoy too much of a good thing.
Tuesday, Sep 13, 2016

Ven Oppos MC

This is an excellent time for home improvements, particularly those which enhance
the appearance and beauty of your living space. Decorating or rearranging furniture
in order to create a more harmonious and pleasing arrangement is favored.
Relationships with your family are very satisfying and loving, and you may also wish
to invite company into your home. The role of gracious host or hostess suits you
very well right now.
Wednesday, Sep 14, 2016

Sun Sqr Mer
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A fast pace, with many letters, phone calls, errands, meetings, or discussions, is on
the agenda. You may feel mentally restless, impatient, and overly eager to get your
own ideas across. Also, a situation may arise which requires you to say what is on
your mind, to make a decision, or to clearly voice your personal opinion on some
issue.
Mar Oppos Mer
You are inclined to jump to conclusions at this time and to rashly say and do things
which you may regret later. You may suddenly decide to act on some idea or plan
you have been considering, which can be good as long as you don't move so
abruptly and quickly that you override other people's say in the matter. At this time,
too, you are quite sharp and possibly sarcastic, which can create unnecessary hard
feelings or opposition to your plans.
Thursday, Sep 15, 2016

Mer Qucnx MC

This is a time to take in information which can be of real practical assistance to you
in reaching a significant long-range goal. Some news may reach you which will
create some minor distress and compel you to re-examine or reassess a position you
have taken regarding your career or work in the world. Don't try to force issues or
come to any definite conclusions now and don't sign any contracts which require too
much compromise on your part. Simply gather information and, if necessary, delay
direct negotiations.
Friday, Sep 16, 2016

Mer Sxtil Sat

Your mind is serious and you are able to concentrate on work that requires patience,
attention to detail, and precision. Practical concerns dominate. It is a good time to
learn practical skills, do your taxes, organize your files, and take care of business.
You'll want to avoid light social conversation or trivialities that distract you from your
work.
Sat Trine Mar
Your work is exceptionally well-organized now, and you are able to accomplish a
great deal. This is a time when you work patiently and perseveringly, and you make
enormous progress in any task or undertaking that you put your mind to. You are
able to concentrate on the essentials and the nitty-gritty details now. Use this
opportunity for accomplishing practical tasks and achieving concrete results. You are
able to work long hours without fatigue and enjoy your work as well.
Your career and employment are stable now. There are not likely to be many big
surprises and everything works smoothly. You might be tempted to lay back and
coast for awhile but, rather than feeling relaxed by doing this, you will only feel
bored and uninspired. This is a time to apply yourself and continue making steady
progress and effort. The work you do now is appreciated by others, but the greatest
benefits will be reaped much further in the future, when the progress you make now
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will help fortify your position in the world and strengthen your assets and resources.
Ven Trine Mer
This is a good time to schedule social activities or even business meetings where tact
and friendliness would be a plus. You act as a diplomat and harmonizer between
people with differing viewpoints. Also, attending cultural events such as an art show
or a play is favored. Thoughts of love, an appreciation for beauty, and an aesthetic
enjoyment of your surroundings are brought to the fore. A short pleasure trip would
also be beneficial now.
Saturday, Sep 17, 2016

Pal Sesqu Plu

It requires great determination and effort on your part to bring your artistic, creative
and intellectual potential into actuality. Circumstances beyond your control tend to
discourage you from achieving your goals and interfere with your ability to persuade
others to approve of your intentions and goals.
Concerns over investments,
insurance, taxes and inheritances may involve thorough evaluation and research or
they can cause setbacks to your progress. You can become distressed or bothered
by your own or someone else's compulsive or obsessive thinking.
It is advisable not to make any drastic changes in your joint endeavors with other
individuals, as confrontations and power struggles will likely surface.
Sunday, Sep 18, 2016

Moo Conj Jup

Social events, cultural activities, and entertainment are highly favored. You feel good
and can enjoy yourself. There's a tendency to overindulge in food or other comforts.
Monday, Sep 19, 2016

Ven SSqr Nep

Dreams, wishes, and fantasies about love are strong now, and you may be
infatuated with someone you meet at this time, only to be disappointed later when
you discover this person does not fulfill all of your expectations. You are simply not
seeing people objectively now. Your imagination is very active and creative,
however, and so is your yearning for something beautiful. The artist in you emerges,
and your creations please and inspire you.
Tuesday, Sep 20, 2016

Sun Sxtil Ven

Your relationships are especially affectionate and friendly at this time, and you may
benefit socially or materially through an opportunity offered to you by a friend. This
is a good time for parties, social gatherings, and other pleasurable activities.
Wednesday, Sep 21, 2016

Sun Sxtil Asc
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This is a time for being with people and especially giving something of yourself and
your talents to others. You want to be seen and noticed. You receive appreciation
and a positive response and possibly an opportunity or personal contact which will be
quite beneficial.
Ven Sqr Ven
What occurs now makes you more aware of what you need, feel, and want in your
relationships. If you are unhappy in your personal life, this is brought out now, and
you'll need to face what is causing your dissatisfaction. Differences in personal style,
tastes, and ways of expressing affection may emerge. You also feel amorous and
loving and, if your personal life is going well, this is a time to really enjoy and
appreciate it.
Thursday, Sep 22, 2016

Ven Conj Ura

You are craving emotional excitement, stimulation, and something new and alive.
This is a time for music, dancing, and being joyfully spontaneous. Your social
inhibitions are loosened, and you may be tempted to have a wild flirtation or to act
in a rather reckless way in a relationship.
Ven Sqr Asc
You are a peacemaker now since harmony in your environment seems more
important than ever. Loving relationships, giving and receiving affection, and
attracting people into your life who are good for you are very likely at this time.
Friday, Sep 23, 2016

Ves SSxt Mer

Your work and responsibilities may engage much of your attention at this time.
Keeping up-to-date on business correspondence, filing, and telephone
communications is favored now. Your mind is centered on productivity and devoting
yourself to doing the best job possible. You should take advantage of this
opportunity to improve upon your writing and comprehension skills, as this time
period may allow you to quickly process information and effectively broadcast your
thoughts and ideas.
Saturday, Sep 24, 2016

Mar Qucnx Ven

Ambivalence or disagreeableness in a close relationship arises now. An old friend or
lover who is rather disturbing to your peace of mind may contact you, or you may
feel uncertain about where you are going in a particular relationship.
You may aggravate or pick at a friend or loved one in the misguided belief that you
can change things. At this point, however, it is unlikely that your words or actions
will create happiness or the desired outcome. Try to be good natured about any
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differences that are apparent to you now, and let it pass.
Sunday, Sep 25, 2016

Mar Sxtil Ura

Physical thrills and excitement have a strong appeal for you now, and you want to do
something new and out of the ordinary. You also have a lot of energy and quick
reflexes. A vigorous game of racquetball or tennis or some other fast-moving
competitive sport would be a good outlet for you now. Acting on your spontaneous
impulses and following through on some of your more unusual or "crazy" desires will
yield surprises, mostly positive.
Monday, Sep 26, 2016

Moo Trine Mar

You are in an eager, confident mood and this is a good time for any competitive
endeavor or anything that requires a lot of energy.
Tuesday, Sep 27, 2016

Mer Sxtil Sat

Your mind is serious and you are able to concentrate on work that requires patience,
attention to detail, and precision. Practical concerns dominate. It is a good time to
learn practical skills, do your taxes, organize your files, and take care of business.
You'll want to avoid light social conversation or trivialities that distract you from your
work.
Jun Trine Sat
Marriage or a love relationship grows more stable and mature. You take the
obligations and responsibilities in your partnership very seriously and will work hard
to prove to your mate that you are loyal, dedicated and committed. This can be a
time when you and your companion cooperate effectively on formulating long range
plans and aspirations for the future. You will now have the patience to learn the art
of compromise in relationships. By being faithful and true to your mate, your efforts
will be appreciated and respected. On the other hand, a favorable opportunity or
benefit can arise in your partner's career, and you both enjoy the rewards of this
good fortune.
Wednesday, Sep 28, 2016

Chi Sqr Mer

You may be easily offended and hurt by a misunderstanding which arises during this
time. Problems can occur because you are unable to communicate in a way that
harmonizes with others now. Your thoughts and ideas may be confusing or off the
beaten track, resulting in verbal arguments or disapproval from those in your
environment.
As a result, antagonism or intimidation can occur or true
communication may be withheld. Also, your thinking is subject to fluctuations and,
therefore, you may use subtle tactics to get your point across or to safeguard your
position, such as sarcastic humor, put downs, or wounding remarks. Unfortunately,
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you may not realize that you are putting people on the defensive and in turn only
hurting yourself. If you can use this time to express your thoughts in a way which
acknowledges the sensitivities of others, there can be an honest interchange or
communication which still allows you to disclose what is actually on your mind.
Sun Conj Plu
Something which has been lost or hidden may come to light now. Secrets, longburied feelings and desires, or skeletons in the closet could be revealed. This is also
a time when you can easily go to extremes. You become deeply involved in, and
even somewhat obsessive about, whatever you are doing. Driving yourself beyond
your limits can be destructive now.
Thursday, Sep 29, 2016

Ven Sesqu Mer

Your thoughts turn to love and this is a favorable time to bring out any concerns you
have in your personal relationships. Agreements and cooperation can be achieved
easily now. You readily discuss your personal needs and desires. Also, you are more
aware of beauty and may want to rearrange your decor or buy something to beautify
your surroundings.
Friday, Sep 30, 2016

Moo Conj Plu

Intense, irrationally strong or compelling feelings emerge now and intimate
relationships are deeply emotional. You're apt to overreact.
Saturday, Oct 1, 2016

Mer Sqr Mer

Intellectual disagreements or differences of opinion and viewpoints arise now. You
may have to speak your mind in a way that challenges or unnerves someone else.
However, your mind is very active and sharp, and your reasoning power is good, so
this is a good time to do mental work.
Sunday, Oct 2, 2016

Sun Sxtil Nep

Today you feel less competitive and ambitious about practical and mundane matters.
The world of imagination, fantasy, art, music, or mysticism is very appealing to you
now, and if you have talent in any of these areas, this can be a creative and fruitful
time for you. However, the negative possibilities for you now are being undisciplined,
slack, indefinite, or wasting time and energy.
Monday, Oct 3, 2016

Sun Oppos Mar

You are contentious, argumentative, and impatient now. Disagreements erupt
because you aren't willing to overlook minor irritations as readily as usual.
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Confrontations with others may be fruitful if you don't allow your anger to get out of
control. You are highly competitive at this time.
Tuesday, Oct 4, 2016

Ven Qucnx Moo

You may not feel very social, but friends or social commitments pull you away from
home. Alternately, you may want to go out and enjoy some time with your friends or
do some light socializing, but you are needed more at home right now. There is an
uneasy balance between your loyalty to your family versus your friends or other
pleasurable interests. It is an either/or situation and probably something has to be
sacrificed temporarily.
Wednesday, Oct 5, 2016

Sun Oppos Moo

Your feelings, emotional needs, and desires for closeness and a sense of belonging
come to the fore now. You give your home, personal relationships, and inner life
more attention. Problems you may have been avoiding in these areas are brought
into focus.
Mer Sxtil Ven
There is a friendly, cooperative, harmonious tone to the interactions you have now.
It is a good time for social activities and for getting in touch with friends. You avoid
heavy discussions and do not want to focus on dry, practical matters. Reading light
fiction, going out to see a romantic comedy, or simply sharing a pleasant time with
someone you like is more in tune with your feelings now.
Sun Trine Sun
Confidence and inner harmony prevail. You can move forward with creative projects
and express yourself more easily and comfortably now. Your efforts are well received
at this time.
Thursday, Oct 6, 2016

Mer Sxtil Asc

This is an excellent time to be out and about. There are significant opportunities to
make connections, exchange information, and to learn something through a meeting
or chance encounter. Letters, phone calls, and conversations that you initiate are
productive at this time.
Mar Sqr Plu
Your drive for personal power, achievement, or control over your life is very strong
at this time. The tyrant in you emerges, and you can be excessively willful,
domineering, or compulsive about doing what you want to. You battle anyone or
anything that is an obstacle to your individual freedom of action, and ego conflicts or
a furious power struggle may ensue. Also, you can be unmerciful with yourself and
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your own weaknesses. You are likely to push yourself much too hard.
Friday, Oct 7, 2016

Ven Trine Sat

This is an excellent time to make decisions about your financial affairs, as your
judgment is sound and reliable, though a bit conservative. Investing in beautiful
things which are likely to increase in value over time (such as jewelry or fine art) is
favored. You are not interested in fleeting excitement or frivolity now. Spending
"quality time" with an old and trusted friend or enjoying the company of an
experienced, mature person who has much of substance to give you will make you
happy.
Saturday, Oct 8, 2016

Moo Sqr Plu

Beware of a tendency to overreact, to go to extremes, or to try to force your
intentions on others regardless of the appropriateness of your actions. A minor crisis
in the domestic sphere or an emotional confrontation is possible.
Sunday, Oct 9, 2016

Jup Conj Plu

The need for personal recognition and success are key issues during this time period.
You feel a deep, irresistible urge to better your situation in life, to be less dependent
on others, and to achieve a higher level of prosperity, well-being, and freedom in
your life.
Very often this astrological influence manifests as the feeling that now is the
appropriate time to advance to a position of greater influence and prestige. You feel
that you are as knowledgeable and capable as your boss or supervisor, and it is high
time that you started receiving more of the benefits and prestige. Needless to say,
power struggles and conflicts with others can consequently arise. In the end, some
level of advancement is likely, but be careful to make sure that your desires are not
based primarily on greedy, self-satisfying, and self-centered motives.
You are more open about your inner desires and goals now, and you bring forth
interests and desires that you have previously kept to yourself. If you have a hobby
or strong personal interest in a subject, you bring this interest out in the open now.
Sun Oppos Jup
A goal or vision you have been working toward comes into fruition now, or gains
momentum and positive recognition from others. You feel expansive and inclined to
take risks, and you may be overly extravagant now.
Sun Sqr Sat
This is a time of considerable frustration and your desires or efforts appear to be
thwarted or at least delayed. Relationships with men and people in authority may be
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particularly uncomfortable. Also, you have more self-doubt than usual; your mood is
somber and rather self-critical. This is a good time to take stock of your life, to see
how you are limiting and holding yourself back, and to determine your next steps.
But do not attempt to press forward now, and don't take whatever setbacks you
experience too much too heart.
Monday, Oct 10, 2016

Sun Oppos MC

This is a time for withdrawing your energy, attention, and efforts from the outside
world and external goals in order to replenish yourself. Quiet reflection and attention
to your inner world, your family, and the foundation that supports all of your outside
activities is called for. This is a time to "lie low". You may have to work quietly or
without much outside recognition at this time.
Mer Conj Plu
You disregard superficial or pat answers to your questions now and you feel impelled
to probe until you get to the bottom of some situation. Mysteries, unsolved riddles,
and topics that people usually avoid or sweep under the rug occupy your thoughts.
When speaking, you tend to be very insistent or even fanatical about your point of
view, which will either utterly convince your listeners or repel them completely.
Tuesday, Oct 11, 2016

Jun SSqr Plu

There can be intense and demanding interactions with your mate or marriage
partner. You are extremely aware of power plays in your relationship, and you must
use tact and discretion when dealing with your partner. Issues which arise now can
cause one of you to manipulate or project your weaknesses onto the other.
Insecurity or a loss of control in the relationship can lead to jealous behavior or one
partner blaming the other for all of the problems. The challenges that you face now
can be greatly relieved if you search for more suitable outlets to release negative
tendencies and emotions.
If single and unattached, you might meet a new love interest who is magnetic,
seductive and extremely passionate. This person can transform your views on love,
sex and relationships.
Wednesday, Oct 12, 2016

Ves Conj Ven

You may strive to keep peaceful and friendly relations in your work environment,
even if it requires sacrifice or compromise on your part. Since you feel more devoted
to proving your self-worth to your supervisor or peers, you may be looked upon as a
dependable and trustworthy employee. Material security is also important to you and
a good deal of your attention may be focused on increasing your earning capacity or
improving your financial earnings in your line of business. You can also demonstrate
great skill in your creative endeavors, especially if your vocation is in the artistic or
musical field. If there are conflicts with an important love interest or marriage
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partner, you might sacrifice work interests and resign yourself to dedicating your
energy and effort into accommodating the needs of the relationship.
Mar Sqr Mar
At this time you must guard against being too aggressive, coming on too strong, or
trying to force your own will and thereby arousing hostility in others. Also, frustrated
desires and obstacles to achieving your aims can evoke enormous anger in you, and
you may do something rash and regrettable. Conflicts and confrontations may be
unavoidable, but do try to avoid situations which you know will provoke or irritate
you. Working alone is best at this time.
Thursday, Oct 13, 2016

Mer Sxtil Nep

Your ability to concentrate on mundane concerns and problems diminishes now. The
world of imagination, fantasy, entertainment, or art holds more attraction for you.
Go to a movie with a friend (or write your own!). Also, your psychic sensitivity and
intuition are heightened at this time. You are more impressionable and open, but
somewhat less precise and clear mentally.
Mer Oppos Mar
You are very impulsive and restless now and you are likely to act or speak too
quickly without sufficient forethought or concern for the consequences. You tend to
be verbally aggressive, starting fights with people who don't agree with you or who
simply get in your way. Positively, you are very sharp and clear mentally at this time
and can attack problems and tasks with great vigor.
Friday, Oct 14, 2016

Mer Oppos Moo

At this time you have important discussions with women and with people you are (or
once were) very close to. You may wish to visit, write, or make a telephone call to
someone from your past. Connecting with your roots is the theme now, with an
emphasis on seeing the past objectively. Memories and old feelings surface very
clearly now.
Mer Trine Sun
You are very clear and perceptive now. It's a good time to make a decision or come
to an agreement, negotiate, exchange your views with others, or present your case.
If you are in a profession dealing with words, ideas, or communication, this is a very
productive time for you. Ideas flow, and you express your thoughts well.
Sun Trine Mer
If you are a writer, teacher or student or are involved in any intellectual work, this is
a positive time for you: ideas flow and it is easier than usual to express your
thoughts. Also, this is a good time for buying, selling, negotiating, and
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communications of all kinds.
Ves Sqr Ura
Unforeseen situations may suddenly bring changes or disturb your work or
professional duties. Greater responsibility or working unusual or long hours is
possible, especially if you are involved in the process of the planning, organization
and restructuring of your place of employment. It may be best to work alone at this
time, distancing yourself from chaotic conditions in order to concentrate on original
and inventive ways to handle problems and target new and purposeful solutions.
You may feel an urgent need to move ahead and in the process will discard work
which is not functional or useful to your future directions and goals. On the other
hand, this period can bring about zealous involvement with humanitarian or social
organizations. Whether you are focused on a special cause or a work project, you
should avoid alienating loved ones and important people in your personal life at this
time.
Saturday, Oct 15, 2016

Ves Conj Asc

Your personal energy and effort may be focused on your work during this period. You
might labor intensely on projects and assignments that are important to you. Since
your attention is mostly aimed at fulfilling your own needs and ideas, you may
inadvertently cause some discord and unfriendliness in your personal life. It is
essential to balance your strong commitment to work with your loyalty to the
intimate and long-standing relationships in your life. Although you may resist
interference from others, you will achieve greater satisfaction and accomplish more
work if you have the support and concern of your loved ones.
Note that the precise timing of this astrological influence is very dependent on the
exact birth time, so the dates given are accurate only if your birth time is very
accurate.
Sunday, Oct 16, 2016

Mar Sqr Moo

At this time you are prone to irritability, temper tantrums, and flying off the handle
for slim reasons. You are also impatient and inclined to rush unnecessarily, which
can cause accidents or bruised feelings on the part of the people you live with or
work closely with. You are in a fighting mood and stand up for your rights more
readily than usual, but beware of the tendency to be abrasive and insensitive.
Ven Trine Ven
Contentment, emotional well-being, and harmony prevail in your personal
relationships. At this time you relax and indulge in your pleasure-loving side. Unless
other astrological indications override this influence, you are unlikely to be forceful
and try to make things happen, but instead are inclined to flow along with people
and situations, attracting what you need and letting the world come to you.
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Monday, Oct 17, 2016

Ven Trine Asc

At this time you are inclined to invest your time and money into making your
environment more beautiful and comfortable. You may also wish to enhance your
personal appearance in some way, such as getting a new hair style or purchasing
clothing, cosmetics, and the like. Social gatherings are also very positive for you
now.
Mer Sqr Sat
Your thinking is rather gloomy and pessimistic at this time. You see the superficiality,
the flaws, and the foolishness or impracticality in others' plans. Also, communicating
with others is difficult now, and people resist what you are saying. You feel more
inhibited and uncommunicative, and you sense that others are not receptive.
Frustrating conversations and the feeling that you are coming across negatively are
possible now, so you are inclined simply to keep your thoughts to yourself.
Mer Oppos Jup
You are mentally restless and can not concentrate well on your immediate, familiar
tasks. You are not inclined to discipline your mind or focus on practical matters,
unless there is an element of gambling, play, or risk-taking involved. Reading
something that is mind expanding, taking a trip, or planning a vacation is favored at
this time.
Mer Oppos MC
Your mind is directed inward now. Reflecting on your personal life, and the overall
direction you are headed in, is very likely now. Thoughts of the past and the choices
you made are also prominent. Making a decision regarding your home or your family
life is favored at this time.
Tuesday, Oct 18, 2016

Cer Sqr Asc

You may be concerned over your ability to take care of your family or career
responsibilities. You feel you are being tested as to whether or not you can
effectively manage your authority and status in these areas. You can encounter
stressful situations and disputes with loved ones and co-workers who feel your
interests are in other directions, while you perceive yourself as struggling to fulfill
everyone else's needs. This will personally make you feel less secure or unloved
during this unsettling, yet brief, period. One area you should not neglect is your own
physical and emotional health. Find time to pamper yourself and take a break from
the daily pressures you experience now.
Note that the precise timing of this astrological influence is very dependent on the
exact birth time, so the dates given are accurate only if your birth time is very
accurate.
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Cer Oppos Ura
Circumstances now can bring about unexpected or upsetting experiences in the
home environment. Changes or reversals of roles regarding family needs and
caretaking are possible. Children, friends, and loved ones challenge the existing
conditions, often breaking the status quo within the family. Rebellious behavior or
criticism directed toward you leads to arguments and separations. This may be
brought on by outside pressure from friends or peers, or by unanticipated events.
For instance, a parent may suddenly find themselves being the sole provider or
nurturer for the family unit. You may wish for closer family unity. However,
conditions exist where you must find outside time for personal freedom. There may
be problems in trusting your own intuition now, and, therefore, you have difficulty in
choosing the best alternatives for dealing with these new changes in your
environment.
Sat Trine Moo
Your daily routine and personal habits are very positive, healthy, and productive at
this time. You are able to keep your house in order, accomplish all of your chores,
and get your life in good working order. You are likely to make many minor repairs
and improvements in your home, land, tools, etc. You catch up on general
maintenance and tidy things up. You also find it relatively easy now to alter bad
habits you may have, like a poor diet, smoking, indulgence in alcohol, etc. However,
this astrological influence is not particularly motivating and you may be a little
lethargic at this time (unless other astrological influences indicate otherwise).
Your life feels secure and you feel good about yourself. You feel comfortable with
your current situation, and you are emotionally stable, calm, and contented. Your
overall judgment and discrimination are good, and you are able to make wise
decisions and provide good advice to others. You may decide to make a long-term
investment for the benefit of your family at this time that will prove to be a sound,
secure investment.
Wednesday, Oct 19, 2016

Ura Sxtil Mer

You are mentally alert, sharp, and on your toes during this time period. You will
perform superbly in a debate or other mental task that requires quick thinking, fast
response, and fluent expression of ideas. Writing comes easily now, so if you have
some writing you need to do, now is a good time to do it.
Business negotiations and organizational meetings of any kind run very smoothly.
You can expect an upbeat atmosphere with a willingness and readiness to act on
progressive ideas.
Thursday, Oct 20, 2016

Mer Trine Mer

Conversations and sharing plans and ideas with others are very fruitful now. You
understand what others are telling you, and you make yourself clearly understood
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also. This is a favorable time for getting your message across to others via writing,
speaking, or advertising.
Sun Sqr Ven
Your desire for love and affection, as well as beauty and pleasure, is strong now and
you act on feelings and creative impulses more readily than usual. If you are not
happy with some aspect of your personal life, these issues arise at this time and
there may be disagreements or tension in a close relationship.
Friday, Oct 21, 2016

Cer Sqr Ven

At this time you may need to give your loved ones some room to breathe. Balance in
your love relationships becomes necessary during this time period as you feel a
desire to overindulge in your role as nurturer and show your eagerness to "take care
of" another. You feel possessive of the people you love, as well as the objects and
ideas you value. This emotional connection that you make with other people at this
time is fraught with conflicts and disappointments as your behavior is regarded as
suffocating and smothering. If possible, attempt to create a more equal sharing of
love and nurturing in your partnerships.
Sun Conj Ura
You are excitable and restless today and may do something quite unexpected and
out of character. Impatience with dreary routine and the desire for freedom and
change may spur you to do something you normally consider adolescent or
irresponsible. You are very insistent on your own "rights", needs and preferences at
this time. An event that disrupts your accustomed schedule could also happen now.
Sun Sqr Asc
You may feel out of step with the people in your immediate environment now, not in
harmony with the intentions and desires of those you work or live with.
Relationships, especially professional ones, can be tense, especially if you attempt to
work your own will. This is not a time to force issues.
Saturday, Oct 22, 2016

Sat Oppos Sun

Frustrations in relationships, particularly with employers, government officials, or
other authorities, make this a difficult time period. Your plans, ideals, and goals meet
with opposition. Others express little interest in the issues that are important to you,
making you feel alienated and frustrated. You may become profoundly discouraged
and feel weary from the struggle. You may also develop a negative attitude towards
society in general.
Your goals, values, and career decisions are thrown into question. Due to the
obstacles you encounter, you are forced to objectively evaluate how worthwhile your
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projects, plans, and values really are. You may need to come to the painful
realization that some of your treasured ideals and attitudes towards religion, politics,
and your own personal goals and objectives now need some adjusting. Organizations
or agencies that you have had faith in may now exhibit weaknesses and inertia that
you did not believe were possible.
You will need to let old and outworn beliefs and commitments that no longer serve a
purpose die away, and you will need to persevere with the things that you want to
continue. If you are willing to do this, the changes that occur now will be very
beneficial to you, and you will later look back at this time as one that forced you to
trim the fat from your life and make changes that enabled you to mature and grow
in ways that you cannot foresee at this time.
Mar Oppos Sat
A sense of failure, self-doubt, or inability to effectively compete and assert your own
will may typify this time period. Stifled anger and resentment over the frustrations
and obstacles you confront now may further complicate matters. This is not a good
time to begin a new venture, ask for a promotion, or try to expand your activities in
any way. Patience and perseverance are required of you now. Be willing to wait. Your
problems and inadequacies seem more real and insurmountable than they actually
are, so try not to become too discouraged.
Mar Sqr Jup
You are highly ambitious, full of optimism and enthusiasm for new enterprises and
plans. In fact, you may be foolishly overconfident and take on more challenges than
you can really meet. You are inclined to take physical risks, gamble, speculate, and
to act on faith and belief in yourself. This can, in fact, be a very productive time for
you if you can keep your expectations within reasonable bounds. Beware of
overexerting yourself.
Sunday, Oct 23, 2016

Mar Sqr MC

At this time your efforts to get ahead and advance your own interests are likely to be
met with resistance or animosity. You seem overeager, pushy, inconsiderate, or too
narrowly focused on your own objectives, so that you alienate the people who could
help you. Try to do as much as you can on your own without trying to force others to
agree with you or join you.
Ven Sxtil Plu
Your feelings for friends and your emotional responses to life in general are deeper
and more intense. The need to share, to give and receive love, and to be accepted
and wanted is very strong. You have an opportunity now to see what keeps you from
being really close to others - perhaps a forgotten hurt or hidden resentment - and to
rid yourself of it by bringing it out in the open or simply releasing it.
Mer Sqr Ven
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You are more distressed than usual over any dissonance in your environment or
personal relationships, and you are inclined to avoid serious discussions or real
disagreements with others. Also, challenging mental work and concentration is
difficult for you now.
Mer Conj Ura
Your mental processes are speeded up now. You grasp new concepts very easily, but
you tend to be impatient with slower minds or the usual, predictable routine.
Nervous restlessness, impulsive or erratic behavior or speech, rushing, or coming to
a conclusion too quickly are likely at this time.
Mer Sqr Asc
You will be alert and on your toes now. The pace is likely to be fast, even hectic. You
are restless and eager to meet others halfway, to converse, exchange information,
and make connections. Nervousness or irritability due to aggravations and the stress
of increased demands at work is possible.
Monday, Oct 24, 2016

Jun Sesqu Mar

During this period, it may be difficult to manage the intense feelings that you have
about your marriage or intimate relationship. If you are feeling hostility, jealousy or
impatience toward your mate, then you may initiate an argument to clear the air. If
you are quite happy with the relationship, then you may simply desire more
emotional, physical or sexual closeness to your partner at this time. However, if you
are experiencing problems with a spouse or lover, they can become intensified now.
You could sense that your loved one is interested in satisfying his or her desires in a
way which is not pleasing to you. Sexual signals can get crossed, where one of you
will want immediate gratification while the other is opting for a more tender and
loving interchange.
If you begin a new love relationship at this time, tension can develop if you or your
new mate is overly assertive or aggressive in pursuit of intimacy. There can be
problems in understanding the difference between lust and affection.
If the
relationship is not providing you with excitement and/or moving along at a fast
enough pace, then you may abandon it altogether in search of a new adventure.
Tuesday, Oct 25, 2016

Sat SSqr Ura

You encounter frustrations now that throw a wet blanket on your enthusiasm. You
feel blocked and hemmed in. Your creative and original plans meet with opposition
from conservative people, established rules, and societal norms. You are forced into
finding new outlets for your creative ideas. You may have to abandon your approach
to an activity and try a new angle.
If you have been breaking the law in any way, you are likely to get caught now,
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whether it be for relatively minor offenses like driving faster than the speed limit or
for more significant offenses like not fully reporting your taxes. Reckless behavior,
such as drunken driving, is particularly likely to be squelched and disciplined at this
time.
However, illegal activities are not the only ones blocked at this time. Unfortunately,
the things that excite you the most and that may have the noblest and most virtuous
qualities are also frustrated. However, don't give up on things that are important to
you just because they meet obstacles at this time. You may need to draw upon all of
the patience, will power, and determination that you can muster to meet the
obstacles you face, but wise actions now will build a stable foundation for you and
enable you to have greater freedom in the future.
The increased tension and stress that you experience now can be relieved through
massage, stretching, or outdoor exercises. Maintain good health habits now as you
can get very wired up and stressed.
Wednesday, Oct 26, 2016

Ven Conj Nep

Your romantic imagination is strong now. Dreams of an idealized "true love" or
feelings of compassion and oneness with others emerge strongly at this time.
Your perception of people gets rather hazy; you tend to see them through rosecolored glasses. It is best not to make firm commitments at this time.
If you have creative or artistic inclinations, your work will blossom. You can come up
with some really lovely, inspiring images.
Ven Trine Mar
You feel quite amorous and affectionate now and will very much want to share this
time with someone you love or at least with congenial company. Your creative or
artistic inclinations are also stimulated, and your work in these areas will be
especially satisfying and successful at this time.
Thursday, Oct 27, 2016

Jup Sxtil Nep

You are able to share ideals and spiritual concerns with others in a very satisfying
way at this time. If there is someone that you feel does not understand "where you
are coming from", you may find that you are now able to effectively communicate
whatever lofty, idealistic, or abstract ideas that are important to you. In doing this,
you also become clearer about your own ideals and better understand those of
others as well.
This is also a good time to relax and enjoy a good movie or other entertainment or
take a trip to a beautiful, unusual, or inspiring place.
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Friday, Oct 28, 2016
You are in a
friends are a
treat them or
make it more

Ven Trine Moo

mood to relax and enjoy harmonious surroundings. Your family and
source of particular pleasure and satisfaction, and you may wish to
pamper them in some way. Appreciation for your home and a desire to
beautiful or comfortable is strong now also.

Saturday, Oct 29, 2016

Ven Oppos Sun

You feel quite loving and warm, with a desire to give and receive affection and
appreciation. Also, your desire for beauty stimulates your creativity. If you are
artistic, your work will be particularly inspired now. Indulging in your desire for
beauty or luxury is likely at this time.
Jup Oppos Mar
A project or interest of yours comes to a critical culmination at this time. If you are
employed, there is an excellent possibility of receiving a raise at this time. If you are
self-employed, you may win a contract or a new opportunity may open up for you at
this time.
This is an excellent time to gain more exposure for your personal work and
creativity. Your work can bear fruit now. Contact with a business concern may help
you distribute a product or creative work of yours. This may also be a time when you
put the finishing touches on a project that you have been working on for some time.
You are enormously creative and energetic at this time. You may come up with a
creative solution to achieving your career and personal goals at this time - a way to
blend several of your interests in a new way.
This astrological influence is usually, but not necessarily, positive. The negative
tendencies include the possibility of power struggles and competition with others who
share the same professional goals and aspirations that you have. Another negative
tendency is being overconfident and impatient, causing you to gamble on a venture
whose rewards are not as great as you anticipated. Also, you may very strongly feel
the influences given above but not be able to focus on a clear goal. This is
particularly true if you have been unable to focus and dedicate yourself to any
specific goals or projects during the last several years.
Sunday, Oct 30, 2016

Sun Sesqu Mer

A fast pace, with many letters, phone calls, errands, meetings, or discussions, is on
the agenda. You may feel mentally restless, impatient, and overly eager to get your
own ideas across. Also, a situation may arise which requires you to say what is on
your mind, to make a decision, or to clearly voice your personal opinion on some
issue.
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Monday, Oct 31, 2016

Jun Trine Ven

This is a fortunate period in marriages or other intimate relationships. You enjoy
being with your mate, sharing pleasures and social activities together. This can be a
busy time with parties, weddings, births, engagements or showers to attend. If you
live together, you may purchase items or furniture for the home. Your relationship
feels loving, secure and balanced. A possibility exists for an increase in your joint
finances. For instance, if you are married or sharing a domestic life together, one
partner may improve their earning capacity or benefit in some other financial
manner.
If you are unattached at this time, you have a strong desire to give and receive love.
You will be concerned with looking your best and may even behave quite flirtatiously.
A new relationship at this time will be romantic, loving and pleasing to you.
Tuesday, Nov 1, 2016

Ven Trine Jup

Emotional well-being and contentment characterize this time period. You feel quite
relaxed and carefree, and this would be a splendid time for a vacation. Laziness,
self-indulgence, and expecting everything to work out well with no effort on your
part are negative possibilities now. You feel very lucky and you are likely to be lax or
extravagant with your money. Material benefits are, indeed, likely at this time, but
beware of being overly generous or depending too much on Lady Luck.
Ven Trine MC
Your friendly concern for others and your willingness to meet people half way
benefits your career, reputation, or public image at this time. This is a favorable time
to socialize with people you have professional ties with since the positive feelings you
generate now are likely to be an aid to you in the future. Beautifying the place where
you meet the public and an increased concern about your own physical appearance
are also brought out now.
Wednesday, Nov 2, 2016

Jun Trine Asc

You receive greater satisfaction from spending time with your marriage partner or
mate.
There is a better understanding of your own personal needs in the
relationship and this is a good time to let your partner know how they can help you
along this path. This can be a beneficial or lucky time for your relationship and your
mate may play a significant role in providing you with opportunities to fully express
yourself and feel at ease in the partnership. Committed relationships can grow in
both love and mutual understanding under this astrological influence.
Note that the precise timing of this astrological influence is very dependent on the
exact birth time, so the dates given are accurate only if your birth time is very
accurate.
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Thursday, Nov 3, 2016

Moo Oppos Mer

This is a good time to phone friends or family, write personal letters, or record any
thoughts or feelings that you have. Emotions and personal biases are apt to cloud
your objectivity, however, so you may wish to postpone activities that require strict
logic and clarity.
Friday, Nov 4, 2016

Mer Trine Sat

The emphasis is now on long-range financial planning, thinking about future security,
and formulating strategies to achieve your ambitions. Your ability to study quietly, to
concentrate on complex mental work, and to think deeply about serious matters is
much better than usual. This is a good time to organize your affairs and also to seek
professional advice about your concerns.
Saturday, Nov 5, 2016

Ven Oppos Mer

You are more clear and objective about personal matters and your relationships, so
this is a favorable time to iron out differences or come to a decision. Communicating
openly with loved ones, taking a trip to visit friends, or going on an outing
accompanied by one you love figures prominently now.
Sunday, Nov 6, 2016

Mar Oppos Ven

You are powerfully attracted, emotionally and sexually, to someone you encounter at
this time, and any romantic involvements you currently have are intensified. Expect
fireworks! Also, your relationships can become tempestuous, especially if your
partner is not as responsive or amorous as you would like.
Monday, Nov 7, 2016

Mar Sqr Ura

Rebelliousness, recklessness, impatience, a sudden burst of anger or your need to
break free from rules and restrictions may create a lot of disruption in your life right
now. Also, you can't seem to settle down or focus on one task for any length of time.
Though you are unusually energetic, it is hard for you to get anything done. You
tend to fly off the handle and to scatter your forces. You are happiest now when you
do something creative and daring, and that doesn't require cooperating or
conforming to others' wishes and needs.
Mar Oppos Asc
Your relationships have a very competitive, aggressive quality at this time, and
conflicts over power and dominance may erupt. You won't compromise yourself to
please anyone. Disputes in your marriage or other close partnerships are likely. On
the other hand, you may begin a relationship now, boldly taking the initiative to
pursue someone you want to be with. You will come on strong to this person, but he
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or she might just love it!
Tuesday, Nov 8, 2016

Moo SSqr Mar

Your competitive, aggressive, and/or sexual energies are stimulated, and your
temper is apt to be aroused also. Patience, especially with family members, is in
short supply.
Wednesday, Nov 9, 2016

Sun Trine Sat

Today it is easy for you to concentrate on your work, to eliminate what is
superfluous or distracting you from what you really need to do. You have the selfcontrol and discipline to apply yourself to tasks that you may have been avoiding.
You want to put your affairs in order and have a greater tolerance for tedium than
usual. This is a good time to tackle mundane chores and practical business.
Thursday, Nov 10, 2016

Jup Oppos Moo

You express good will more openly than usual now. You are eager to lend a helping
hand and are very generous. More than likely, you will make charitable donations or
spend time helping someone who can use your assistance.
You find it very easy to overlook traits in others that irritate you at other times. Your
helpful, cheerful attitude hits a harmonious chord with others, and you find that
friends and acquaintances reciprocate with help and assistance. This is a time when
you are able to effectively communicate because you are able to express positive
feelings effectively and empathize with others.
Your increased sense of good will and helpfulness also causes you to feel upset about
cruelty, neglect, and indifference on the part of others. You may find yourself
becoming very outspoken about human rights issues and the needs of the
disadvantaged. You may also become angry or fed up with any family member who
fails to demonstrate warmth and consideration for other family members.
Ven Sxtil Ura
This is a time for getting a little loose and wild with friends, going dancing, or doing
something out of the ordinary that is stimulating and fun. You meet interesting new
people and are more open to people who are quite different from yourself. An
opportunity for a romance may arise which is likely to be exciting, though shortlived.
Friday, Nov 11, 2016

Mer Trine Ven

You are very congenial and cooperative now and more interested in the similarities
than in the differences between yourself and others. This is a very good time to let
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people know you care about them: send a card, write a note of appreciation or even
a love letter! You may also want to buy something beautiful, pleasing, and frivolous
which simply makes you feel good.
Mer Trine Asc
Communications are excellent now. You come across clearly and present yourself
articulately. Public speaking, interviews, and other transactions with the public are
favored. Conversations you have at this time go smoothly, and an agreement can be
reached.
Jup Trine Sun
Now is the time to unwind, relax, and enjoy yourself. This is a good time to travel or
vacation. Even if you do not vacation at this time, you are likely to find that you
enjoy life more. Life is less stressful, and you are much less annoyed by
inconveniences or difficult personalities than you usually are.
You take a more relaxed and creative approach to life now, and you are likely to take
the time to enjoy a hobby or activity that you have not made enough room for in
your life. Let this inclination grow and develop during this time period and, most
importantly, see if you can sustain it after this astrological influence is over.
This is a good time for invigorating, but not overly strenuous, outdoor activity. Your
health is robust now, and this can be a good time for rejuvenation. Activities like
golf, swimming, or hiking are very enjoyable now.
Saturday, Nov 12, 2016

Moo Sxtil Mer

Communicating with neighbors, friends, and family is accentuated. This is a good
time to establish friendly relations at work also. Gossip and trivial conversation are
temptations now.
Sunday, Nov 13, 2016

Sun Qucnx Mer

Communications are delayed or interfered with now. Somehow, the message you
intended and the one that was received or perceived are not quite the same. There is
quite a bit of static on the line, metaphorically and quite possibly literally as well. You
also find that the way others talk or try to convey their ideas is grating and just goes
against your grain. Try not to let their minor irritations get blown out of proportion.
Most likely it is style rather than substantive disagreements which cause tension
now.
Monday, Nov 14, 2016

Mer Sesqu MC

This is a time for you to speak out about your thoughts or concerns regarding your
work or professional matters. Communication with your superiors or with people in
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authority who are in a position to consider and act on your ideas comes to the fore
now.
Tuesday, Nov 15, 2016

Moo Trine Plu

You feel very strongly about something and are unlikely to be influenced or
convinced otherwise. You are moved very deeply by some person or some event.
This is a good time to get your feelings out in some way.
Wednesday, Nov 16, 2016

Mer Sxtil Plu

You are fascinated by the mysterious now. Unsolved or puzzling problems and the
hidden or behind the scenes aspects of a situation interest you most, and you delve
and probe until you discover the truth. An interest in psychology or other peoples'
secrets comes to the fore. You enjoy spy, mystery, and supernatural stories.
Thursday, Nov 17, 2016

Ven Sqr Plu

Hidden passions, fears, jealousies, longings, desires, or needs surface in you now
and can stir up trouble in your closest relationships. You are prone to be compulsive
or demanding in a close relationship, to be emotionally driven and to force things to
a head in some emotionally-laden situation. Positively, a relationship can be
deepened and reborn now, given new life by your willingness to reveal yourself
completely to your loved one.
Mar Trine Plu
Getting what you really want and moving toward achieving the things which are
important to you may involve surrendering something or eliminating something from
your life at this time. Perhaps an attitude, a situation, or an attachment that has
been impeding you is now released. You feel free to concentrate on the things that
are most important to you now. Major, long-term changes can be successfully begun
now - a lifestyle change or a regimen of self-improvement, for instance.
Friday, Nov 18, 2016

Mar Sesqu Mer

Verbal battles, disputes, and heated debates are very likely at this time because you
speak your mind without much forethought, tact, or consideration of consequences.
Right now you will say the things you usually only think, especially to people you
disagree with. Also, you are quite impatient and easily frustrated and are inclined to
move about too quickly and abruptly, which can cause accidents. Unless you slow
your pace down a bit, this time period can be quite a headache.
Saturday, Nov 19, 2016

Mer Conj Nep
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Your thoughts are dreamy, fantastic, and faraway right now. Your imagination
intuition is heightened, which benefits any creative or artistic work you may
However, your practical reasoning ability and your ability to focus on the here
now are diminished. Your judgment regarding concrete matters is a bit fuzzy at
time, so you may wish to delay making important decisions.

and
do.
and
this

Mer Trine Mar
This is a good time to assert your own needs and desires, to communicate to others
what you really want. You are sharp, clear, decisive, and articulate. You can't stand
being idle now; you are ready for challenging, intellectual activities and attacking
difficult problems on the job.
Sun Trine Ven
Giving and receiving appreciation, love, and happiness come into your life now. You
are moved to express your affections more openly than usual. You also want to be
surrounded with beauty and harmonious people, and your artistic efforts flourish.
Sunday, Nov 20, 2016

Sun Trine Asc

You are in harmony with the people in your immediate environment. There is a sense
of ease and of flowing with, rather than fighting against or resisting, what is going on
around you. Therefore, you have more energy and more fun at this time.
Now is a good time to make a presentation, go for an interview, or meet the public in
some way; the response is positive.
Cer Sxtil Mer
You let the people you care about know you are available to help and guide them
now. Your heightened awareness and sharp reasoning skills present an opportunity
for you to find new ways to communicate with family members and loved ones. The
people who are dependent upon you for support, caring, and nourishment are
rewarded with your acute sense of timing in fulfilling their expectations. Also, this is
an excellent time to assert your personal creative desires and projects as you receive
less resistance in your environment. The caretaking of partners or children is
rewarding to you, and you emerge from this period with an empathetic, deeper
compassionate feeling toward loved ones.
Ven Sqr Mar
Tangles in romantic relationships are likely now. Your sexual drive is quite strong,
and you may be more concerned with satisfying your own desires than in being
sensitive to your partner. Intimate interactions are inclined to be tense right now.
Mer Trine Moo
It is easy for you to talk about your feelings now and also to listen sensitively to not
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only what others are saying but also what they are feeling. This is an excellent time
to discuss your feelings and clear the air of any grievances you may be holding on to
from the past. Your communication with women is especially good at this time.
Monday, Nov 21, 2016

Mer Oppos Sun

A short trip, or at least a lot of activity and movement, is very likely now. A
significant conversation, learning from another person, and getting your own ideas
and perceptions across to others is also likely. You may hear from someone who has
important information for you or feel a pressing need to write or call someone else in
order to bring some matter in the open. Communications of all kinds play an
important role in your life now.
Tuesday, Nov 22, 2016

Mar Sxtil Nep

This is not a period when you feel like pushing your own interests or one in which
you are especially energetic. Other people's concerns and needs receive more
attention from you now, and you are more motivated to do something which serves
others, perhaps a group you are affiliated with. Cooperating with others for some
idealistic purpose is very satisfying for you at this time.
Ven Sqr Moo
The craving for sweetness and comfort in the form of loving affection or food is
strong now. This is a good time to baby yourself and also to spend time with the
people who love and appreciate you the most. Also, you are feeling rather tender
and softhearted and may do something "maternal" on impulse (such as take home a
stray kitten, offer to babysit, buy a gift for your family, etc.).
Wednesday, Nov 23, 2016

Mar Sxtil Mar

You are capable of forceful, decisive action, and you have the will to carry through
on your intentions at this time. Physically, you feel good and your energy is flowing
smoothly. Also, your interactions with others are feisty and spirited. You inspire
others to take action, and group efforts or joint projects are favored.
Pal Trine Mer
Personal and creative projects are likely to be profitable during this time. You must
assert yourself and use your innate talents to receive the rewards or benefits of
these efforts. A relative or associate may suggest a joint business venture or new
idea which may prove to be successful for you. On the other hand, you may feel like
leaving your comfortable and serene surroundings and enjoying a spontaneous
vacation or weekend adventure.
This is also a good time to visit with family, relatives, and siblings where there can
be a lively exchange of ideas and communications.
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Mer Trine Jup
This is a good time to travel, especially to places you've never experienced before,
where you will be exposed to new ideas and different ways of looking at the world.
Studying new concepts is also favored; your ability to understand abstract ideas and
your desire to grow intellectually is strong now. Anything that broadens your world
appeals to you at this time. You are interested in the big picture and have less
attention and interest in details.
Thursday, Nov 24, 2016

Mer Trine MC

At this time you put extra energy into thinking about and organizing your work and
professional life. Decisions you make at this time are likely to work out well, as you
are clear and objective. Gathering information regarding your career or long-range
goals is also favored.
Friday, Nov 25, 2016

Jun Sxtil Plu

Intimate relationships can undergo a rebirth or renewal at this time. You can
experience opportunities to enrich and enhance your marriage or love relationship as
deep emotional feelings and intense commitment to your partner surface. It is easier
to give your love physical and emotional expression, which will further bind the two
of you together. Whether you are married to your mate or not, you will find yourself
absorbed and deeply concerned with the relationship. A casual interaction will not
appeal to you, as you are searching for an all-consuming involvement which
highlights greater feelings of devotion, love and passion.
Saturday, Nov 26, 2016

Ven Oppos Sat

Conflicts between duty and pleasure, or between sober practicality and a yearning
for love and emotional satisfaction, are likely now. This can be a very frustrating
time, and you are likely to feel quite alone, emotionally aloof, or withdrawn.
A relationship may end or a temporary break may be made. This is a time to
relinquish something or someone you once cherished but which no longer has a
positive purpose in your life.
Ven Sqr Jup
This is a time when it is difficult to stay within a budget or on a diet, as your
tendency is to splurge on beautiful things and to enjoy yourself as much as possible.
You want comfort and ease and have luxurious tastes. Quality is especially important
to you right now. Also, you want to share whatever good fortune you have. You need
company and happy fellowship. It's a good time for a party, as long as you don't
overdo it.
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Mar Sxtil Moo
You easily become fired up emotionally at this time, especially about people, places,
or causes you have a strong attachment to from the past, such as your alma mater
or your home town. You care more passionately and respond instinctively and
emotionally to whatever happens to you at this time. Also, you are energized and
invigorated now and eager to be involved in projects that benefit your children,
family, or home.
Ven Sqr MC
The desire to socialize, to be friendly, or loved may interfere with getting work done
or acting in a professional manner. Scheduling time for recreation or to attend to a
relationship is a good idea now.
Sunday, Nov 27, 2016

Mar Trine Sun

Your vitality and self-confidence are high, and you can achieve your goals with much
more ease than usual. You enjoy vigorous physical activities, competitive work or
sports, and meeting challenges. You are inclined to strike out on your own and to
assert your own will, but not in a way that creates resistance in others.
Mer Oppos Mer
Exchanging information, ideas, and opinions plays an important role in your life now.
A significant conversation with someone who has a very different attitude or
perspective than your own is likely. Try to be receptive and learn as much as you
can from others at this time. Also, mental curiosity or restlessness impels you to get
out and about, perhaps take a short trip or visit.
Sat Trine Jup
This is a positive and fortunate time for business pursuits and career goals. Your
goals and ambitions are molded into concrete reality at this time, and you have a
vehicle for reaching your destination. Assistance can take many forms, such as a
pianist finally obtaining a new, better piano to replace the old one, an artist or
craftsman moving into a house that provides a better studio or workshop, or an
enterprising business person landing a contract to undertake a major project. In one
way or another, this is a time when you find ways to implement your dreams. The
benefits do not come to you on a silver platter. It is up to you to use the tools and
materials that are made available to you. Now you have the chance to do more and
advance. Take full advantage of the opportunity and apply yourself energetically.
You can carve out a much better life for yourself at this time.
You will feel the desire to make several minor, but significant, adjustments in your
work. For example, if you are engaged in a business activity, you may discontinue
some advertising, use new sources for various services that you use, assign new
tasks to employees, change advertising to appeal to a new market, make changes in
the product line, etc. The worst mistake you can make at this time is to procrastinate
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and not act on your ideas! At this time you have an excellent sense of balance and
proportion, of how to efficiently meet goals and objectives, and you should utilize
this sensitivity to improve upon existing situations.
These qualities are evident in your personal life as well. You are likely to clean out
your closets, reorganize, and also discover new opportunities for growth and
enrichment. You may find a business or agency that is interested in a hobby of
yours, or a group of people may express interest in an area that you have a lot of
experience with. Do not let opportunities pass you by. This is a harmonious and
pleasant time for you, and one which can also bring some especially nice
opportunities to you.
Monday, Nov 28, 2016

Sun Sxtil Plu

There are opportunities for deep sharing and powerful, meaningful contacts with
others, especially people who share common goals or ideals. An opportunity for a
leadership role is also likely.
Tuesday, Nov 29, 2016

Moo Sxtil Plu

You seek emotional depths - a very moving piece of music, an especially intimate,
heart-to-heart connection with a friend or loved one, or some emotional thrill. Your
feelings are more intense and compelling.
Wednesday, Nov 30, 2016

Ven Qucnx Mer

You may decide to change the decor of your home, or you may attend a musical or
artistic event that exposes you to new styles that are different from your customary
tastes. Communications with family and friends can be strained at this time, as you
try to clear up points of confusion. This is a good time to get a new perspective on
your relationships and your life style, but do not force yourself to make important
decisions now while you are not completely comfortable with any of the alternatives.
Thursday, Dec 1, 2016

Mer Sxtil Ura

You will want a break from the predictability of your usual routine and methods.
You're in the mood to experiment and to learn something new. Offbeat or original
ideas excite you and you will seek people who can offer you a different way of
looking at things. Discovery, inventiveness, and spontaneity are major themes now.
Sun Conj Nep
You feel more lackadaisical now, less focused on mundane tasks, and possibly less
energetic as well. Your imagination and fantasy life is very active and you can dream
up some very creative ideas. Negatively, you tend to dissipate your energy or to
avoid the real world.
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Sat Trine MC
Solid and steady progress in achieving career goals is highlighted now. If you are not
happy with the kind of work you do, then investigate the possibilities of a change in
your assigned duties at this time. If you are happy with the kind of work you do and
you perform your job well, it is very likely that you will receive a promotion now.
Do not seek out opportunities that require skills that you do not possess because this
astrological influence does not bring completely unexpected benefits. The progress
you make now is based on the skills and talents that you have developed.
You are very clear about what your career goals are at this time. You are able to
make wise, practical decisions that bring you up a step in your pursuits. It is unlikely
that you will make radical changes in your career at this time; you will build upon
whatever progress you have made in the past and take an important step forward.
People of stature and importance assist you now in achieving your career goals. You
may receive recognition or a promotion that cements your job position and offers
increased stability and job security.
If improvements in your career do not seem to be very significant but you feel
strongly that there are changes you can make that will significantly improve the
situation, then act on these thoughts and feelings. Don't sit back and wait if you can
see what needs to be done. This astrological influence is helpful but not particularly
motivating, and you may fail to take advantage of the opportunities due to inertia.
Note that the precise timing of this astrological influence is very dependent on the
exact birth time, so the dates given are accurate only if your birth time is very
accurate.
Friday, Dec 2, 2016

Sun Trine Mar

You have an abundance of physical energy and self-confidence right now and can
take on new projects and challenges with ease. You feel bolder and less dependent
on others' affirmation and approval.
Taking a strong stand or striking out on your own in some manner is likely to work
out well for you.
Mar Sxtil Jup
Doors open and new opportunities for personal and professional growth present
themselves. Any initiative or action you feel inclined to take at this time is likely to
lead to a positive outcome for you. Partnerships or joining with others for mutual
benefit is favored. Your energy level is high; this is a good time for athletics,
especially team sports.
Mar Sxtil MC
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Working energetically with a clear objective in mind, advancing your own
professional goals, and enlisting others' support for your projects by acting as a
leader are key issues now. Your superiors and others in authority respond favorably
to your confidence and your willingness to take a risk or attack a problem in a new
way.
Saturday, Dec 3, 2016

Ven SSqr Nep

Dreams, wishes, and fantasies about love are strong now, and you may be
infatuated with someone you meet at this time, only to be disappointed later when
you discover this person does not fulfill all of your expectations. You are simply not
seeing people objectively now. Your imagination is very active and creative,
however, and so is your yearning for something beautiful. The artist in you emerges,
and your creations please and inspire you.
Sunday, Dec 4, 2016

Jup Sqr Sat

Significant changes and opportunities face you at this time but making the correct
decision about what to do is not easy. This is a period of critical decisions and
transition. A major change in your life can occur now (new job, relocating, ending a
long-term relationship or beginning a new one, etc.). In fact, it is not unusual for
several important changes of this nature to be occurring. Unfortunately, you find it
difficult to decide whether to go along with the new opportunities or even push
harder to make changes occur, or whether to try to maintain the old, familiar life
style, routines, and surroundings.
One side of you is impatient to make some major changes. You are tired of the same
old routine and life style. You want to break free and get things really moving. You
feel there is much more to life, and you are not growing and living as fully as you
ought to be. The other side of you is wary of the changes; they may just be pipe
dreams and simply lead to considerable stress and disappointment. Underlying all
this is the nagging question of what you really value and whether the new
opportunities are more worthwhile than your current involvements. Unfortunately, no
one can make the decisions for you, and you have to sort things out for yourself.
Clearly, YOU MUST MAKE SOME CHANGES. Letting things remain as they are will
lead to stagnation. On the other hand, you must be careful that the changes you
make will bring the THINGS THAT YOU REALLY WANT. For example, if you accept a
new job only because it brings more money, but you must sacrifice other benefits of
your current life style, then you may find afterward that the increase in income was
not worth the sacrifices. If you are not honest with yourself or if you place too much
value on things that are really of secondary importance, then you will make the
wrong decision.
Another problem for you now is how to meet all of your obligations while having time
to do the things you want. Your responsibilities are probably similar to those of most
people: to family members, to pay the bills, etc. At this critical time you can find new
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ways to meet these obligations while allowing yourself more time to do the things
you want to do. At the least, you will find that you can rearrange your life and make
some significant changes in your daily routine, which are big steps towards leading a
more fulfilling life. You may also decide that a more radical change in life style is
warranted (new job, relocation, etc.). It is up to you to decide what is really
important and how to best balance all aspects of your life. If you are creative, honest
with yourself, and willing to go through some adjustments, you will come out much
better when this astrological influence is over.
Underlying the changes in your life and the decisions you must make is a change in
your values and attitudes towards life. You are now able to see your life from a
broader perspective and you seek greater meaningfulness in your life.
Jup Oppos Jup
During this time period you may take a trip to visit old friends, attend a large
gathering, or vacation. You are in an expansive, somewhat adventurous mood. This
is a good time to get away from your usual daily activities. Getting away helps you
take stock of your life in general and the overall course of your life.
Sun Trine Moo
At this time you enjoy emotional satisfaction and harmony in your home life.
Relationships with women run smoothly. If you have a solid emotional base in your
life, you will receive the benefits of that. If not, this is a good time to begin making
connections with people and also to discover what gives real emotional nourishment
and fulfillment.
Sun Oppos Sun
This is a time to get others' opinions and feedback about yourself and what you are
doing. Relationships of all types are activated now and cooperation, compromise,
and adjustments to others' viewpoints are key issues that require your attention.
You may come into contact with a person who is especially creative or influential in
your life.
Monday, Dec 5, 2016

Ven Oppos Ven

Your needs for love, companionship, friendship, and sharing are very strong now,
and you won't want to be alone or go off to do solitary work. In fact, you feel like
relaxing and enjoying the beautiful side of life rather than laboring or concentrating
on difficult tasks. A significant development in a close relationship or strong feelings
of attraction to someone you encounter are very likely at this time.
Tuesday, Dec 6, 2016

Jun Conj Nep

You may overlook any negative behavior or actions of your mate or spouse during
this time. There is a likelihood that you will put your partner's needs and happiness
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before your own, and will sacrifice anything for the sake of harmony. Even if you are
a strong and forceful individual, at this time you are more easily influenced by your
mate and you see them in the most "perfect" light. In fact, you will see only what
you choose to see, and not necessarily the real person. But even in the best of
relationships, at the moment your partner may unwittingly take advantage of your
considerate and compassionate nature. There may not be any great harm to your
relationship, only a slight disappointment when you get your feet back on the
ground.
Ven Sqr Ura
You are impulsively affectionate and flirtatious at this time, and you feel quite
restless if you are in a stable, predictable relationship that offers little excitement.
You may be highly attracted to someone new, simply because of the novelty and
possibilities for adventure. Also, your friends or love partner may behave in
unexpected ways. Flexibility and open-mindedness in your relationships is called for
now.
Ven Oppos Asc
This is a very positive time in your marriage or closest one-to-one relationships. Your
need to be together and to share loving feelings is very strong. You want to give to
your friends and loved ones and may spend generously in order to make them
happy. You may also meet someone now who is very good for you.
Wednesday, Dec 7, 2016

Jup Oppos MC

Family and domestic life takes a fortunate turn now. A home improvement or even a
new home is a possibility. A family member may improve in health or receive an
advancement in career or important recognition that brings joy to the whole family.
You feel like your family is working together in a cooperative, mutually supportive,
and helpful spirit. Feelings of closeness with good friends also helps you to feel
grateful and happy about the place and circumstances of your life. This is a time of
inner growth and fulfillment. If you have difficulties with family members, use this
time to bring about a resolution and healing of the problem.
Note that the precise timing of this astrological influence is very dependent on the
exact birth time, so the dates given are accurate only if your birth time is very
accurate.
Jun Trine Mar
You are very receptive to displays of physical and sexual contact with your marriage
partner or in an intimate love relationship. There is a passionate, playful quality to
your lovemaking, and the urge to connect with your mate is intensified. You put your
energies into making your relationship stimulating and exciting. You know the
appropriate balance between asserting your desires and providing a gentle touch.
Your partner responds with equal impulses and sensuality toward you. If you have a
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quarrel with your mate at this time, you will display your anger but you will be quick
to forgive.
If you are not in a committed love relationship or marriage, you may have an
opportunity to meet someone through an important male in your life. Or you may
find it easier than usual to take the initiative in exploring or pursuing a new love
relationship.
Mer Sqr Plu
It is impossible for you to be content with superficial answers now, and you are
impatient with people who avoid looking candidly and honestly at root causes and
hidden reasons for any problem or situation. You tend to force your views on other
people now. Also, you can become obsessed with an idea or problem until you have
figured it out.
Thursday, Dec 8, 2016

Sun Trine Jup

This is a good time for relaxing recreation, a time to refresh and rejuvenate yourself
and do the things you most enjoy doing. Good humor and optimism prevail now, and
you are able to get a larger perspective on your life. This is also a good time to
approach someone who is in a position to benefit you spiritually, intellectually, or
materially.
Mar Trine Mer
You speak very clearly, convincingly, and forcefully now, so that there is no
mistaking what your views and opinions are. You can argue a good case, make a
very persuasive presentation, or successfully challenge someone whose ideas do not
agree with your own. Your mind is sharp and your responses quick. This is a very
good time to take a test or to do any kind of intellectual or mental work.
Friday, Dec 9, 2016

Sun Trine MC

Your career, reputation, public standing, or important personal goals gain
momentum now. Your superiors or those in a position to support or further your
aims are positively disposed toward you at this time. An important victory or success
can be achieved.
Saturday, Dec 10, 2016

Mer SSxt Nep

Your ability to concentrate on mundane concerns and problems diminishes now. The
world of imagination, fantasy, entertainment, or art holds more attraction for you.
Go to a movie with a friend (or write your own!). Also, your psychic sensitivity and
intuition are heightened at this time. You are more impressionable and open, but
somewhat less precise and clear mentally.
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Sunday, Dec 11, 2016

Mer Sqr Mar

Errors made in haste, speaking too forcefully, sharp words spoken on impulse, or
accidents occurring due to restlessness and impatience are all possible at this time.
You feel that you have to fight for what you want or believe in, and you are very
clear, decisive, and convincing right now, but you also tend to stir up more
controversy or competitive feelings than is really necessary.
Monday, Dec 12, 2016

Ven Trine Plu

You have a special magnetism and attractive power now, and you are feeling
intensely loving also. Your relationships, particularly sexual or romantic ones,
intensify and have a deep, compelling, urgent quality. Your inner feelings and needs
for love and closeness emerge very strongly. You may also channel some of these
feelings into creative or artistic work, something that evokes and expresses your
deepest self.
Tuesday, Dec 13, 2016

Sun Oppos Mer

Conversations, negotiations, meetings, responding to letters and phone calls, and
communications of all kinds are important activities now. A significant discussion or
exchange of information is likely. This is a good time to get the views of someone
you respect.
Wednesday, Dec 14, 2016

Mer Sqr Moo

Emotions, prejudices, or unresolved issues from the past come up in your
interactions with others now, and you may not be very objective.
This is a good time to speak up and clear the air of any grievances you have been
holding on to for some time.
Personal subjects are the topic of discussion now. Reminiscing, remembering,
daydreaming about, and reflecting on the past is likely.
Jun Trine Moo
This period brings about pleasant feelings between you and your mate. Your
relationship will be emotionally satisfying to you, and there will be opportunities to
grow closer to each other through expressing your deepest inner feelings. Although
there is a protective quality about the relationship now, you can rely upon your
partner to be trustworthy, devoted and appreciative toward you. You are attracted
to the more traditional, committed style of companionship and may prefer to spend
time with your mate in a secure and comfortable domestic environment.
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Thursday, Dec 15, 2016

Jun Oppos Sun

Confrontations and conflicts are possible in a marital or love relationship now. You
will be inhibited and less comfortable in "just being yourself" when in the company of
your mate or loved one. Your partner may feel superior in the relationship and
become quite demanding and domineering toward you. There is a possibility that
there will be a direct attack on your ego, causing you to doubt your importance in
the partnership. You might adopt a defensive position when entangled in debates
and quarrels with your loved one. You may need to compromise in order to gain
power and recognition or more equality in the relationship.
Friday, Dec 16, 2016

Ven Sxtil Nep

You are receptive to beauty at this time and want to be surrounded with harmony,
beauty, and kindness. Also, you feel tender and gentle toward others, and you want
to please or to be of service to them in some way. Some selfless generosity or an
effort on behalf of someone in need will make you feel very happy now.
Ven Sxtil Mar
Romance and flirtations are likely now. You are feeling warm, expressive, and lively.
Loving feelings flow between you and the people you meet. Current attractions
intensify. Friendships are also strengthened at this time. Also, your creativity and
desire to make something beautiful is stimulated now.
Saturday, Dec 17, 2016

Mar Trine Ura

Increased physical courage and a strong sense of adventure combine to make this a
very interesting time. You need to do something innovative, daring, unusual,
liberating, exciting, and challenging. You are inclined to act on some of the wilder
impulses and desires you feel from time to time. You crave stimulation. If you have
an inventive streak, you could make a startling discovery or breakthrough now.
Sunday, Dec 18, 2016

Ven Sxtil Moo

This is an excellent time to have company or to give a party at your home. You are
feeling hospitable and loving and need to share comfort and affection with close
friends and family. Home improvements or beautifying your surroundings in some
way is also favored now.
Ven Trine Sun
Relaxation, enjoyment, and pleasure are emphasized now. This is not a time to push
yourself or to be involved in activities that require intense competition or a great
expenditure of energy. Cooperative, harmonious personal and professional
relationships are more important to you at this time. You feel like socializing and
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being friendly.
Monday, Dec 19, 2016

Sun Sxtil Ura

Acting on impulse, changing your usual routine, improvising and using your intuition
rather than following a prescribed, logical way of doing things is called for now. The
tempo of your life accelerates now. Expect a rather inconstant, unpredictable, but
interesting time.
Tuesday, Dec 20, 2016

Sun Qucnx Asc

At this time, you may need to acquiesce, accommodate, or make adjustments for
other people for the sake of expediency. That is, it will be less strain to step aside
than to tangle with the opposition. You may be humbled now, see the flaws in your
course of action or your attitude towards a situation, and remedy some of your
errors. If you are unwilling to do this, a general sense of static or dissonance both
within and without is likely.
Wednesday, Dec 21, 2016

Moo Conj Plu

Intense, irrationally strong or compelling feelings emerge now and intimate
relationships are deeply emotional. You're apt to overreact.
Thursday, Dec 22, 2016

Ven Sxtil Jup

Both friendship and material benefits may well come to you at this time. You feel
very sociable and gregarious and seek conviviality, especially with people who really
know how to have a good time. Charitable and philanthropic impulses are stronger
now, also, and should be followed with positive action on your part.
Ven Sxtil MC
Meeting people that can benefit your career, getting together with colleagues, or
getting to know your superiors on a more personal, friendly basis is quite likely at
this time. Take advantage of all opportunities to socialize with the people you have
professional ties with for the outcome is likely to be quite positive.
Friday, Dec 23, 2016

Pal Trine Ura

You want to surround yourself with people who stimulate your mind with fresh and
exciting insights and discoveries. This can be a good time to tap into your own inner
talent and creative potential, especially that which is considered unconventional or
ingenious. Sudden flashes of intuition help you come up with new ideas to find
solutions to any problems you are experiencing. If you are engaged in social and
group organizations, their influence upon you may reform some of your outdated
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attitudes and ideas. You can make new friends who are quite gifted, unusual or
innovative in their field.
Mer Sqr Moo
Emotions, prejudices, or unresolved issues from the past come up in your
interactions with others now, and you may not be very objective.
This is a good time to speak up and clear the air of any grievances you have been
holding on to for some time.
Personal subjects are the topic of discussion now. Reminiscing, remembering,
daydreaming about, and reflecting on the past is likely.
Saturday, Dec 24, 2016

Moo SSxt Nep

Your artistic sensitivity, intuition, and imagination are stimulated. A fleeting
impression or intuition is apt to be correct.
Sunday, Dec 25, 2016

Mer Sqr Mar

Errors made in haste, speaking too forcefully, sharp words spoken on impulse, or
accidents occurring due to restlessness and impatience are all possible at this time.
You feel that you have to fight for what you want or believe in, and you are very
clear, decisive, and convincing right now, but you also tend to stir up more
controversy or competitive feelings than is really necessary.
Monday, Dec 26, 2016

Jun Trine Jup

Marriage and intimate love relationships are happy, playful and very loving. There is
an emphasis on adventure, travel or an urge to get away from daily routines. You
tend to overdo everything you do together, for example, extravagant spending,
clowning around with each other, or dreaming up big plans for your relationship. If
you take a gamble on having some fun with your companion, it will be very
beneficial to do so now, as this period ensures luck, cheerfulness and the opportunity
to grow together as a successful couple.
If you do not have a mate at the present time, this would be a period when you can
meet someone while traveling or through educational or religious activities or a
professional organization.
Ven Trine Mer
This is a good time to schedule social activities or even business meetings where tact
and friendliness would be a plus. You act as a diplomat and harmonizer between
people with differing viewpoints. Also, attending cultural events such as an art show
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or a play is favored. Thoughts of love, an appreciation for beauty, and an aesthetic
enjoyment of your surroundings are brought to the fore. A short pleasure trip would
also be beneficial now.
Tuesday, Dec 27, 2016

Sun Sqr Plu

Underlying or previously hidden aspects of a situation come to light now.
The misuse of personal power, dominating or manipulating others, and the subtle
ways you try to control situations or other people are issues. The tyrant in you
comes out, or you find yourself dealing with the more difficult, dark, tyrannical side
in other people.
Also, this can be a time when you are forced to confront and deal with something
which is no longer working - from old, outworn possessions to an unhealthy
relationship or a deeply ingrained, self-defeating attitude.
Wednesday, Dec 28, 2016

Jun Trine MC

An opportunity may arise for you to take pride in your partner's accomplishments
and encourage their career endeavors. You enjoy whatever good fortune your mate
or spouse brings to the relationship and lend full support toward their efforts.
Benefits brought to you both at this time can be either stronger commitment, more
stability in the relationship, or freedom from limitations in your career, thereby
allowing more time to devote to maintaining equilibrium in your partnership.
Note that the precise timing of this astrological influence is very dependent on the
exact birth time, so the dates given are accurate only if your birth time is very
accurate.
Thursday, Dec 29, 2016

Mer Sqr Plu

It is impossible for you to be content with superficial answers now, and you are
impatient with people who avoid looking candidly and honestly at root causes and
hidden reasons for any problem or situation. You tend to force your views on other
people now. Also, you can become obsessed with an idea or problem until you have
figured it out.
Cer Sxtil Mer
You let the people you care about know you are available to help and guide them
now. Your heightened awareness and sharp reasoning skills present an opportunity
for you to find new ways to communicate with family members and loved ones. The
people who are dependent upon you for support, caring, and nourishment are
rewarded with your acute sense of timing in fulfilling their expectations. Also, this is
an excellent time to assert your personal creative desires and projects as you receive
less resistance in your environment. The caretaking of partners or children is
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rewarding to you, and you emerge from this period with an empathetic, deeper
compassionate feeling toward loved ones.
Friday, Dec 30, 2016

Ven SSqr Mar

Tangles in romantic relationships are likely now. Your sexual drive is quite strong,
and you may be more concerned with satisfying your own desires than in being
sensitive to your partner. Intimate interactions are inclined to be tense right now.
Saturday, Dec 31, 2016

Sun Sqr Mar

You know just what you want right now and woe to anyone or anything that gets in
your way! You are much more likely to become domineering, pushy, or inconsiderate
of others now, so it is a good time for you to do what you need to do by yourself
rather than with others. Accidents, mistakes made in haste, or ego conflicts may
occur due to your impatience and willfulness. Positively, physical energy is high and
you could accomplish a great deal.
Sunday, Jan 1, 2017

Mar Sqr Nep

This can be a very depleting and confusing time when you do not know exactly what
you want or you do not feel strong, capable, or effective. Physically, you need to be
gentle with yourself and take care not to dissipate your energy reserves. Your
imagination can run wild now, and you want to act out a fantasy or strange desire something you normally would have the good sense not to attempt. However, if you
are an artist, this is a very inspired, fertile time for you.
Ven Trine Ura
Unexpected pleasures, new friends, or a more playful, adventurous attitude in your
relationships make this time period stimulating and delightful. You want a break from
your usual routine and, because you are willing to experiment and to be
spontaneous, you are likely to experience a refreshing change of pace. A new
romance or a revitalization of a current one is very likely.
Monday, Jan 2, 2017

Sun Sqr Moo

Tension in your home life, conflicts between work demands and personal needs, or
unresolved emotional tangles are likely to arise now, necessitating adjustments and
compromises on your part.
A side of you which is usually hidden or in the background is likely to emerge now,
and this may be positive or negative.
Tuesday, Jan 3, 2017

Sun Qucnx Sun
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At this time you may feel out of your element or out of sync with yourself or your
surroundings. Interference from others requires adjustment and perhaps sacrifice on
your part. What you have to offer or want to do doesn't mesh well with what seems
to be necessary. While not a full blown crisis, it is a time of strain and tension, which
can be somewhat debilitating to your health. A partial retreat in order not to deplete
yourself and your strength is beneficial right now. You may be upstaged by other
people or events which occur now.
Wednesday, Jan 4, 2017

Moo Trine Ven

Loving family relationships and warm personal and social contacts are emphasized
now. This is a good time to create goodwill and trust between yourself and others.
Thursday, Jan 5, 2017

Mar Sqr Sun

You are inclined to be aggressive and hot-tempered now, particularly when your will
is blocked. Your pushiness or competitive attitude is likely to create antagonism,
hostility, and further resistance to your efforts. It is best to work alone rather than
try to cooperate or coordinate your efforts with anyone at this time. Also, you are
impatient and tend to behave in an impulsive, irritable way which makes you more
prone to accidents during this period.
Friday, Jan 6, 2017

Mar Sesqu Ura

Rebelliousness, recklessness, impatience, a sudden burst of anger or your need to
break free from rules and restrictions may create a lot of disruption in your life right
now. Also, you can't seem to settle down or focus on one task for any length of time.
Though you are unusually energetic, it is hard for you to get anything done. You
tend to fly off the handle and to scatter your forces. You are happiest now when you
do something creative and daring, and that doesn't require cooperating or
conforming to others' wishes and needs.
Saturday, Jan 7, 2017

Sun Oppos Sat

It may seem that circumstances, other people, or the whole world is against you
today! You feel overwhelmed by demands, outside pressures, or your responsibilities
and you are looking at your life with serious doubt or pessimism. Others don't seem
to help, even if they try to; solitary activity or reflection is called for now.
Sun Sqr Jup
You are optimistic and possibly extravagant now. You are less cautious than usual,
feeling that nothing can possibly go wrong. If you are inclined to overindulge,
overspend, or go to excesses in any manner, this tendency is exaggerated at this
time.
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However, you also aim higher than usual and a very promising opportunity or
contact can also occur.
Sun Sqr MC
You are at cross purposes with the people in your environment who are most able to
benefit you. You tend to come on too strong, to be oblivious to others' needs and
intentions, or to act inappropriately now. You feel an urgency to take positive steps
to achieve your goals, but be certain that you are not overstepping yourself, as this
can cause considerable enmity at this time.
Sunday, Jan 8, 2017

Moo Sesqu Plu

Beware of a tendency to overreact, to go to extremes, or to try to force your
intentions on others regardless of the appropriateness of your actions. A minor crisis
in the domestic sphere or an emotional confrontation is possible.
Monday, Jan 9, 2017

Sat Oppos Mer

Avoid attempting communications with large numbers of people at this time, as the
response will be disappointingly small. Public speaking, mass media communications,
and advertising are all very ineffective at this time. Your ideas do not project well at
this time, and they meet with obstacles. You are able to solidify an agreement with
someone only if all the details have already been worked out and you are really just
making the agreement official. But proposals and discussions on more enterprising
issues and ideas are likely to be met with indifference and disinterest.
Criticism from friends, family members, critics, and authorities at this time may be
unfair, and you can become extremely discouraged by the lack of support and
interest in your work and ideas. Try to maintain a positive attitude, extract what is
accurate and useful from the criticism, and keep working on your plan which you can
present again later at a more favorable time. Maintain a sense of humor and don't
give up on the things that are important to you.
Tuesday, Jan 10, 2017

Jun Oppos Mer

Channels of communication with a mate or spouse can be blocked at this time.
During this period, you may find it difficult to share your ideas and opinions with
your marriage partner or other loved one. Even if there is a strong bond of love in
your partnership, you may hold back in expressing your thoughts and feelings
because you are afraid your mate will react with criticism or coldness.
Misunderstandings or a breakdown in communication with your mate is likely at this
time. If you speak to your loved one with courtesy and fairness now, then you
should be able to experience less serious disagreements. On another level entirely,
there may be concerns over your partner's health or work. Interference from
brothers, sisters or other relatives can cause additional disturbances in your
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marriage or love relationship.
During this period, if you are not seriously involved in a love relationship, you may
meet someone who is restless, flaky, or changeable. Or a new relationship may
have trouble getting off the ground because of too much superficial communication
between you. In either case, there may be obvious differences of opinion and
expectations that need to be addressed.
Wednesday, Jan 11, 2017

Mar Trine Sat

Your concentration is excellent now and you are serious about your work. You want
to focus on real accomplishment and avoid frivolity and distractions. You may
fruitfully tackle difficult, disagreeable tasks or work that usually frustrates you, for
your patience and ability to do painstaking work is brought out now. Self-control and
self-discipline are required of you at this time but, fortunately, they yield positive
results in the long run.
Thursday, Jan 12, 2017

Ven Sqr Nep

Dreams, wishes, and fantasies about love are strong now, and you may be
infatuated with someone you meet at this time, only to be disappointed later when
you discover this person does not fulfill all of your expectations. You are simply not
seeing people objectively now. Your imagination is very active and creative,
however, and so is your yearning for something beautiful. The artist in you emerges,
and your creations please and inspire you.
Friday, Jan 13, 2017

Plu Oppos Sat

This is a difficult time period when unexpected demands and responsibilities arise. It
seems as if every weak link in your life decides to break now! New obligations are
likely to arise both in your personal life and your work. You may find that a family
member develops a physical or psychological problem, and you are the best person
to assist. Problems with your car and other mechanical devices may also arise. Even
if no new problems and responsibilities arise, you will find that you cannot open new
doors now. If you have been hoping for a promotion, salary increase, better
employment, a new home, a long vacation, or other release from the daily chores
and limitations of your current life, you are likely to be disappointed. Expansion is
very difficult at this time. This is the time to focus on basics; you must take care of
the things in your immediate environment that now need attention.
Unfortunately, the outer problems that you face are not likely to be easier than the
inner turmoil and confusion that arises! Deeply rooted anxieties and fears surface
now. Feelings of inadequacy, guilt, and regret are very likely. Your faith in yourself is
tested. If you feel that you have been insincere or vain about something, or that you
have made poor decisions, then you must have the inner strength to recognize these
problems and start fresh. Avoid the tendency to wallow in feelings of despair and
hopelessness.
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A good way to prepare for this time period is to make your life as stable and secure
as possible. For example, by having all debts and loans paid off, you are less
vulnerable if your income decreases. If you are employed in a position that provides
a high level of job security (for example, many government jobs are very stable and
secure), then it is probably best to stay in this position rather than switch to
employment that involves great risk.
Although this time period is difficult and challenging, it does point out to you what
things are really important to you. For example, many people discover that they
have placed too much importance on material possessions or their personal
ambitions, and realize that their personal relationships, family, and health are far
more important. Superficialities and distractions are cut out of your life, and you are
faced with dealing with the basics. You can now build your life on a stronger, more
sincere, more mature foundation. If something dear to you is threatened (your
health, a personal relationship, etc.), then you can now focus attention on this
neglected part of your life. Note also that failings and problems may arise in areas
that you have not obviously been neglecting, due to the deep karmic energies that
are at work now; you may even find yourself saying that "it isn't fair" that you face
certain problems now. Whether it is fair or not, you must do your best to improve
them!
Saturday, Jan 14, 2017

Jup Trine Mer

You will be exposed to new ideas and information during this time period. You are
likely to be introduced to a subject area that you have little previous experience
with. The information greatly expands your breadth of knowledge and is very
beneficial to you.
New ideas are likely to come to you via a number of different methods - classes,
books, and discussions. You should take advantage of these opportunities to expand
your mental horizons. You have the option to refuse the opportunity, but you would
be foolish to do so as you will learn a great deal and it will be very enjoyable as well.
You are receptive to new ideas at this time, and you also are able to see your life in
a clear light. This is a good time to take stock of the general direction of your life and
career and make decisions regarding any needed adjustments.
Plu Sqr Jup
You feel claustrophobic now. Your situation seems too limiting and confining and you
want to break free from the obstacles and responsibilities that keep you tied to your
current life style. You certainly need to spread your wings now, but be wary of taking
major risks and gambling on a venture that promises you prosperity, freedom, and
adventure. Because you want more freedom so much, you are willing to believe in a
get-rich-quick scheme and take big risks. Don't be foolish! This is a time when you
can foolishly squander your resources and give up on things that you later wish you
could have back again. On the other hand, you must also find ways to expand your
horizons and grow into a larger sphere of activity and friends than you currently are
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involved in. If you fail to find some new doors to open now, you will become
extremely restless and discontented.
This is an excellent time to travel and meet new people, explore alternative cultures
and life styles, pursue experiences that broaden your perception and view of life.
Most importantly, this is a time when your attitude towards yourself changes. Rather
than limiting yourself by saying "I can't dance very well", or "I am not good with
numbers" or "I can't afford what I want", you are able to change your "I can't"
attitude to an "I can" attitude. You now can clearly see ways in which you limit your
opportunities and growth by focusing on narrow, limited approaches. You may
discover that you have been taking the long route to your career goals and there are
much shorter routes. For example, you may decide to increase your education rather
than struggle along with your current qualifications, or you may realize that
opportunities are much better in another part of the country or even in a foreign
country and you need not struggle in your present situation. In various ways you are
opened up to a larger view of your life and the opportunities that are available to
you. Be careful about making firm decisions now, however, because you tend to be
overly optimistic, overlook details, and take risks that are not warranted. This is an
excellent time to explore alternatives, but only act on your new ideas and discoveries
after investigating them thoroughly.
Ves Conj Asc
Your personal energy and effort may be focused on your work during this period. You
might labor intensely on projects and assignments that are important to you. Since
your attention is mostly aimed at fulfilling your own needs and ideas, you may
inadvertently cause some discord and unfriendliness in your personal life. It is
essential to balance your strong commitment to work with your loyalty to the
intimate and long-standing relationships in your life. Although you may resist
interference from others, you will achieve greater satisfaction and accomplish more
work if you have the support and concern of your loved ones.
Note that the precise timing of this astrological influence is very dependent on the
exact birth time, so the dates given are accurate only if your birth time is very
accurate.
Sunday, Jan 15, 2017

Ves Sqr Ura

Unforeseen situations may suddenly bring changes or disturb your work or
professional duties. Greater responsibility or working unusual or long hours is
possible, especially if you are involved in the process of the planning, organization
and restructuring of your place of employment. It may be best to work alone at this
time, distancing yourself from chaotic conditions in order to concentrate on original
and inventive ways to handle problems and target new and purposeful solutions.
You may feel an urgent need to move ahead and in the process will discard work
which is not functional or useful to your future directions and goals. On the other
hand, this period can bring about zealous involvement with humanitarian or social
organizations. Whether you are focused on a special cause or a work project, you
should avoid alienating loved ones and important people in your personal life at this
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time.
Ven Sqr Sun
Your desire for pleasure, ease, and affection is brought to the fore and may interfere
with work or complicated situations in which you need to be acting assertively and
on your own behalf. Your mood and attitude is conciliatory, and your need for love
and approval heightened. Social gatherings and personal relationships are favored.
Monday, Jan 16, 2017

Ven Sesqu Ura

You are impulsively affectionate and flirtatious at this time, and you feel quite
restless if you are in a stable, predictable relationship that offers little excitement.
You may be highly attracted to someone new, simply because of the novelty and
possibilities for adventure. Also, your friends or love partner may behave in
unexpected ways. Flexibility and open-mindedness in your relationships is called for
now.
Tuesday, Jan 17, 2017

Ves Conj Ven

You may strive to keep peaceful and friendly relations in your work environment,
even if it requires sacrifice or compromise on your part. Since you feel more devoted
to proving your self-worth to your supervisor or peers, you may be looked upon as a
dependable and trustworthy employee. Material security is also important to you and
a good deal of your attention may be focused on increasing your earning capacity or
improving your financial earnings in your line of business. You can also demonstrate
great skill in your creative endeavors, especially if your vocation is in the artistic or
musical field. If there are conflicts with an important love interest or marriage
partner, you might sacrifice work interests and resign yourself to dedicating your
energy and effort into accommodating the needs of the relationship.
Mar Sqr Mer
Verbal battles, disputes, and heated debates are very likely at this time because you
speak your mind without much forethought, tact, or consideration of consequences.
Right now you will say the things you usually only think, especially to people you
disagree with. Also, you are quite impatient and easily frustrated and are inclined to
move about too quickly and abruptly, which can cause accidents. Unless you slow
your pace down a bit, this time period can be quite a headache.
Sun Oppos Ven
You are feeling particularly affectionate now and the company of your love partner or
very close friends is important to you. This is not a time for solitary activity. Sharing,
harmonizing, and love are the themes now. However, if you are not happy in your
personal life, your problems may seem especially pressing at this time.
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Wednesday, Jan 18, 2017

Sun Sqr Ura

Your usual routine is likely to be disrupted now, either by "freak" accidents beyond
your control or by your own impatience with the status quo. Sudden unexpected
events and breaking free of confining situations and relationships are very likely.
Sun Oppos Asc
A significant personal encounter or confrontation occurs today. You cannot, and
probably will not want to, be alone now. This is a time to reach out to people and to
get others' input or counsel. Listen to your mate or a friend who can enlighten you at
this time. Also, consulting a professional for health, business, or personal reasons
will be very constructive and fruitful now.
Thursday, Jan 19, 2017

Pal Qucnx Plu

You may need to revise your present work methods and re-evaluate your thinking
due to forces outside your control. For example, you may be coerced or persuaded
into performing a task or assignment that is different from your usual endeavors.
This can be caused by decisions and changes made by higher-ups where you work.
You are required to make adjustments that have the potential to release your old
ideas, creative planning and insights, or to transform them into new directions. Your
thoughts can be preoccupied with issues regarding income, joint finances, taxes,
insurance, death or matters related to sexuality.
Friday, Jan 20, 2017

Ven Trine Sat

This is an excellent time to make decisions about your financial affairs, as your
judgment is sound and reliable, though a bit conservative. Investing in beautiful
things which are likely to increase in value over time (such as jewelry or fine art) is
favored. You are not interested in fleeting excitement or frivolity now. Spending
"quality time" with an old and trusted friend or enjoying the company of an
experienced, mature person who has much of substance to give you will make you
happy.
Mer Sqr Plu
It is impossible for you to be content with superficial answers now, and you are
impatient with people who avoid looking candidly and honestly at root causes and
hidden reasons for any problem or situation. You tend to force your views on other
people now. Also, you can become obsessed with an idea or problem until you have
figured it out.
Saturday, Jan 21, 2017

Moo Qucnx Jup

In a rather fleeting mood of expansiveness and generosity, you offer a service or
donation which is more than you can really afford. Purchasing on impulse is not
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recommended either, as it is apt to be a rather frivolous and/or regrettable choice.
You are in the mood for diversion now, which is fine as long as it doesn't cost you
too much in the long run.
Sunday, Jan 22, 2017

Nep Sqr Nep

Some change in attitude towards your ideals and spiritual values occurs now. This
change is very inner and gradual, so it is not likely that you will have any great
concern or difficulty about these changes. A new attitude toward the religious beliefs
that you were taught as a child is very likely to develop now.
Monday, Jan 23, 2017

Mer Sqr Mar

Errors made in haste, speaking too forcefully, sharp words spoken on impulse, or
accidents occurring due to restlessness and impatience are all possible at this time.
You feel that you have to fight for what you want or believe in, and you are very
clear, decisive, and convincing right now, but you also tend to stir up more
controversy or competitive feelings than is really necessary.
Tuesday, Jan 24, 2017

Moo Qucnx Ven

Impulsive purchases based on an emotional urge are not recommended at this time.
You are apt to splurge on something which later on turns out not to suit you at all.
The temptation to override budget or dietary limits is also quite strong, but shortlived.
Wednesday, Jan 25, 2017

Ven Sqr Mer

Your thoughts turn to love and this is a favorable time to bring out any concerns you
have in your personal relationships. Agreements and cooperation can be achieved
easily now. You readily discuss your personal needs and desires. Also, you are more
aware of beauty and may want to rearrange your decor or buy something to beautify
your surroundings.
Mar Trine Ven
Right now you are more magnetic and sexually attractive, and your love life is likely
to be both harmonious and satisfying. You experience a positive flow of warmth and
friendliness between yourself and others, and you are stimulated and energized by
your casual interactions with others. Creative and artistic efforts also flourish at this
time.
Mer Sqr Moo
Emotions, prejudices, or unresolved issues from the past come up in your
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interactions with others now, and you may not be very objective.
This is a good time to speak up and clear the air of any grievances you have been
holding on to for some time.
Personal subjects are the topic of discussion now. Reminiscing, remembering,
daydreaming about, and reflecting on the past is likely.
Sun Trine Plu
This is an excellent time to eliminate whatever is unnecessary and outworn in your
life from clutter and disorder in your environment to an unhealthy relationship or
even a long-held attitude or belief which keeps you from going after what you really
want in life.
You are also more perceptive than usual. You see other people's true colors more
clearly and you may discover a secret or the hidden aspect of some situation.
Something lost, hidden, or forgotten may come to light.
Thursday, Jan 26, 2017

Mar Trine Asc

At this time it is easy for you to express yourself boldly and confidently. You seem to
care less about outside approval and this frees you to act on your own behalf or to
do something you have not had the courage to attempt before. Your health and
vitality are quite good, and you need physical outlets for your energies now.
Friday, Jan 27, 2017

Moo Trine Plu

You feel very strongly about something and are unlikely to be influenced or
convinced otherwise. You are moved very deeply by some person or some event.
This is a good time to get your feelings out in some way.
Saturday, Jan 28, 2017

Plu Sqr MC

Your career and overall direction in life reach a critical turning point now. You feel
the need to pursue the things that you love and instinctively find appealing rather
than do what is practical, marketable, secure, or logically correct. If your job does
not express your deeper talents and interests, you may make a job change now, or
you may become more intensely involved with a hobby that is more personally
rewarding and motivating than your job. This is a time of questioning your basic
values and overall orientation to life. This is a critical time when you must make any
necessary changes to get your life on track with your inner feelings and instincts,
even if some sacrifices must be made. You may, for example, decide to accept a
lower salary in order to pursue an area that is more meaningful and exciting to you.
However, do not become fanatical and stubbornly follow your inner instincts when
common sense tells you that your pursuit is foolhardy and impractical. The important
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key now is to become aware of your inner purpose and sense of mission. Develop a
realistic plan for achieving the things that are really important to you. Also, avoid the
tendency to become pushy, domineering, and fanatically one-tracked in pursuit of
your personal goals.
Note that the precise timing of this astrological influence is very dependent on the
exact birth time, so the dates given are accurate only if your birth time is very
accurate.
Cer Sqr Ven
At this time you may need to give your loved ones some room to breathe. Balance in
your love relationships becomes necessary during this time period as you feel a
desire to overindulge in your role as nurturer and show your eagerness to "take care
of" another. You feel possessive of the people you love, as well as the objects and
ideas you value. This emotional connection that you make with other people at this
time is fraught with conflicts and disappointments as your behavior is regarded as
suffocating and smothering. If possible, attempt to create a more equal sharing of
love and nurturing in your partnerships.
Sunday, Jan 29, 2017

Mer Oppos Sat

You are likely to distance yourself from others now, feeling the need to withdraw and
reflect. Your thoughts are inclined to be heavy, critical, and pessimistic at this time,
so it would be good to realize that you are only seeing part of the picture and
perhaps seek the advice of an older, experienced person who has passed through
some of the challenges you face. This can also be a time of leaving, separating from
friends, and choosing a new way.
Mer Sqr Jup
Your mind is on bigger issues and long-range plans. You are optimistic and
enthusiastic about your ideas, but disinclined to read the fine print or study all the
facts, which can result in an error in judgment. Try not to be lax about important
details.
Mer Sqr MC
This is a time for you to speak out about your thoughts or concerns regarding your
work or professional matters. Communication with your superiors or with people in
authority who are in a position to consider and act on your ideas comes to the fore
now.
Sun Sxtil Nep
Today you feel less competitive and ambitious about practical and mundane matters.
The world of imagination, fantasy, art, music, or mysticism is very appealing to you
now, and if you have talent in any of these areas, this can be a creative and fruitful
time for you. However, the negative possibilities for you now are being undisciplined,
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slack, indefinite, or wasting time and energy.
Monday, Jan 30, 2017

Sun Sxtil Mar

Your vitality and courage are strong now and you are eager to meet challenges. You
can accomplish a great deal of work, especially if it involves physical effort. If you
are active in sports, you will be especially competitive and vigorous now. Selfconfidence is high.
Jun Sxtil Ura
Love or marital relationships may be given a breath of fresh air at this time. You are
not inclined to be possessive or jealous now in your marriage or love relationship and
you certainly do not want your partner to behave in this manner toward you. You
seek ways to bring spontaneity and newness into the partnership and avoid
situations which are uninteresting and boring. Your hope is that your partner will
allow you enough space and give you the opportunity for independence and selfexpression. Although this is only a temporary phase, it may stimulate you to release
your insecurities and break down the rigid structures of the past, allowing the
relationship to renew itself later on a more solid and equal ground.
If you are not committed to someone or married, this period does not point to a
permanent partnership. However, you may have an opportunity to meet someone
who inspires, excites and interests you at the present time.
Tuesday, Jan 31, 2017

Cer Oppos Ura

Circumstances now can bring about unexpected or upsetting experiences in the
home environment. Changes or reversals of roles regarding family needs and
caretaking are possible. Children, friends, and loved ones challenge the existing
conditions, often breaking the status quo within the family. Rebellious behavior or
criticism directed toward you leads to arguments and separations. This may be
brought on by outside pressure from friends or peers, or by unanticipated events.
For instance, a parent may suddenly find themselves being the sole provider or
nurturer for the family unit. You may wish for closer family unity. However,
conditions exist where you must find outside time for personal freedom. There may
be problems in trusting your own intuition now, and, therefore, you have difficulty in
choosing the best alternatives for dealing with these new changes in your
environment.
Pal Sqr Nep
In the course of your daily activities, you may retreat from work and practical
responsibilities, tending to fantasize and distort reality. Although you are inspired by
fascinating dreams, they can be illogical, unrealistic and illusive. You need to
carefully evaluate your communications with others, as they may involve deceit,
misunderstandings or underhanded schemes. You can be the victim or perpetrator of
unscrupulous activities. Make sure you safeguard your creative designs and
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achievements during this vulnerable period.
Cer Sqr Asc
You may be concerned over your ability to take care of your family or career
responsibilities. You feel you are being tested as to whether or not you can
effectively manage your authority and status in these areas. You can encounter
stressful situations and disputes with loved ones and co-workers who feel your
interests are in other directions, while you perceive yourself as struggling to fulfill
everyone else's needs. This will personally make you feel less secure or unloved
during this unsettling, yet brief, period. One area you should not neglect is your own
physical and emotional health. Find time to pamper yourself and take a break from
the daily pressures you experience now.
Note that the precise timing of this astrological influence is very dependent on the
exact birth time, so the dates given are accurate only if your birth time is very
accurate.
Chi Sqr Mer
You may be easily offended and hurt by a misunderstanding which arises during this
time. Problems can occur because you are unable to communicate in a way that
harmonizes with others now. Your thoughts and ideas may be confusing or off the
beaten track, resulting in verbal arguments or disapproval from those in your
environment.
As a result, antagonism or intimidation can occur or true
communication may be withheld. Also, your thinking is subject to fluctuations and,
therefore, you may use subtle tactics to get your point across or to safeguard your
position, such as sarcastic humor, put downs, or wounding remarks. Unfortunately,
you may not realize that you are putting people on the defensive and in turn only
hurting yourself. If you can use this time to express your thoughts in a way which
acknowledges the sensitivities of others, there can be an honest interchange or
communication which still allows you to disclose what is actually on your mind.
Wednesday, Feb 1, 2017

Ven Trine Ven

Contentment, emotional well-being, and harmony prevail in your personal
relationships. At this time you relax and indulge in your pleasure-loving side. Unless
other astrological indications override this influence, you are unlikely to be forceful
and try to make things happen, but instead are inclined to flow along with people
and situations, attracting what you need and letting the world come to you.
Sun Sxtil Moo
Support from close friends, family, and the women in your life gives you confidence
now. This is a good time to mend fences and ameliorate problems in your home life.
Sun Trine Sun
Confidence and inner harmony prevail. You can move forward with creative projects
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and express yourself more easily and comfortably now. Your efforts are well received
at this time.
Ven Trine Asc
At this time you are inclined to invest your time and money into making your
environment more beautiful and comfortable. You may also wish to enhance your
personal appearance in some way, such as getting a new hair style or purchasing
clothing, cosmetics, and the like. Social gatherings are also very positive for you
now.
Thursday, Feb 2, 2017

Nep SSxt Mar

You are more humble, receptive, and less aggressive in your work now. Others are
more willing to give you advice and criticism because you are not as rigid and
defensive as usual. Even if you normally are very tolerant and open to suggestions,
you will still find that at this time you are able to get along better with co-workers
and colleagues. In addition to being less aggressive, you are also more sensitive to
the needs of others and you reach out to help others more readily. This is a positive
time period when you are very cooperative and sensitive to the needs of others. You
may also engage in some specific altruistic or charitable work as well at this time.
Rather than focusing on the strictly personally rewarding aspects of your work (for
example, your income, amount of vacation time, and other amenities), you are more
sensitive to the value of your service as a contribution to society. You may read
books, talk to others, or have other experiences that broaden your awareness of how
your work plays an integral part in meeting the needs of society. This is an excellent
time to make changes in your work methods and approaches, so that customers,
clients, and other recipients of your work are better served. Because you are now
better able to see your services from the customer's point of view, you are better
able to implement changes that make important improvements.
Friday, Feb 3, 2017

Mer SSqr Nep

Mental clarity, discrimination, and your ability to separate fact from fiction is
diminished now. Miscommunications and an inability to formulate your ideas
coherently are likely. Your mind wanders, and this can be a time of creative reverie
or daydreaming. Avoid making binding contracts at this time.
Saturday, Feb 4, 2017

Moo SSxt MC

A need for support, sympathetic understanding, a sense of security and continuity
with the past, and sharing on an intimate, personal level is accented now. You
respond to others much more emotionally than you usually would.
Sunday, Feb 5, 2017

Mar Oppos Plu
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Your personal ambitions and drive to assert yourself and make an impact on the
world meet with considerable opposition now. Other people or external forces over
which you have no control seem to subtly undermine your efforts - or try to
overpower you altogether. You need to stand up for yourself, perhaps in a Davidand-Goliath type of situation. If you have been unscrupulous or overly egotistical and
selfish in your pursuits, you are likely to get your comeuppance now.
Sun Sxtil Jup
Agreements, contracts, and joining your efforts with others will work out very much
to your advantage now. A friend or person in authority may offer help or present an
opportunity which will benefit you now or in the future. Also, you will reap rewards
later for the generosity and aid you extend to others at this time.
Mer Oppos Ven
This is a favorable time to take a short vacation or pleasure trip, especially to visit
people you really enjoy. The tone of this time is light, friendly, and easy. Positive
connections are made with others, and you may meet a new friend. You may also
want to call or write someone you love, simply to cheer them up or tell them you
love them.
Monday, Feb 6, 2017

Sun Sxtil MC

Your long-range goals, life direction, or career aims come into focus now. You gain
clarity or a stronger sense of purpose, which energizes your efforts to get ahead or
move toward what you really want.
Recognition or support from your superiors or others who are in a position to assist
you is likely now, especially if you take some initiative.
Mer Sqr Ura
Flexibility, thinking on your feet, and the ability to accommodate the unexpected will
be called for now. The pace is very quick. You will be pulled in many directions at
once and will tend to scatter your forces, jumping from one thing to the next.
Positively, you may come up with some fresh, original plan or insight that may seem
crazy at first, but which is likely to be quite useful.
Mer Oppos Asc
Conversations with your partners and friends are critical now. This is a time for you
to really listen and learn from others. If there is some matter you are concerned
with, now is an excellent time to consult a professional or even a good friend that
can give helpful feedback. You need other people's ideas and opinions now.
Tuesday, Feb 7, 2017

Moo Sqr Plu
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Beware of a tendency to overreact, to go to extremes, or to try to force your
intentions on others regardless of the appropriateness of your actions. A minor crisis
in the domestic sphere or an emotional confrontation is possible.
Wednesday, Feb 8, 2017

Pal SSxt Moo

This is the time to act upon your creative and mental impulses. You receive positive
feedback and support from others, especially women, at this time. There may be an
opportunity to reap benefits from your expertise in a specific craft or artistic
achievement now. You experience warm emotional responsiveness and contentment
in your intimate partnerships. You can clearly feel and sense your mate's emotions
and desires on an inner level.
This is a highly intuitive, insightful period which brings favorable relations and
concord with others.
Thursday, Feb 9, 2017

Pal Sqr Sun

Your personal aims can be thwarted or can prove frustrating to you at this time. You
might set your sights on a goal or direction now but are not viewing the situation
with clear perception. Analytical and reasoning abilities are not as sharp as usual.
Beginning a new creative project or seeking employment is not favorable at this
time, as others may reject your intentions and objectives. You may have to fend for
yourself and rely on your inner resources to accomplish your goals. This is a
confusing period in close relationships, as your viewpoint and natural expression may
not be pleasing to your partner. You might withdraw mentally or unconsciously from
your mate and create emotional distance between the two of you.
Friday, Feb 10, 2017

Sun Trine Mer

If you are a writer, teacher or student or are involved in any intellectual work, this is
a positive time for you: ideas flow and it is easier than usual to express your
thoughts. Also, this is a good time for buying, selling, negotiating, and
communications of all kinds.
Mar Trine Nep
You do not feel very sharp, competitive, or aggressive at this time. Feelings of
relaxation, receptivity, passivity, or aimlessness are likely and you tend to avoid
stressful confrontations or situations that demand too much of you. Goals and
desires that normally seem so important - especially ones in which you are pushing
your own interests - do not matter quite as much now. Your imagination is
stimulated, and you need activities and entertainments that are colorful, out of the
ordinary, and definitely not mundane.
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Saturday, Feb 11, 2017

Mar Conj Mar

Your desire to make a fresh start, to take the initiative and strike out on your own, is
a powerful drive right now. Your physical energy, will, and courage are intensified.
Unless you channel your abundant energy into decisive action or vigorous work,
accidents, anger, and irritability are likely at this time.
Mer Trine Plu
There is great depth to your conversations. You find yourself revealing secrets or
very private matters, and also asking very penetrating questions of others.
Superficial answers don't satisfy you now. This is an excellent time to investigate a
complex problem or mystery, look for something that has been lost or hidden, and
also to learn more about your own inner depths.
Sunday, Feb 12, 2017

Ven Oppos Plu

An intense emotional or sexual attraction, a very revealing, intimate encounter, or a
powerful desire to be close to and share your deepest feelings with someone is very
likely now. Emotions and issues in a close relationship that have been brewing
beneath the surface for quite awhile come to the surface at this time, possibly in a
very disruptive way. All of your relationships intensify and you need to be aware of
your tendency to act in a rather compulsive, demanding way towards others.
Monday, Feb 13, 2017

Mer Sxtil Nep

Your ability to concentrate on mundane concerns and problems diminishes now. The
world of imagination, fantasy, entertainment, or art holds more attraction for you.
Go to a movie with a friend (or write your own!). Also, your psychic sensitivity and
intuition are heightened at this time. You are more impressionable and open, but
somewhat less precise and clear mentally.
Tuesday, Feb 14, 2017

Mer Sxtil Mar

You are eager to discuss your thoughts and plans with others at this time and you
may have a very fruitful brainstorming session, a spirited debate, or a very active
meeting with others in which things really get accomplished. You are verbally
assertive and can present your own plan or idea quite convincingly.
Mar Conj Moo
At this time you are more temperamental, impassioned, and inclined to act on the
dictates of emotion and desire rather than reason. Minor annoyances and others'
idiosyncrasies aggravate you more than usual. You are in a fighting mood. Your
relationships with your family and the women you are closest to are likely to be
stormy.
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Mar Sxtil Sun
Your physical drive and energy level are high now, and you can accomplish a great
deal fairly easily. You are inclined to take the initiative or to strike out on your own,
and you are likely to be successful at what you attempt at this time. Because you
assert yourself in a positive manner, a leadership role or an opportunity to do
something you have wanted to do on your own is likely to be offered to you.
Wednesday, Feb 15, 2017

Mer Sxtil Moo

You feel inclined to speak to others about your innermost feelings, your past, and
other personal subjects, which builds closeness and trust in your relationships,
especially with women. You are also a sympathetic listener, drawing out others'
feelings and personal experiences.
You may hear from someone from the past or reach out to someone you have a long
history with or who was once very important in your life.
Mer Trine Sun
You are very clear and perceptive now. It's a good time to make a decision or come
to an agreement, negotiate, exchange your views with others, or present your case.
If you are in a profession dealing with words, ideas, or communication, this is a very
productive time for you. Ideas flow, and you express your thoughts well.
Thursday, Feb 16, 2017

Sun Trine Ura

You have a low tolerance for boredom and following rules today and you make some
creative changes and discoveries, experiment with new possibilities, or invent a new
way of doing things.
You don't want to follow anybody else's lead at this time, but fortunately you are
able find ways to be yourself and even be a little "crazy" without offending or
upsetting others. This is a dynamic and exciting period. Take advantage of any
unusual offers or opportunities.
Friday, Feb 17, 2017

Sun Qucnx Asc

At this time, you may need to acquiesce, accommodate, or make adjustments for
other people for the sake of expediency. That is, it will be less strain to step aside
than to tangle with the opposition. You may be humbled now, see the flaws in your
course of action or your attitude towards a situation, and remedy some of your
errors. If you are unwilling to do this, a general sense of static or dissonance both
within and without is likely.
Saturday, Feb 18, 2017

Mer Sxtil Jup
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You are optimistic, hopeful, and forward-looking at this time. You can see
connections and possibilities you may have overlooked before. Now is a time for
communicating your enthusiasm, sharing your plans and dreams, and also being
more receptive to others' thoughts and points of view. Contracts, negotiations, and
business dealings of all kinds are favored now.
Mer Sxtil MC
Making decisions or long-range plans is favored now. Your judgment is sound.
Making worthwhile professional contacts, reaching out to others who can help you in
your work, and taking care of business in an orderly, clear way are also likely.
Sunday, Feb 19, 2017

Ven Trine Nep

At this time you are more sensitive to beauty and also to the feelings and needs of
others. It is easy for you to give generously of yourself, for you sympathize strongly
with other people and spiritual values are more important than material ones at this
time.
Monday, Feb 20, 2017

Mar Sqr Sat

This is likely to be a time of considerable frustration and discouragement for you.
You are unusually sensitive to criticism of your efforts and to the limitations and
restraints that your responsibilities entail. Fighting with authority figures or lashing
out at others who restrict you in any way is a strong possibility. A sense of struggle
or of being overwhelmed by obstacles and blockages is likely to characterize this
period. Be patient and don't demand too much of yourself at this time. Work quietly
and steadily and rely only on your own resources.
Mar Conj Jup
This is an excellent time to begin a new business enterprise or any new venture. You
have the drive and courage to make your vision a reality. You feel great physically,
and your confidence and optimism are high, so whatever you attempt now is likely to
succeed.
Ven Conj Mar
Your amorous desires and romantic urges are very strong now. In all of your
relationships, whether romantic or not, you feel quite warm and affectionate. You are
less competitive, more interested in pleasing others and creating harmony. You may
also feel compelled to do something creative or artistic, something to express your
craving for beauty.
Tuesday, Feb 21, 2017

Mar Conj MC
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Your desire for leadership, personal recognition for your efforts, and absolute control
over your own affairs is very strong now. You are very competitive in business affairs
and you aggressively present your concerns and interests to colleagues and
superiors. Anger over an inability to be first or to be on top is quite possible, but you
won't take it lying down. You are ready to fight if necessary in order to forge ahead!
Mer Trine Mer
Conversations and sharing plans and ideas with others are very fruitful now. You
understand what others are telling you, and you make yourself clearly understood
also. This is a favorable time for getting your message across to others via writing,
speaking, or advertising.
Pal Trine Sat
Your business endeavors or creative/artistic projects can bring successful
achievements. You receive approval, cooperation and recognition from superiors or
authority figures on your most important undertakings. Limitations and delays are
lifted and you can bring your designs to crystallization. Your state of mind is
practical and serious, allowing you to make timely decisions and use good judgment
in your affairs.
Parental relations can have an especially rewarding and healing effect upon you.
Wednesday, Feb 22, 2017

Moo Qucnx Sun

A minor emotional disequilibrium or feeling of being off-center is apt to disrupt your
day. You are in a bit of a funk which, fortunately, is apt to be short-lived. However,
major decisions or appointments are best postponed until you are feeling more
balanced.
Thursday, Feb 23, 2017

Pal SSxt MC

Opportunities that benefit your career and public life will present themselves, as long
as you remain clear-headed about what your goals and directions are. If you are
aware of what you want to accomplish, you may reap the benefits and success of
your achievements. This is a favorable period for making intelligent decisions
regarding your career and creative planning. You have a natural ability to grasp
knowledge and learn from your work environment.
Family members and intimate relationships may support your efforts to accomplish
your desired goals.
Note that the precise timing of this astrological influence is very dependent on the
exact birth time, so the dates given are accurate only if your birth time is very
accurate.
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Friday, Feb 24, 2017

Mer Trine Ura

You experience sudden insights, make discoveries, come up with fresh solutions to
old problems, and seek alternatives to the usual routine way of doing things. Your
mental processes are speeded up and you move more quickly now. Try to make
room for a lot of spontaneity and flexibility in your schedule at this time.
Saturday, Feb 25, 2017

Jun Sqr Plu

There can be intense and demanding interactions with your mate or marriage
partner. You are extremely aware of power plays in your relationship, and you must
use tact and discretion when dealing with your partner. Issues which arise now can
cause one of you to manipulate or project your weaknesses onto the other.
Insecurity or a loss of control in the relationship can lead to jealous behavior or one
partner blaming the other for all of the problems. The challenges that you face now
can be greatly relieved if you search for more suitable outlets to release negative
tendencies and emotions.
If single and unattached, you might meet a new love interest who is magnetic,
seductive and extremely passionate. This person can transform your views on love,
sex and relationships.
Sunday, Feb 26, 2017

Cer Qucnx Plu

Unavoidable changes and intense conflicts can occur in your closest and cherished
relationships. Family members and loved ones display compulsive emotional needs
and desires, and you may be coerced or persuaded into fulfilling their demands. Or
unconscious motivations, stemming from past experiences, might arise, leading you
to cling to your mate, children, or parents in an unhealthy or destructive manner. It
will be difficult to let go of emotional attachments at this moment, although power
struggles with others may force you to confront and deal with this issue. You must
learn to re-examine and release your possessive tendencies and concentrate on
becoming more sympathetic and compassionate toward the people in your care and
concern.
Monday, Feb 27, 2017

Mar Sxtil Mer

You have a lot of mental energy and are eager to "attack" intellectual or conceptual
problems. You are likely to come up with a clever solution or a very workable plan,
especially if you brainstorm with others. You also tend to make up your mind very
quickly and decisively now and to translate your ideas into action.
Tuesday, Feb 28, 2017

Sun Sqr Nep

Confusion, inability to focus on mundane tasks, poor understanding or
miscommunication between yourself and others, and the desire to evade real
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responsibilities and challenges are negative potentials for you now. You are more
sensitive, impressionable, dreamy, or idealistic at this time also.
Jup Trine Mer
You will be exposed to new ideas and information during this time period. You are
likely to be introduced to a subject area that you have little previous experience
with. The information greatly expands your breadth of knowledge and is very
beneficial to you.
New ideas are likely to come to you via a number of different methods - classes,
books, and discussions. You should take advantage of these opportunities to expand
your mental horizons. You have the option to refuse the opportunity, but you would
be foolish to do so as you will learn a great deal and it will be very enjoyable as well.
You are receptive to new ideas at this time, and you also are able to see your life in
a clear light. This is a good time to take stock of the general direction of your life and
career and make decisions regarding any needed adjustments.
Wednesday, Mar 1, 2017

Mer Qucnx Plu

Your plans and ideas are subject to radical revisions, significant changes, and forced
adjustments. Something you had counted on may suddenly disappear. You are also
apt to hear a totally unsuspected side about someone or something. While possibly
distressing, this news nevertheless puts pieces together for you which were missing
before. Also, you may be dealing with behind-the-scene matters, subtle political
maneuvers, or Machiavellian tactics.
Thursday, Mar 2, 2017

Ven Conj Moo

Feelings of tenderness and love, especially for family or children, are very strong at
this time. You want to shower loved ones with affection, to invite friends into your
home, and to be pampered and cared for. Your relationships with women are very
harmonious and positive now.
Friday, Mar 3, 2017

Mer Sqr Nep

Mental clarity, discrimination, and your ability to separate fact from fiction is
diminished now. Miscommunications and an inability to formulate your ideas
coherently are likely. Your mind wanders, and this can be a time of creative reverie
or daydreaming. Avoid making binding contracts at this time.
Sun Sqr Sun
You may feel temporarily blocked now. Resistance and challenges from others or
from outside situations suggest that this is not a good time to try to force your will
and desires upon the world, as friction is the only likely result. Relations with men
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can be especially tense.
Saturday, Mar 4, 2017

Mer Sqr Sun

There is much activity; you move rapidly from one thing to another and a hectic,
somewhat stressful pace is likely. Many errands, phone calls, letters which require a
response, and other "busywork" is on the agenda. A minor but rather tense
confrontation is likely.
Sunday, Mar 5, 2017

Ura Sxtil Mer

You are mentally alert, sharp, and on your toes during this time period. You will
perform superbly in a debate or other mental task that requires quick thinking, fast
response, and fluent expression of ideas. Writing comes easily now, so if you have
some writing you need to do, now is a good time to do it.
Business negotiations and organizational meetings of any kind run very smoothly.
You can expect an upbeat atmosphere with a willingness and readiness to act on
progressive ideas.
Ven Conj Moo
Feelings of tenderness and love, especially for family or children, are very strong at
this time. You want to shower loved ones with affection, to invite friends into your
home, and to be pampered and cared for. Your relationships with women are very
harmonious and positive now.
Monday, Mar 6, 2017

Moo SSxt Ven

Sharing your hospitality, entertaining, giving something special and personal to a
friend, and other loving gestures are emphasized now. You are apt to feel relaxed
and pleasantly unambitious now.
Tuesday, Mar 7, 2017

Mer Trine Sat

The emphasis is now on long-range financial planning, thinking about future security,
and formulating strategies to achieve your ambitions. Your ability to study quietly, to
concentrate on complex mental work, and to think deeply about serious matters is
much better than usual. This is a good time to organize your affairs and also to seek
professional advice about your concerns.
Mar Sqr Ven
Your amorous feelings and passions are strong and compelling at this time, and you
tend to be very demanding of a lover's energy and affection. Tensions may erupt in
close relationships because one of you feels that you have been giving more and not
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receiving enough in return, or one of you is more amorous than the other. Frustrated
love desire can easily turn to anger or irritability at this time.
Sun Trine Sat
Today it is easy for you to concentrate on your work, to eliminate what is
superfluous or distracting you from what you really need to do. You have the selfcontrol and discipline to apply yourself to tasks that you may have been avoiding.
You want to put your affairs in order and have a greater tolerance for tedium than
usual. This is a good time to tackle mundane chores and practical business.
Pal Sqr Mer
There may be a frustrating situation or dilemma in your work environment, which
hampers your ability to use logic and rational thinking. For instance, you may be
spending extra long hours and a good deal of energy laboring over a project or idea,
only to meet with complete disapproval of your objectives. An important business
trip or conference may be delayed or canceled which might temporarily interfere with
your goals. Communications and discussions with family members and relatives may
be disappointing to you during this chaotic, disorganized period. It becomes difficult
to get your viewpoint and inspiration across to your close associates.
Wednesday, Mar 8, 2017

Mar Oppos Ura

You are very bold and adventurous right now and you cannot tolerate delays,
restrictions, or any form of authority that prevents you from behaving exactly as you
please. Your drive for personal freedom and insistence on your rights is pressing,
and a confrontation in which you have to stand up for yourself is likely. Rashness,
sudden acts of anger or violence, and a tendency to try to do too much too fast are
tendencies you need to carefully monitor at this time.
Mar Sqr Asc
Irritations, conflicts with the people you relate to on a daily basis, and a generalized
feeling of impatience or edginess characterize this period. Because you are not
feeling very obliging or compromising, this is not a good time to try to come to an
agreement with another. However, you need to get your grievances out in the open;
otherwise the tension builds up to an unmanageable level.
Thursday, Mar 9, 2017

Mer Sqr Mer

Intellectual disagreements or differences of opinion and viewpoints arise now. You
may have to speak your mind in a way that challenges or unnerves someone else.
However, your mind is very active and sharp, and your reasoning power is good, so
this is a good time to do mental work.
Friday, Mar 10, 2017

Cer SSxt Mar
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You put your efforts into helping others now. This is a good time to become involved
with support groups or youth organizations where your participation provides
guidance, love, education, and nurturing to these individuals. Or you may enjoy
activities which focus on family interests and hobbies. Also, this may represent a
period when your self-determination and drive inspires you to take the initiative in
fulfilling your obligations and duties in your personal or professional life.
If you have children, this suggests that you will take a more authoritative role in
their rearing and upbringing and encourage them toward autonomy and selfappreciation.
Saturday, Mar 11, 2017

Jun SSxt Nep

You may need to feel sheltered and loved in your marriage or primary love
relationship. You absorb the emotional energy of your mate and reflect what you
receive. It is almost impossible to keep your imagination and fantasies in restraint at
the moment. For example, if you are not yet married to your partner, you may
spend time daydreaming or envisioning married life. Actually, all of the dreams which
you have about the relationship will appear idyllic and romantic during this period. At
best, you will enjoy your partner's companionship and put aside the negative or the
harsh reality for the time being, in favor of compassion and all-consuming love.
Sunday, Mar 12, 2017

Sun Sqr Mer

A fast pace, with many letters, phone calls, errands, meetings, or discussions, is on
the agenda. You may feel mentally restless, impatient, and overly eager to get your
own ideas across. Also, a situation may arise which requires you to say what is on
your mind, to make a decision, or to clearly voice your personal opinion on some
issue.
Mer Trine Ven
You are very congenial and cooperative now and more interested in the similarities
than in the differences between yourself and others. This is a very good time to let
people know you care about them: send a card, write a note of appreciation or even
a love letter! You may also want to buy something beautiful, pleasing, and frivolous
which simply makes you feel good.
Mer Trine Asc
Communications are excellent now. You come across clearly and present yourself
articulately. Public speaking, interviews, and other transactions with the public are
favored. Conversations you have at this time go smoothly, and an agreement can be
reached.
Monday, Mar 13, 2017

Jun Sqr Mar
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During this period, it may be difficult to manage the intense feelings that you have
about your marriage or intimate relationship. If you are feeling hostility, jealousy or
impatience toward your mate, then you may initiate an argument to clear the air. If
you are quite happy with the relationship, then you may simply desire more
emotional, physical or sexual closeness to your partner at this time. However, if you
are experiencing problems with a spouse or lover, they can become intensified now.
You could sense that your loved one is interested in satisfying his or her desires in a
way which is not pleasing to you. Sexual signals can get crossed, where one of you
will want immediate gratification while the other is opting for a more tender and
loving interchange.
If you begin a new love relationship at this time, tension can develop if you or your
new mate is overly assertive or aggressive in pursuit of intimacy. There can be
problems in understanding the difference between lust and affection.
If the
relationship is not providing you with excitement and/or moving along at a fast
enough pace, then you may abandon it altogether in search of a new adventure.
Tuesday, Mar 14, 2017

Ven Conj Mar

Your amorous desires and romantic urges are very strong now. In all of your
relationships, whether romantic or not, you feel quite warm and affectionate. You are
less competitive, more interested in pleasing others and creating harmony. You may
also feel compelled to do something creative or artistic, something to express your
craving for beauty.
Wednesday, Mar 15, 2017

Ven Trine Nep

At this time you are more sensitive to beauty and also to the feelings and needs of
others. It is easy for you to give generously of yourself, for you sympathize strongly
with other people and spiritual values are more important than material ones at this
time.
Thursday, Mar 16, 2017

Mer Oppos Plu

This can be a time for exposing and talking about hidden, intensely private, secret,
or taboo subjects. Your mind is very probing and your conversations and interactions
with others are intense. Pat answers and superficialities don't suffice now. You can
be too intrusive or overbearing when stating your point of view.
Friday, Mar 17, 2017

Cer SSxt Sun

You feel like vigorously taking the initiative in carrying out your creative ideas and
ambitions.
You acknowledge what needs to be changed in your immediate
surroundings and have the maturity to follow through with a new course of action.
There is less interference from outside forces and you should take advantage of
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opportunities to pursue your goals.
Recreational or entertainment activities with loved ones is favored at this time.
Personally, you may consider joining a health club, planning out a new dietary
regimen, or finding ways to improve your well-being and vitality.
Saturday, Mar 18, 2017

Sun Trine Ven

Giving and receiving appreciation, love, and happiness come into your life now. You
are moved to express your affections more openly than usual. You also want to be
surrounded with beauty and harmonious people, and your artistic efforts flourish.
Mer Trine Nep
You are inspired creatively, artistically, or spiritually at this time. Your imagination,
intuition, and psychic sensitivity are high now, and you find yourself wanting to paint
or listen to music, daydream, or fantasize rather than concentrate on practical
matters.
Sun Trine Asc
You are in harmony with the people in your immediate environment. There is a sense
of ease and of flowing with, rather than fighting against or resisting, what is going on
around you. Therefore, you have more energy and more fun at this time.
Now is a good time to make a presentation, go for an interview, or meet the public in
some way; the response is positive.
Sunday, Mar 19, 2017

Mer Conj Mar

You are likely to come to a very clear, definite decision at this time and to let others
know exactly what you want. You are not in a very conciliatory mood and are not
averse to stirring up unpleasant controversy in defense of your plan, idea, or desire.
You may speak or act in haste now which can be a cause of regret later on.
Monday, Mar 20, 2017

Mer Conj Moo

Conversations have a particularly emotional, intimate, or nostalgic tone. Sharing
memories and reminiscences or discussing a very personal topic with someone you
feel you can trust is likely now. You may have a significant communication (letter,
phone call, or personal discussion) with someone who was once very important to
you or with whom you have a long history. This is a good time to reflect, review, and
get a perspective on emotional matters or things of the past.
Mer Sxtil Sun
This is a busy time; communicating and getting in touch with others is very likely.
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Numerous phone calls, letters, meetings, errands, or discussions bring you into
contact with others. This is a good time to brainstorm with others, share ideas, and
come to a group consensus.
Tuesday, Mar 21, 2017

Moo SSxt Nep

Your artistic sensitivity, intuition, and imagination are stimulated. A fleeting
impression or intuition is apt to be correct.
Wednesday, Mar 22, 2017

Ven Oppos Plu

An intense emotional or sexual attraction, a very revealing, intimate encounter, or a
powerful desire to be close to and share your deepest feelings with someone is very
likely now. Emotions and issues in a close relationship that have been brewing
beneath the surface for quite awhile come to the surface at this time, possibly in a
very disruptive way. All of your relationships intensify and you need to be aware of
your tendency to act in a rather compulsive, demanding way towards others.
Mer Conj Jup
This is a time for making long-range plans, seeing the big picture, and thinking about
what is really important to you in the long run. The trivial details and business of
day-to-day living does not dominate your attention now. Reading books or articles of
an inspirational nature or on subjects of personal growth and development is very
fruitful now. This is also an excellent time for business functions, negotiations, and
communicating with the world at large.
Mer Sqr Sat
Your thinking is rather gloomy and pessimistic at this time. You see the superficiality,
the flaws, and the foolishness or impracticality in others' plans. Also, communicating
with others is difficult now, and people resist what you are saying. You feel more
inhibited and uncommunicative, and you sense that others are not receptive.
Frustrating conversations and the feeling that you are coming across negatively are
possible now, so you are inclined simply to keep your thoughts to yourself.
Mer Conj MC
At this time you are objective and can make some clear decisions about where you
are headed or what the next step to achieve your important personal goals should
be. Your judgment is sound at this time. You may have an important professional
conference or a conversation about your career. This is an excellent time to seek out
your superiors or those in a position to help you advance.
Thursday, Mar 23, 2017

Moo Trine Plu

You feel very strongly about something and are unlikely to be influenced or
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convinced otherwise. You are moved very deeply by some person or some event.
This is a good time to get your feelings out in some way.
Friday, Mar 24, 2017

Jun Sqr Moo

Emotional tension in a marital or love relationship is likely at this time. If you have a
tendency to be possessive or overprotective of your loved ones, then this behavior
will be more pronounced during this period. It is possible you may experience tearful
and frustrating moments caused by unconscious feelings of jealousy, rejection and
oversensitivity in an intimate relationship. Your moods can be so changeable that
your partner has difficulty assessing what your true motivations are. Your lover or
spouse may be afraid of upsetting you emotionally and, therefore, suppress his or
her inner feelings about your actions. On the other hand, your mother, wife, or
girlfriend may be transmitting mixed signals in their emotional dealings with you.
Pal Trine Ven
This is a lucky period in love relationships or in developing artistic and creative
achievements. You give and receive cooperation from your close loved ones and
friends. It is possible to gain approval and respect for your original ideas and
accomplishments. Now is the time to put forth your goals, as your talents and
natural creativity are appreciated and sought after by the outer world. You may
even attract a possible partnership where both creativity and talents are the
common objectives.
If you fall in love at this time or are already in a committed relationship, you feel
especially tuned into your partner on a mental, spiritual, and emotional level.
Saturday, Mar 25, 2017

Mer Sxtil Mer

A nonstop flow of communication between yourself and the people in your immediate
environment is likely today. You may engage in interesting and informative
discussions or fritter your time away in inconsequential chatter and gossip. Mental
curiosity or restlessness may also impel you to take a short trip or visit.
Sunday, Mar 26, 2017

Sun Oppos Plu

You directly confront something that has been hidden, forgotten, or ignored for a
long time. Unresolved issues in personal relationships are stirred up and the
underlying causes of a painful or problematic aspect of a relationship may be brought
to light.
Personal power and control are issues for you now, and if you take too much power
(i.e. are manipulative and tyrannical) or too little power (i.e. are overly passive and
easily victimized), then you will become embroiled in power struggles with others.
Pal Trine Asc
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You are comfortable and at ease in displaying your creativity and skills in career
endeavors and one-on-one relationships. New and inspiring experiences bring you
greater understanding and awareness of all that you can offer to the world. Other
people can sense that your desires and ideas are based on fairness and equality, and
they offer you opportunities to express yourself.
Healing techniques that enhance the mind and the physical body are favorable. You
enjoy pleasant and relaxing surroundings, and your relationships are cooperative and
rewarding to you.
Note that the precise timing of this astrological influence is very dependent on the
exact birth time, so the dates given are accurate only if your birth time is very
accurate.
Monday, Mar 27, 2017

Mer Sesqu Nep

Mental clarity, discrimination, and your ability to separate fact from fiction is
diminished now. Miscommunications and an inability to formulate your ideas
coherently are likely. Your mind wanders, and this can be a time of creative reverie
or daydreaming. Avoid making binding contracts at this time.
Tuesday, Mar 28, 2017

Cer Sxtil Sat

This is a period when you can effectively carry out both your domestic and career
obligations with productivity, growth, and practical decision making. The
achievements you accomplish add to your self-acceptance and self-esteem. There
will be an active interest in parental responsibilities and you are eager to prove to
family members your loyalty and dedication. You have the capability to teach others
the skills to be self-reliant, as well as provide them with the proper tools to succeed
in the outside world.
Wednesday, Mar 29, 2017

Mer Sqr Ven

You are more distressed than usual over any dissonance in your environment or
personal relationships, and you are inclined to avoid serious discussions or real
disagreements with others. Also, challenging mental work and concentration is
difficult for you now.
Thursday, Mar 30, 2017

Mer Oppos Ura

This time is filled with stimulating discussions about controversial topics, unusual or
offbeat ideas, or "crazy" schemes. The tempo of your life increases and may leave
you feeling frazzled. Because you are quite restless, you may do or say things in
haste that you will regret later.
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Mer Sqr Asc
You will be alert and on your toes now. The pace is likely to be fast, even hectic. You
are restless and eager to meet others halfway, to converse, exchange information,
and make connections. Nervousness or irritability due to aggravations and the stress
of increased demands at work is possible.
Sun Trine Nep
At this time you really enjoy art, theater, music, and your own inner world of
fantasy. Your imagination is vivid. If you have an interest in spiritual matters, these
interests come to the fore now also. The inability to be decisive and a lack of energy
or drive is a negative possibility. You can be quite lazy now.
Sun Conj Mar
You feel energetic, confident, and assertive now, and are less inclined to be patient
with others' needs and demands. You may become angry if your will is blocked or if
you have to adjust your vigorous pace to others' slower tempo.
This is an excellent time to take the initiative or to begin a project that you have
been considering. ACTION is the theme for today. If you tend to be hot-tempered,
this is aggravated now, and you can be quite pugnacious. If you are a more relaxed,
easy-going person, you will simply feel more energy and drive than usual.
Friday, Mar 31, 2017

Moo SSqr Mar

Your competitive, aggressive, and/or sexual energies are stimulated, and your
temper is apt to be aroused also. Patience, especially with family members, is in
short supply.
Saturday, Apr 1, 2017

Ves SSxt Mer

Your work and responsibilities may engage much of your attention at this time.
Keeping up-to-date on business correspondence, filing, and telephone
communications is favored now. Your mind is centered on productivity and devoting
yourself to doing the best job possible. You should take advantage of this
opportunity to improve upon your writing and comprehension skills, as this time
period may allow you to quickly process information and effectively broadcast your
thoughts and ideas.
Sunday, Apr 2, 2017

Sun Conj Moo

Key issues now are your home, personal life, and closest emotional relationships.
You feel more quiet and reflective, and you feel a need to be closer to home and to
loved ones. You can draw a lot of strength and satisfaction from your family and
roots now, but if all is not well in this area, you will clearly see any difficulties or
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inadequacies at this time. You are more emotional and subjective than usual.
Sun Sxtil Sun
Friendships and cooperative endeavors flourish now. You achieve a harmonious
balance of giving and receiving and of talking and listening, and any social or joint
activity will benefit.
Monday, Apr 3, 2017

Mar Sxtil Sat

Self-discipline, training, persevering through a dry or slow period, and working
quietly or in meager circumstances are themes in this time period. You have the
ability and stamina to concentrate, to work carefully and thoroughly, and to
accomplish something modest, yet of real practical value and substance now.
Tuesday, Apr 4, 2017

Moo SSxt Mer

Communicating with neighbors, friends, and family is accentuated. This is a good
time to establish friendly relations at work also. Gossip and trivial conversation are
temptations now.
Wednesday, Apr 5, 2017

Ven Trine Asc

At this time you are inclined to invest your time and money into making your
environment more beautiful and comfortable. You may also wish to enhance your
personal appearance in some way, such as getting a new hair style or purchasing
clothing, cosmetics, and the like. Social gatherings are also very positive for you
now.
Thursday, Apr 6, 2017

Sun Sqr Sat

This is a time of considerable frustration and your desires or efforts appear to be
thwarted or at least delayed. Relationships with men and people in authority may be
particularly uncomfortable. Also, you have more self-doubt than usual; your mood is
somber and rather self-critical. This is a good time to take stock of your life, to see
how you are limiting and holding yourself back, and to determine your next steps.
But do not attempt to press forward now, and don't take whatever setbacks you
experience too much too heart.
Sun Conj Jup
You feel expansive, enthusiastic, and optimistic now. You want to reach out, do more
and experience more. You benefit greatly from the opportunities that present
themselves at this time, and a person who will be very influential and helpful to you
may come into your life.
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Friday, Apr 7, 2017

Sun Conj MC

Your career, reputation, and most important personal goals receive a boost now,
primarily through your own initiative and willingness to assert yourself. You feel a
surge of positive energy.
Superiors or people in authority will also notice you now and can help you
immensely, enabling you to fulfill something you are striving for. Public recognition
for your work or your unique personal contribution to the world is very possible.
Ven Trine Ven
Contentment, emotional well-being, and harmony prevail in your personal
relationships. At this time you relax and indulge in your pleasure-loving side. Unless
other astrological indications override this influence, you are unlikely to be forceful
and try to make things happen, but instead are inclined to flow along with people
and situations, attracting what you need and letting the world come to you.
Saturday, Apr 8, 2017

Mar Sesqu Plu

Your drive for personal power, achievement, or control over your life is very strong
at this time. The tyrant in you emerges, and you can be excessively willful,
domineering, or compulsive about doing what you want to. You battle anyone or
anything that is an obstacle to your individual freedom of action, and ego conflicts or
a furious power struggle may ensue. Also, you can be unmerciful with yourself and
your own weaknesses. You are likely to push yourself much too hard.
Sunday, Apr 9, 2017

Nep SSxt Moo

Sympathy and compassion are highlighted now. You are more understanding,
sensitive, accepting, and nonjudgmental of others. Even if you normally have these
traits, you will still find that you now gain a better appreciation and respect for
people that you previously have neglected, ignored, or misunderstood. This is an
excellent time to talk to family members, friends, or associates that you have had a
feeling of distance or misunderstanding with. You are better able to reach a deep
rapport and mutual understanding now. You are also more willing to forgive the
mistakes of the past. You will find that at this time it is relatively easy for you to
forgive others and drop old grudges and resentments. This is a spiritually and
emotionally uplifting time that you should take advantage of. Forgive others and
release any old hurts now, and you will find that the old problems can dissolve.
Because many problems are started in early relationships with family members,
particularly with parents, this process of forgiving and releasing hurt feelings can
produce dramatic improvements in your life in the long run.
This is a good time for creative art work, music, poetry, spiritual, or religious
activities. You may find yourself collecting new art or music or going to the beach or
mountains for inner rejuvenation or inspiration. In short, this is a positive time of
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heightened feelings and increased sensitivity.
Monday, Apr 10, 2017

Jup Oppos MC

Family and domestic life takes a fortunate turn now. A home improvement or even a
new home is a possibility. A family member may improve in health or receive an
advancement in career or important recognition that brings joy to the whole family.
You feel like your family is working together in a cooperative, mutually supportive,
and helpful spirit. Feelings of closeness with good friends also helps you to feel
grateful and happy about the place and circumstances of your life. This is a time of
inner growth and fulfillment. If you have difficulties with family members, use this
time to bring about a resolution and healing of the problem.
Note that the precise timing of this astrological influence is very dependent on the
exact birth time, so the dates given are accurate only if your birth time is very
accurate.
Tuesday, Apr 11, 2017

Sun Sxtil Mer

This is a time when you express yourself very clearly, and conversations,
negotiations, and communications of all kinds are cordial and successful. Expect a
rapid pace with numerous transactions, letters, phone calls, or errands requiring
mental clarity.
Wednesday, Apr 12, 2017

Moo SSxt Plu

You seek emotional depths - a very moving piece of music, an especially intimate,
heart-to-heart connection with a friend or loved one, or some emotional thrill. Your
feelings are more intense and compelling.
Thursday, Apr 13, 2017

Moo Qucnx Jup

In a rather fleeting mood of expansiveness and generosity, you offer a service or
donation which is more than you can really afford. Purchasing on impulse is not
recommended either, as it is apt to be a rather frivolous and/or regrettable choice.
You are in the mood for diversion now, which is fine as long as it doesn't cost you
too much in the long run.
Friday, Apr 14, 2017

Jup Oppos Jup

During this time period you may take a trip to visit old friends, attend a large
gathering, or vacation. You are in an expansive, somewhat adventurous mood. This
is a good time to get away from your usual daily activities. Getting away helps you
take stock of your life in general and the overall course of your life.
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Jup Sqr Sat
Significant changes and opportunities face you at this time but making the correct
decision about what to do is not easy. This is a period of critical decisions and
transition. A major change in your life can occur now (new job, relocating, ending a
long-term relationship or beginning a new one, etc.). In fact, it is not unusual for
several important changes of this nature to be occurring. Unfortunately, you find it
difficult to decide whether to go along with the new opportunities or even push
harder to make changes occur, or whether to try to maintain the old, familiar life
style, routines, and surroundings.
One side of you is impatient to make some major changes. You are tired of the same
old routine and life style. You want to break free and get things really moving. You
feel there is much more to life, and you are not growing and living as fully as you
ought to be. The other side of you is wary of the changes; they may just be pipe
dreams and simply lead to considerable stress and disappointment. Underlying all
this is the nagging question of what you really value and whether the new
opportunities are more worthwhile than your current involvements. Unfortunately, no
one can make the decisions for you, and you have to sort things out for yourself.
Clearly, YOU MUST MAKE SOME CHANGES. Letting things remain as they are will
lead to stagnation. On the other hand, you must be careful that the changes you
make will bring the THINGS THAT YOU REALLY WANT. For example, if you accept a
new job only because it brings more money, but you must sacrifice other benefits of
your current life style, then you may find afterward that the increase in income was
not worth the sacrifices. If you are not honest with yourself or if you place too much
value on things that are really of secondary importance, then you will make the
wrong decision.
Another problem for you now is how to meet all of your obligations while having time
to do the things you want. Your responsibilities are probably similar to those of most
people: to family members, to pay the bills, etc. At this critical time you can find new
ways to meet these obligations while allowing yourself more time to do the things
you want to do. At the least, you will find that you can rearrange your life and make
some significant changes in your daily routine, which are big steps towards leading a
more fulfilling life. You may also decide that a more radical change in life style is
warranted (new job, relocation, etc.). It is up to you to decide what is really
important and how to best balance all aspects of your life. If you are creative, honest
with yourself, and willing to go through some adjustments, you will come out much
better when this astrological influence is over.
Underlying the changes in your life and the decisions you must make is a change in
your values and attitudes towards life. You are now able to see your life from a
broader perspective and you seek greater meaningfulness in your life.
Saturday, Apr 15, 2017

Ves Sesqu Nep

You are more prone to delusion and deception in your work environment at this time.
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You may be putting in a great deal of time and effort toward a specific task, only to
discover you might not receive any compensation or rewards for your labor.
Circumstances can arise that cause misunderstandings or misconceptions about the
work you are attempting to accomplish. For example, a boss or one of your peers
may give instructions for a project or undertaking where you might be unable to
clearly define or understand what is required. Or conditions prevail where you must
sacrifice your ideals and personal concerns in order to hold the job. Even if you
become overly engrossed in your work, you should still make every attempt to
remain attentive to your intimate relationships; otherwise, your indifference will be
quite disappointing to your loved ones.
Sunday, Apr 16, 2017

Moo Qucnx Ven

Impulsive purchases based on an emotional urge are not recommended at this time.
You are apt to splurge on something which later on turns out not to suit you at all.
The temptation to override budget or dietary limits is also quite strong, but shortlived.
Monday, Apr 17, 2017

Pal Oppos Plu

Intense emotional confrontations with people in your immediate environment is
possible. You may obsessively analyze and probe the unconscious motivations of
other individuals in your social world. Or people may try to coerce or persuade you
to get involved in an intriguing or underhanded activity. Whatever the case, you
need to trust and follow your inner guidance and hold onto your belief system. You
can be faced with an event which drastically changes your way of thinking. Working
with a therapist or counselor would be helpful, especially if thoughts and images that
were once kept hidden now emerge. For example, issues of jealousy, sexual
expression, thoughts of death, or even the letting go of past relationships may weigh
heavily on your mind and need to be released. It would be best to seek professional
help if you have difficulty dealing with these concerns.
Sun Sqr Ven
Your desire for love and affection, as well as beauty and pleasure, is strong now and
you act on feelings and creative impulses more readily than usual. If you are not
happy with some aspect of your personal life, these issues arise at this time and
there may be disagreements or tension in a close relationship.
Tuesday, Apr 18, 2017

Sun Oppos Ura

Relationships go awry or at least take an unexpected turn. The need for more
freedom, independence, or novelty on your part, or on the part of someone close to
you, may disrupt the status quo in an important relationship. You may also come
into contact with someone who is very different from yourself and who challenges,
surprises, or upsets you. Expect the unexpected in your relationships!
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Sun Sqr Asc
You may feel out of step with the people in your immediate environment now, not in
harmony with the intentions and desires of those you work or live with.
Relationships, especially professional ones, can be tense, especially if you attempt to
work your own will. This is not a time to force issues.
Mar Sxtil Ven
Friendships and love relationships are favored as you are openly affectionate, warm,
and also quite responsive to loving gestures from others. It's not enough for you to
simply feel loving toward another; at this time you really want to express it and
show it physically. An opportunity for a new romance or friendship is likely to surface
now and work out quite nicely for you.
Wednesday, Apr 19, 2017

Mar Sxtil Asc

At this time you are able to be very clear and aboveboard with other people, bringing
out your desires and differences between yourself and others in a way that is
unlikely to offend or stir up hostility. Because you appear confident, others are
inclined to follow your lead now.
Thursday, Apr 20, 2017

Nep Sqr Sun

Your energy level is lower at this time and you are susceptible to catching colds and
other illnesses. Regular exercise is excellent for you, but avoid pushing yourself too
far as your body doesn't withstand stress and exertion very well now. Also, avoid
making drastic changes to your diet. Improving your diet, of course, is beneficial, but
your body is sensitive and unlikely to adapt well to sudden changes.
Your motivation and ambition weakens now. You are in a receptive, open-minded
mood, and you do not assert yourself as aggressively as usual. You are quite
impressionable, in fact, and can be easily talked into doing something that you
normally would not do. You can also be deceived and manipulated by others. Do not
allow yourself to be pressured into things. Be circumspect and extra careful in all of
your dealings. Disappointments and inadvertent mistakes of all kinds are likely, but
you can prevent many problems by being extra careful to analyze and meticulously
go over important matters.
An occasional escape from your usual routine is beneficial for you now. This is a good
time to vacation, engage in art work or music, attend retreats and spiritual or
religious gatherings. Reading fantasy or fairy tales and watching movies is also
particularly enjoyable now. This is an excellent time to pursue spiritual, religious, or
psychic areas. However, this is not a good time to join a church, change religions, or
embrace a new religious philosophy because you are very gullible and easily
deceived now.
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If you have any tendency to drink to excess or use drugs, the temptation to do so
now is very strong - but don't do it! In fact, even drugs used for medical purposes
have pronounced psychological, and sometimes physical, effects now.
You may lose self-confidence now or you may swing to the opposite extreme and
suffer from delusions of grandeur. In either case, your fantastic and idealistic notions
of your inner potential clash with the reality of what you have made of yourself. Try
not to have unreasonable expectations of yourself. Keep your ideals strong, but
remember that ideals should inspire you with a vision of what is possible rather than
make you feel bad about current conditions.
Jun Oppos Sat
You and your mate may not be sharing the same aspirations for the partnership.
One partner may be more committed to outside interests, such as establishing
professional ties and public recognition, while the other feels wholly responsible for
maintaining allegiance and reliability in the relationship. If you are at cross-purposes
with your loved one now, then a compromise must be reached, wherein one partner
has to be willing to work toward the goals and objectives of the other. Try to avoid
feeling guilty if you have difficulty meeting the demands and obligations of your
spouse or mate.
If you are not involved in a committed relationship, you can easily become frustrated
by the unavailability of stable, mature and respectful companions. Potential partners
will be scrutinized to see if they match your strict standards. If a love relationship
doesn't measure up, then you would rather spend this time alone or engrossed in
your work. Rigid thinking and an overly sober attitude about love should be avoided
now.
Friday, Apr 21, 2017

Jun Sqr Jup

You tend to set high standards and expectations in your marriage or significant love
relationship. Tension and conflicts are apt to develop if your mate does not measure
up to your ideals in the partnership. Or disagreements arise because you feel an
urge to explore new interests outside of the relationship, and you sense your partner
is depriving you of this freedom. You will need to find ways to rationalize your
behavior and prove to your mate that you are still trustworthy and honest in your
intentions. At this time, you should try to remain fair and objective and be less
judgmental in your relationship. Try to avoid exaggerating the negative qualities of
your partner and remember to respect their own unique beliefs and principles which
influence the relationship. In-laws may interfere with your marriage or their
demands may limit your freedom in some manner.
If you are not involved in a committed relationship, you may meet someone while
traveling or through religious organizations or professional contacts. If you begin a
relationship during this period, you might become overly idealistic about this person
and inflate the importance of the liaison. When this astrological influence is over, you
may have a different perspective on this person.
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Mer Sqr Asc
You will be alert and on your toes now. The pace is likely to be fast, even hectic. You
are restless and eager to meet others halfway, to converse, exchange information,
and make connections. Nervousness or irritability due to aggravations and the stress
of increased demands at work is possible.
Saturday, Apr 22, 2017

Mer Oppos Ura

This time is filled with stimulating discussions about controversial topics, unusual or
offbeat ideas, or "crazy" schemes. The tempo of your life increases and may leave
you feeling frazzled. Because you are quite restless, you may do or say things in
haste that you will regret later.
Sunday, Apr 23, 2017

Mer Sqr Ven

You are more distressed than usual over any dissonance in your environment or
personal relationships, and you are inclined to avoid serious discussions or real
disagreements with others. Also, challenging mental work and concentration is
difficult for you now.
Ven Trine Ven
Contentment, emotional well-being, and harmony prevail in your personal
relationships. At this time you relax and indulge in your pleasure-loving side. Unless
other astrological indications override this influence, you are unlikely to be forceful
and try to make things happen, but instead are inclined to flow along with people
and situations, attracting what you need and letting the world come to you.
Monday, Apr 24, 2017

Cer Sxtil Ven

Your need for love, companionship, and emotional support is satisfied by
participating in social, domestic, or romantic relationships at this time. A desire for
togetherness and harmony makes this an enjoyable period for sharing family affairs
and increases the affection and nurturing in love relationships as well. In committed
relationships, this can be a favorable time for an engagement or marriage or
beginning a family. If you already have children, your desire to nurture and protect
them will be especially rewarding to you now.
Tuesday, Apr 25, 2017

Ven Trine Asc

At this time you are inclined to invest your time and money into making your
environment more beautiful and comfortable. You may also wish to enhance your
personal appearance in some way, such as getting a new hair style or purchasing
clothing, cosmetics, and the like. Social gatherings are also very positive for you
now.
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Wednesday, Apr 26, 2017

Ves Conj Ven

You may strive to keep peaceful and friendly relations in your work environment,
even if it requires sacrifice or compromise on your part. Since you feel more devoted
to proving your self-worth to your supervisor or peers, you may be looked upon as a
dependable and trustworthy employee. Material security is also important to you and
a good deal of your attention may be focused on increasing your earning capacity or
improving your financial earnings in your line of business. You can also demonstrate
great skill in your creative endeavors, especially if your vocation is in the artistic or
musical field. If there are conflicts with an important love interest or marriage
partner, you might sacrifice work interests and resign yourself to dedicating your
energy and effort into accommodating the needs of the relationship.
Cer Sxtil Asc
This time can be spent sharing and participating in family activities or in pursuing
creative endeavors. You feel a bit more energy and vitality in your domestic
relationships. This may be because you give them with your undivided attention and
show concern for the interests of others. You want everyone in your family circle to
reap the benefits of good health, sound nutrition, and security. It is easier for you to
take care of others now and provide them with assurance of your reliability. This is
an excellent time for involvement with children, as they sense your confidence and
therefore feel more secure and protected in your care.
Note that the precise timing of this astrological influence is very dependent on the
exact birth time, so the dates given are accurate only if your birth time is very
accurate.
Jun Sqr MC
Your partner may be feeling that your career directives have temporarily pulled you
away from the relationship. You may have limited time to nurture your loved one,
due to obligations in your professional life. This can lead to tensions and difficult
problems in your personal world or marriage. On the other hand, if you are
effectively balancing your career and personal relationship, your partner might be
the individual who is experiencing difficulties in this area. There will need to be
some compromise, possibly with more focus on the inner needs of your relationship
and less attention on the outer world during this phase.
Note that the precise timing of this astrological influence is very dependent on the
exact birth time, so the dates given are accurate only if your birth time is very
accurate.
Thursday, Apr 27, 2017

Sun SSqr Mer

A fast pace, with many letters, phone calls, errands, meetings, or discussions, is on
the agenda. You may feel mentally restless, impatient, and overly eager to get your
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own ideas across. Also, a situation may arise which requires you to say what is on
your mind, to make a decision, or to clearly voice your personal opinion on some
issue.
Friday, Apr 28, 2017

Pal Trine Nep

Profound dreams and visions can enlighten or inspire your creative urges. This is a
favorable period if you are an artistic or intellectual person, as you have vivid flashes
of ingenious imagination. You are more adept in understanding information coming
from internal and external sources. For example, you may have intuitive thoughts
about a friend or acquaintance experiencing a bewildering problem, and then they
unknowingly come to you for help or advice.
Rewards or success can come from the strangest of circumstances if you do not
remain passive or ignore your inner wisdom.
Ves Sqr Ura
Unforeseen situations may suddenly bring changes or disturb your work or
professional duties. Greater responsibility or working unusual or long hours is
possible, especially if you are involved in the process of the planning, organization
and restructuring of your place of employment. It may be best to work alone at this
time, distancing yourself from chaotic conditions in order to concentrate on original
and inventive ways to handle problems and target new and purposeful solutions.
You may feel an urgent need to move ahead and in the process will discard work
which is not functional or useful to your future directions and goals. On the other
hand, this period can bring about zealous involvement with humanitarian or social
organizations. Whether you are focused on a special cause or a work project, you
should avoid alienating loved ones and important people in your personal life at this
time.
Ves Conj Asc
Your personal energy and effort may be focused on your work during this period. You
might labor intensely on projects and assignments that are important to you. Since
your attention is mostly aimed at fulfilling your own needs and ideas, you may
inadvertently cause some discord and unfriendliness in your personal life. It is
essential to balance your strong commitment to work with your loyalty to the
intimate and long-standing relationships in your life. Although you may resist
interference from others, you will achieve greater satisfaction and accomplish more
work if you have the support and concern of your loved ones.
Note that the precise timing of this astrological influence is very dependent on the
exact birth time, so the dates given are accurate only if your birth time is very
accurate.
Saturday, Apr 29, 2017

Pal Conj Mar
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You have the will and ambition to carry out your creative ideas and projects with
cleverness and determination. You may begin a union or alliance with an influential
or authoritative individual who appreciates your intentions and stamina.
This
opportunity may serve as a catalyst for your inner motivation leading you to take the
initiative in launching your plans.
On a physical level, you have intensive vigor and endurance. Emotionally, you feel
confident, brave, and high-spirited. If you are offered a challenge during this period,
you can put forth a strong defense and arise triumphantly.
Sunday, Apr 30, 2017

Mar Trine Plu

Getting what you really want and moving toward achieving the things which are
important to you may involve surrendering something or eliminating something from
your life at this time. Perhaps an attitude, a situation, or an attachment that has
been impeding you is now released. You feel free to concentrate on the things that
are most important to you now. Major, long-term changes can be successfully begun
now - a lifestyle change or a regimen of self-improvement, for instance.
Monday, May 1, 2017

Moo SSxt Mer

Communicating with neighbors, friends, and family is accentuated. This is a good
time to establish friendly relations at work also. Gossip and trivial conversation are
temptations now.
Tuesday, May 2, 2017

Moo Sxtil Plu

You seek emotional depths - a very moving piece of music, an especially intimate,
heart-to-heart connection with a friend or loved one, or some emotional thrill. Your
feelings are more intense and compelling.
Wednesday, May 3, 2017

Sun SSxt Moo

Support from close friends, family, and the women in your life gives you confidence
now. This is a good time to mend fences and ameliorate problems in your home life.
Thursday, May 4, 2017

Moo Sesqu Jup

You feel lucky and are apt to overestimate yourself or the possibilities in some
situation. Don't over commit yourself or promise too much, as you're apt to feel
foolish or overextended later. Your mood is jovial, however, and social relations are
good.
Friday, May 5, 2017

Cer SSqr Sat
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Burdens placed on you by family members, especially children, will result in
limitations and restrictions in your personal life at this time. A parent, child, or other
loved one may feel neglected or require additional protection and nurturing which
causes periods of tension in the home. Older children may have disagreements with
their father and feel torn about their role in the family. It is a period of time when
normal caretaking issues regarding the raising of children or the care of an elderly
parent involves burdens and obligations which create upsets and interference with
your personal objectives. You receive little recognition for your efforts to provide
care for others and sense a feeling of doubt, frustration, or lack of faith in those
around you. This is not a time to take on additional responsibilities in career or home
situations, as you already feel overtaxed in these areas.
Saturday, May 6, 2017

Pal Conj Moo

You have increased intuitive awareness at this time. Your creative imagination is
abundant, and any artistic, inventive, or academic pursuits can be profitable during
this period. The inner, feminine principles in you emerge through the expression of
your talents, especially in your domestic environment. For example, you may want
to create warm feelings and satisfy the emotional needs in your family by offering
food, comfort, and support.
Women may provide helpful advice to you and can also be advocates for your ideas
and projects. Relations with others are fruitful, productive, and inspiring for your
inner needs. This is a good time to establish intimate relationships based on trust,
goodwill, and harmonious feelings.
Mar Oppos Nep
At this time your interactions with others and with the outside world in general can
be confusing, devitalizing, and discouraging. It seems that whatever you try to do
goes nowhere or gets lost in a haze of misunderstanding. This is not a good time to
try to toot your own horn or attempt to get personal recognition for your efforts.
Taking time off, working quietly, or doing something primarily for the benefit of
others without concern for personal gain is favored at this time.
Mar Sxtil Mar
You are capable of forceful, decisive action, and you have the will to carry through
on your intentions at this time. Physically, you feel good and your energy is flowing
smoothly. Also, your interactions with others are feisty and spirited. You inspire
others to take action, and group efforts or joint projects are favored.
Sunday, May 7, 2017

Pal Sxtil Sun

You have an opportunity to network with others to accomplish your creative or
intellectual drives. The benefits you receive will be directly linked to your urge to be
assertive and successful in using your abilities, while others provide you with their
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support and cooperation. This can be an extremely fruitful period for demonstrating
your potential, talent, and drive with individuality.
People in authority or your superiors may offer you new avenues to express your
knowledge or creative achievements in the business world.
Sun Sxtil Sat
Your ability to concentrate and focus on your work is very good now. This is a time
to attend to details, take care of practical business, and to make your life more
stable and secure. It would be beneficial to consult advisors on investments and
long-range plans and to put your affairs in order. Eliminating waste and inefficiency
is important to you now.
Monday, May 8, 2017

Mer Sesqu Nep

Mental clarity, discrimination, and your ability to separate fact from fiction is
diminished now. Miscommunications and an inability to formulate your ideas
coherently are likely. Your mind wanders, and this can be a time of creative reverie
or daydreaming. Avoid making binding contracts at this time.
Tuesday, May 9, 2017

Ven Oppos Plu

An intense emotional or sexual attraction, a very revealing, intimate encounter, or a
powerful desire to be close to and share your deepest feelings with someone is very
likely now. Emotions and issues in a close relationship that have been brewing
beneath the surface for quite awhile come to the surface at this time, possibly in a
very disruptive way. All of your relationships intensify and you need to be aware of
your tendency to act in a rather compulsive, demanding way towards others.
Wednesday, May 10, 2017

Mar Sxtil Moo

You easily become fired up emotionally at this time, especially about people, places,
or causes you have a strong attachment to from the past, such as your alma mater
or your home town. You care more passionately and respond instinctively and
emotionally to whatever happens to you at this time. Also, you are energized and
invigorated now and eager to be involved in projects that benefit your children,
family, or home.
Mar Conj Sun
You experience a burst of energy and are more vigorous, bold, assertive, and
impatient at this time. You feel ambitious and capable of doing a lot and meeting
challenges successfully. However, if your will is blocked, you become quite angry
now. You are less willing to accommodate others and meet people halfway. Your
ego-drive and competitiveness are very strong.
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Thursday, May 11, 2017

Mar Sesqu Ura

Rebelliousness, recklessness, impatience, a sudden burst of anger or your need to
break free from rules and restrictions may create a lot of disruption in your life right
now. Also, you can't seem to settle down or focus on one task for any length of time.
Though you are unusually energetic, it is hard for you to get anything done. You
tend to fly off the handle and to scatter your forces. You are happiest now when you
do something creative and daring, and that doesn't require cooperating or
conforming to others' wishes and needs.
Friday, May 12, 2017

Sun SSxt Mer

This is a time when you express yourself very clearly, and conversations,
negotiations, and communications of all kinds are cordial and successful. Expect a
rapid pace with numerous transactions, letters, phone calls, or errands requiring
mental clarity.
Saturday, May 13, 2017

Mer Sqr Ven

You are more distressed than usual over any dissonance in your environment or
personal relationships, and you are inclined to avoid serious discussions or real
disagreements with others. Also, challenging mental work and concentration is
difficult for you now.
Sunday, May 14, 2017

Mer Oppos Ura

This time is filled with stimulating discussions about controversial topics, unusual or
offbeat ideas, or "crazy" schemes. The tempo of your life increases and may leave
you feeling frazzled. Because you are quite restless, you may do or say things in
haste that you will regret later.
Mer Sqr Asc
You will be alert and on your toes now. The pace is likely to be fast, even hectic. You
are restless and eager to meet others halfway, to converse, exchange information,
and make connections. Nervousness or irritability due to aggravations and the stress
of increased demands at work is possible.
Ven Trine Nep
At this time you are more sensitive to beauty and also to the feelings and needs of
others. It is easy for you to give generously of yourself, for you sympathize strongly
with other people and spiritual values are more important than material ones at this
time.
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Monday, May 15, 2017

Cer Trine Plu

The care of and concern for loved ones take on a deeper meaning for you now. You
experience a renewal of trust and acceptance in your most intimate relationships.
You may have an intense effect on others during this period, where your care and
understanding helps guide them through difficult emotional or physical transitions.
This is an excellent time to transform your creative visions and ideals into actuality.
If you are in the medical, nursing, or healing professions, this is a time when you will
be especially proficient in rehabilitating those in your care.
Ven Conj Mar
Your amorous desires and romantic urges are very strong now. In all of your
relationships, whether romantic or not, you feel quite warm and affectionate. You are
less competitive, more interested in pleasing others and creating harmony. You may
also feel compelled to do something creative or artistic, something to express your
craving for beauty.
Tuesday, May 16, 2017

Mar Sxtil Jup

Doors open and new opportunities for personal and professional growth present
themselves. Any initiative or action you feel inclined to take at this time is likely to
lead to a positive outcome for you. Partnerships or joining with others for mutual
benefit is favored. Your energy level is high; this is a good time for athletics,
especially team sports.
Wednesday, May 17, 2017

Mar Sxtil MC

Working energetically with a clear objective in mind, advancing your own
professional goals, and enlisting others' support for your projects by acting as a
leader are key issues now. Your superiors and others in authority respond favorably
to your confidence and your willingness to take a risk or attack a problem in a new
way.
Thursday, May 18, 2017

Ven Conj Moo

Feelings of tenderness and love, especially for family or children, are very strong at
this time. You want to shower loved ones with affection, to invite friends into your
home, and to be pampered and cared for. Your relationships with women are very
harmonious and positive now.
Sun Sxtil Ven
Your relationships are especially affectionate and friendly at this time, and you may
benefit socially or materially through an opportunity offered to you by a friend. This
is a good time for parties, social gatherings, and other pleasurable activities.
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Pal Sqr Sat
You want to avoid dull and tedious assignments during this period. Work duties or
business meetings can be tiresome and disappointing to you. You need to organize
your thoughts and improve your concentration skills to achieve the results of your
planning. Even though you might be feeling pessimistic or inhibited, you can break
this cycle by assuming your responsibilities and attacking detailed or routine work
with more energy and enthusiasm. This will ensure that you keep your mind
engaged in productive activities.
A parent or older person may be experiencing problems or difficulties and you may
be called upon to advise or guide them through the situation.
Ven Sxtil Sun
Opportunities for friendship, cooperation, love, and shared happiness arise. The
warmth and good will you generate now is likely to be a benefit to you both now and
later on. You feel especially friendly and sociable.
Pal Conj Jup
You might want to begin a search for greater knowledge in many areas of your life.
You may pursue new academic studies or seek to increase your knowledge on a
particular subject or creative skill. Contacts through influential people can develop
now which will further expand your horizons in pursuit of a rewarding career. You
have faith and enthusiasm to reach for your long-range goals and aspirations.
Fortunate occurrences arise in your legal affairs; either your position is
strengthened, or the judgment is in your best interest. A lucky break can occur
through your professional ties or from prominent individuals who approve of your
projects and plans, which brings greater prestige and awareness of your
accomplishments.
Friday, May 19, 2017

Sun Sxtil Asc

This is a time for being with people and especially giving something of yourself and
your talents to others. You want to be seen and noticed. You receive appreciation
and a positive response and possibly an opportunity or personal contact which will be
quite beneficial.
Saturday, May 20, 2017

Pal Conj MC

At this time you think about the ways in which you can enhance your career and
professional life. You have many conversations with yourself about your long-range
plans and how well you are implementing them. New strategies that are concrete
and conceivable can be developed and brought into your work and you may achieve
public recognition for your efforts. Joining up with other professionals or business
associates on a team effort is very favorable now. Others may perceive your
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accomplishments as brilliant or intelligently planned, bringing you increased
confidence in yourself.
Note that the precise timing of this astrological influence is very dependent on the
exact birth time, so the dates given are accurate only if your birth time is very
accurate.
Sunday, May 21, 2017

Chi Trine Ven

This is a time when social invitations may open more doors than usual. You have
more interest in cultural and aesthetic experiences that offer novelty and deviation
from your usual activities. There is a chance that another individual you encounter
will want to help you promote some rather unique and creative ideas. This period can
also bring improvements in your love life. You can think up various ways to put more
romance in your marriage or rekindle an old relationship. If playing the field, you
may discover you are making a transition into a more harmonious and intimate
relationship with one particular individual. There can be a subtle difference in the
way you relate to loved ones, such as being more attentive, soft, and tender or your
tastes may change and you seek greater refinement and balance in your
partnerships.
Monday, May 22, 2017

Ves Sxtil Plu

You may take an in-depth approach to your work or the projects which arouse your
interest. Joint endeavors can be cooperative, and you can do well in situations where
the focus of work is for the benefit of groups, organizations or society in general. You
are aware of your personal power but understand when it is appropriate to
compromise and let others share the role of leadership or control. If your work
absorbs your attention, it can be a source of excitement or can fill a great void in
your life. On the other hand, you should use this opportunity to rediscover or
regenerate your commitment and dedication to the affairs of your personal life,
especially important relationships which you cherish.
Jun Sqr MC
Your partner may be feeling that your career directives have temporarily pulled you
away from the relationship. You may have limited time to nurture your loved one,
due to obligations in your professional life. This can lead to tensions and difficult
problems in your personal world or marriage. On the other hand, if you are
effectively balancing your career and personal relationship, your partner might be
the individual who is experiencing difficulties in this area. There will need to be
some compromise, possibly with more focus on the inner needs of your relationship
and less attention on the outer world during this phase.
Note that the precise timing of this astrological influence is very dependent on the
exact birth time, so the dates given are accurate only if your birth time is very
accurate.
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Tuesday, May 23, 2017

Ven Sqr Sat

Withdrawing from emotional social contact is favored now, for even when you are
with others you are likely to feel separate and alone. Sadness and disappointments
in your personal life are also probable now. Inadequacies and flaws in your friends or
lovers are particularly bothersome to you now, and you may feel that you have
nearly exhausted your patience for dealing with these problems. It is a time to be
quiet and to look objectively at how your relationships are going. Though not a
pleasurable time, this can be a fruitful period in which to learn more about love and
what you truly value.
Ven Conj Jup
Happiness and a desire to share your good fortune and joy with others is the theme
now. You are feeling generous and expansive and are inclined to give lavish gifts or
buy something lovely for yourself that is costly or extravagant. A diet or budget is
likely to go out the window right now. As long as you don't overextend yourself, this
is a good time to indulge your feelings of kindness towards others and also to be
kind and indulgent to yourself.
Mar Conj Mer
This is not the best time to schedule any activity that calls for tact, diplomacy, or
caution, as you are inclined to be extremely straightforward, direct, and to the point
in all of your interactions. You say exactly what you think, and in fact are even
inclined to be verbally aggressive, pushy, or perhaps sarcastic. Your mind is very
sharp now, so this is a good time to "attack" intellectual or mental work.
Ven Conj MC
Your personal charm and attractiveness has a positive effect on your career,
reputation, or public image. People see you as a loving and lovable person and as
someone who is aware of their needs and feelings, which can benefit you at this
time. Others are willing to help and cooperate with your aims. Your interest in the
arts or in promoting harmony and good will between people is brought out at this
time.
Wednesday, May 24, 2017

Cer Oppos Nep

Miscommunications can occur in your domestic environment at this time. Judgment
and decision making is impaired in your handling of everyday responsibilities. This
may be caused by a lack of interest in your surroundings or oversensitivity to the
emotions of the people you care about. Misconceived perceptions about your
individual needs versus the desires of others can cause confrontations and situations
which drain your energy. This is a time when you can be easily seduced into a codependency relationship, in which you are completely unaware of losing your sense
of self worth. Most people will experience a mildly confusing period which interferes
with productive nurturing toward others.
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Thursday, May 25, 2017

Cer Sxtil Mar

You put your efforts into helping others now. This is a good time to become involved
with support groups or youth organizations where your participation provides
guidance, love, education, and nurturing to these individuals. Or you may enjoy
activities which focus on family interests and hobbies. Also, this may represent a
period when your self-determination and drive inspires you to take the initiative in
fulfilling your obligations and duties in your personal or professional life.
If you have children, this suggests that you will take a more authoritative role in
their rearing and upbringing and encourage them toward autonomy and selfappreciation.
Friday, May 26, 2017

Moo Conj Sun

Your vitality and personal impact on others is higher now and you're likely to draw
attention to yourself without trying or to receive some special recognition. Relations
with others flow smoothly.
Saturday, May 27, 2017

Sun Trine Plu

This is an excellent time to eliminate whatever is unnecessary and outworn in your
life from clutter and disorder in your environment to an unhealthy relationship or
even a long-held attitude or belief which keeps you from going after what you really
want in life.
You are also more perceptive than usual. You see other people's true colors more
clearly and you may discover a secret or the hidden aspect of some situation.
Something lost, hidden, or forgotten may come to light.
Jun Sqr Jup
You tend to set high standards and expectations in your marriage or significant love
relationship. Tension and conflicts are apt to develop if your mate does not measure
up to your ideals in the partnership. Or disagreements arise because you feel an
urge to explore new interests outside of the relationship, and you sense your partner
is depriving you of this freedom. You will need to find ways to rationalize your
behavior and prove to your mate that you are still trustworthy and honest in your
intentions. At this time, you should try to remain fair and objective and be less
judgmental in your relationship. Try to avoid exaggerating the negative qualities of
your partner and remember to respect their own unique beliefs and principles which
influence the relationship. In-laws may interfere with your marriage or their
demands may limit your freedom in some manner.
If you are not involved in a committed relationship, you may meet someone while
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traveling or through religious organizations or professional contacts. If you begin a
relationship during this period, you might become overly idealistic about this person
and inflate the importance of the liaison. When this astrological influence is over, you
may have a different perspective on this person.
Jun Oppos Sat
You and your mate may not be sharing the same aspirations for the partnership.
One partner may be more committed to outside interests, such as establishing
professional ties and public recognition, while the other feels wholly responsible for
maintaining allegiance and reliability in the relationship. If you are at cross-purposes
with your loved one now, then a compromise must be reached, wherein one partner
has to be willing to work toward the goals and objectives of the other. Try to avoid
feeling guilty if you have difficulty meeting the demands and obligations of your
spouse or mate.
If you are not involved in a committed relationship, you can easily become frustrated
by the unavailability of stable, mature and respectful companions. Potential partners
will be scrutinized to see if they match your strict standards. If a love relationship
doesn't measure up, then you would rather spend this time alone or engrossed in
your work. Rigid thinking and an overly sober attitude about love should be avoided
now.
Sunday, May 28, 2017

Jup Trine Sun

Now is the time to unwind, relax, and enjoy yourself. This is a good time to travel or
vacation. Even if you do not vacation at this time, you are likely to find that you
enjoy life more. Life is less stressful, and you are much less annoyed by
inconveniences or difficult personalities than you usually are.
You take a more relaxed and creative approach to life now, and you are likely to take
the time to enjoy a hobby or activity that you have not made enough room for in
your life. Let this inclination grow and develop during this time period and, most
importantly, see if you can sustain it after this astrological influence is over.
This is a good time for invigorating, but not overly strenuous, outdoor activity. Your
health is robust now, and this can be a good time for rejuvenation. Activities like
golf, swimming, or hiking are very enjoyable now.
Ven Sxtil Mer
This is a very good time to go to the theater, an art exhibit, or social gathering. You
want to see beautiful things and exchange pleasantries with others. In fact, matters
of the heart are on your mind and you may want to play match-maker now.
Monday, May 29, 2017

Moo Conj Ven

You feel love, affection, harmony with others, and a need for beauty in your
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surroundings. Doing something to add to the attractiveness of your environment or
appearance will make you happy.
Tuesday, May 30, 2017

Mer Sxtil Sat

Your mind is serious and you are able to concentrate on work that requires patience,
attention to detail, and precision. Practical concerns dominate. It is a good time to
learn practical skills, do your taxes, organize your files, and take care of business.
You'll want to avoid light social conversation or trivialities that distract you from your
work.
Cer Sxtil Moo
You feel emotionally attached to loved ones and family members at this time.
Domestic security and stability may be one of your most important priorities now.
You respond with affection, love, caring, and deep concern for loved ones, and you
will want everyone in your family circle to feel protected, safe, and content. You may
empathize easily with other people's moods and feelings now, and you make efforts
to help others deal with their pain, sorrow, or grief.
If you are a parent, your children can be a source of joy and inspiration, and they
are supportive and sympathetic toward your personal needs.
Wednesday, May 31, 2017

Sun Oppos Nep

Your defenses are weaker than usual now and you are inclined to passively withdraw
or give in to other people rather than act decisively and strongly in your own behalf.
Confusion, vagueness, or misrepresentation can occur in your relationships, so
beware of making commitments at this time. You're likely to see things much more
clearly and realistically later on.
Sun Sxtil Mar
Your vitality and courage are strong now and you are eager to meet challenges. You
can accomplish a great deal of work, especially if it involves physical effort. If you
are active in sports, you will be especially competitive and vigorous now. Selfconfidence is high.
Cer Conj Sun
At this time you shower loved ones with your care and concern. You will want them
to know that they can depend upon you for protection, nurturing, and acceptance.
There is a mutual feeling of loyalty and respect within your closest relationships. You
feel a sense of importance when you provide others with support and nourishment
and inspire pride and confidence in their achievements. On the other hand, you can
bring your own creative ideas and projects into the limelight just now, encouraging
your own sense of fulfillment. This is an excellent time for demonstrating to the
public any creative or artistic talents you possess. There is an opportunity to develop
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characteristics of compassion, sensitivity, and nurturing skills.
There may also be involvement with children where your instruction and caring play
an important role in fostering their self-esteem.
Thursday, Jun 1, 2017

Ves Trine Nep

This is a favorable period to clear away any imperfections in your work routines and
endeavors. You may need a work environment free of distractions and chaos in order
to work with more productivity and efficiency. If your creative energy and
imagination is given room to flourish, then you will truly feel dedicated to your job
responsibilities and duties. You may envision greater possibilities or yearn for idyllic
work conditions where your dreams are automatically fulfilled. Since you are highly
susceptible to the influence of others, you may be swayed by their ideas and
schemes. If the plans and designs of other individuals are based in reality, you can
benefit now from their inspirations. However, it is important that you discern
between fact and fiction in your dealings with others.
You can achieve greater satisfaction now if you devote your efforts to volunteer
service, charity work, hospitals, or spiritual organizations.
Friday, Jun 2, 2017

Ves Trine Mar

You have more energy and the inner resources to devote yourself to work and
business-related assignments. You feel a strong determination to apply yourself to
purposeful tasks and chores in your work environment. Although others may feel
isolated by your self direction, you work with more efficiency and concentration when
alone. In fact, you have an unbelievable capacity for enduring hardship and
obstacles now and outwardly project to others that you can handle just about
anything. Therefore, recognition or advancements in your work are possible, if you
seize the opportunity to act on your ambitions.
Pal Sxtil Mer
There will be open lines of communication within your family and business
relationships. You may join up with a sibling, relative, or a close co-worker on a
project that is very rewarding and prosperous. There is a likelihood that you will be
the person who instructs or offers recommendations in bringing ideas to
actualization. Business and creative operations are highly favorable now. Your
talents, crafts, and skills are useful now, and you can be quite capable of designing
new and innovative or analytical techniques to the benefit of your professional or
creative interests. Academic studies, intellectual pursuits, and creative planning are
rewarding at this time.
On another level entirely, this transit can signify profound dreams which bring
original and creative inspirations to your awareness.
Mar Trine Ura
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Increased physical courage and a strong sense of adventure combine to make this a
very interesting time. You need to do something innovative, daring, unusual,
liberating, exciting, and challenging. You are inclined to act on some of the wilder
impulses and desires you feel from time to time. You crave stimulation. If you have
an inventive streak, you could make a startling discovery or breakthrough now.
Saturday, Jun 3, 2017

Sun Sxtil Moo

Support from close friends, family, and the women in your life gives you confidence
now. This is a good time to mend fences and ameliorate problems in your home life.
Sun Conj Sun
Today you want to stand out, to be the center of attention, and receive recognition.
It is a time to appreciate who you are as a unique individual. This is the beginning of
a new year for you, and you feel charged with new energy, vitality, and sense of
purpose.
Sunday, Jun 4, 2017

Ven Sqr Ven

What occurs now makes you more aware of what you need, feel, and want in your
relationships. If you are unhappy in your personal life, this is brought out now, and
you'll need to face what is causing your dissatisfaction. Differences in personal style,
tastes, and ways of expressing affection may emerge. You also feel amorous and
loving and, if your personal life is going well, this is a time to really enjoy and
appreciate it.
Ven Oppos Ura
You are prone to act erratically in your relationships. A sudden infatuation or an
impulse to break free or make radical changes in a current relationship is likely. Also,
a taste for the unusual and unconventional emerges. You may find yourself enjoying
things you never thought you would like.
Ven Sqr Asc
You are a peacemaker now since harmony in your environment seems more
important than ever. Loving relationships, giving and receiving affection, and
attracting people into your life who are good for you are very likely at this time.
Monday, Jun 5, 2017

Mer Sxtil Ven

There is a friendly, cooperative, harmonious tone to the interactions you have now.
It is a good time for social activities and for getting in touch with friends. You avoid
heavy discussions and do not want to focus on dry, practical matters. Reading light
fiction, going out to see a romantic comedy, or simply sharing a pleasant time with
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someone you like is more in tune with your feelings now.
Mer Sxtil Asc
This is an excellent time to be out and about. There are significant opportunities to
make connections, exchange information, and to learn something through a meeting
or chance encounter. Letters, phone calls, and conversations that you initiate are
productive at this time.
Tuesday, Jun 6, 2017

Moo Qucnx Mar

You are feeling testy and contentious, which can lead you to rashly say or do
something you will later regret. Try not to put yourself into situations which you
know from experience try your patience; you will be in short supply now. On the
other hand, you may be the target of others' frustrations and anger, whether
justified or not, so try not to make their problem your problem by responding tit for
tat... a headache or even an accident could result.
Wednesday, Jun 7, 2017

Sun Sxtil Jup

Agreements, contracts, and joining your efforts with others will work out very much
to your advantage now. A friend or person in authority may offer help or present an
opportunity which will benefit you now or in the future. Also, you will reap rewards
later for the generosity and aid you extend to others at this time.
Thursday, Jun 8, 2017

Sun Sxtil MC

Your long-range goals, life direction, or career aims come into focus now. You gain
clarity or a stronger sense of purpose, which energizes your efforts to get ahead or
move toward what you really want.
Recognition or support from your superiors or others who are in a position to assist
you is likely now, especially if you take some initiative.
Ves Trine Moo
Much of your emotional fulfillment comes from work or career achievements at this
time. You may have an increased awareness of your inner motivations and can
commit yourself to accomplishing any personal projects or aims that you set your
sights on. You put your heart and effort into all you undertake and find purpose and
meaning in your assignments. Women can be very helpful to you now, and you find
comfort in knowing they approve and support your intentions. In a personal
relationship, you might feel more dedicated and devoted to your partner. You can
easily focus on your mate's emotional needs and desires and are happily obliged to
set aside time for domestic relations.
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Friday, Jun 9, 2017

Ves Sxtil Sun

During this period, there may be several opportunities to make great strides in
personal or professional endeavors. Luckily, your vitality and commitment to your
goals are at a high point, and you should take advantage of directing these energies
toward accomplishing your objectives. The men in your life, superiors, or authority
figures may be of benefit to you in certain ways, mostly by providing you with
further encouragement and support for your efforts. Your ability to "outshine" other
individuals in your work environment may become noticeable because you are
completely focused on reaching top performance in in your career.
Saturday, Jun 10, 2017

Mer Trine Plu

There is great depth to your conversations. You find yourself revealing secrets or
very private matters, and also asking very penetrating questions of others.
Superficial answers don't satisfy you now. This is an excellent time to investigate a
complex problem or mystery, look for something that has been lost or hidden, and
also to learn more about your own inner depths.
Cer Sxtil Jup
There is a possibility now that you may wish to extend yourself to someone by
offering them food, shelter, protection, or caretaking. You are well prepared to
handle this task, as your bountiful supply of sympathetic and compassionate
qualities overwhelms even you at this time, and you are convinced you have enough
energy and vitality to take care of everyone! You may be enjoying good health and
good fortune and wish to share your happiness with others. You do not want to
passively sit back and watch from the sidelines as you wish to share in the creation
of new ideas and projects with others. In any case, what you give of yourself at this
time is returned to you in abundance.
Sunday, Jun 11, 2017

Cer Sxtil MC

Domestic and professional responsibilities run smoothly at this time. You are
practical about your goals and use common sense in dealing with associates. You are
reliable and dependable in matters dealing with caretaking, career, and social
obligations. You can deal effectively now with people in authority. However, this is a
good time to develop a balance between your work drive and your need to have fun
and entertain yourself in your community. This can be a wonderful period if you can
partake in periods of relaxation and play, while also managing your professional and
domestic life.
Note that the precise timing of this astrological influence is very dependent on the
exact birth time, so the dates given are accurate only if your birth time is very
accurate.
Mer Oppos Nep
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This is one of the least favorable times to make a decision or sign a contract, as your
communication with others is likely to be fraught with misunderstanding or even
outright deception. Your thinking is rather fuzzy now and you are more gullible or
swayed by feelings, images, and ideals rather than seeing situations and people as
they are. Your imagination is very active at this time.
Monday, Jun 12, 2017

Mer Sxtil Mar

You are eager to discuss your thoughts and plans with others at this time and you
may have a very fruitful brainstorming session, a spirited debate, or a very active
meeting with others in which things really get accomplished. You are verbally
assertive and can present your own plan or idea quite convincingly.
Sun Conj Mer
Communications, conversations, sending and receiving messages, and taking care of
routine tasks that require mental clarity are important activities now. It is a good
time to present your ideas and point of view to others, as you express your thoughts
clearly, though you are not apt to listen as well. Buying, selling, or negotiating is
likely to go well now.
Tuesday, Jun 13, 2017

Mer Sxtil Moo

You feel inclined to speak to others about your innermost feelings, your past, and
other personal subjects, which builds closeness and trust in your relationships,
especially with women. You are also a sympathetic listener, drawing out others'
feelings and personal experiences.
You may hear from someone from the past or reach out to someone you have a long
history with or who was once very important in your life.
Mer Conj Sun
You make yourself perfectly clear at this time, coming across in a very direct,
articulate manner. Your honesty and willingness to communicate openly impresses
others. This is a good time to give a speech, present your ideas publicly, or simply
express your viewpoint to the people who matter the most in your life. If you are in
a profession dealing with words, ideas, or communications, this is a very positive and
fruitful time for you.
Wednesday, Jun 14, 2017

Mar Sqr Plu

Your drive for personal power, achievement, or control over your life is very strong
at this time. The tyrant in you emerges, and you can be excessively willful,
domineering, or compulsive about doing what you want to. You battle anyone or
anything that is an obstacle to your individual freedom of action, and ego conflicts or
a furious power struggle may ensue. Also, you can be unmerciful with yourself and
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your own weaknesses. You are likely to push yourself much too hard.
Thursday, Jun 15, 2017

Mer Sxtil Jup

You are optimistic, hopeful, and forward-looking at this time. You can see
connections and possibilities you may have overlooked before. Now is a time for
communicating your enthusiasm, sharing your plans and dreams, and also being
more receptive to others' thoughts and points of view. Contracts, negotiations, and
business dealings of all kinds are favored now.
Mer Sxtil MC
Making decisions or long-range plans is favored now. Your judgment is sound.
Making worthwhile professional contacts, reaching out to others who can help you in
your work, and taking care of business in an orderly, clear way are also likely.
Friday, Jun 16, 2017

Ven Qucnx Nep

Right now, you are apt to attract people whose helplessness evokes your pity and
compassion. Your discrimination regarding others in general is less acute, and you
could be taken advantage of. Your spiritual idealism or desire to help may be
misguided or excessive. On another level, there may be indiscretions and/or
disappointments in a close personal relationship.
Saturday, Jun 17, 2017

Mer Conj Mer

You are alert, mentally sharp and clear, and your ability to comprehend new
concepts is heightened. Also, you can verbalize and articulate your ideas very well at
this time. Intellectual curiosity is also high. This is a good time to make plans and
strategies or begin a course of study.
Sunday, Jun 18, 2017

Ves Trine Jup

Pleasant and beneficial opportunities may arise in your work/career endeavors. Even
if work takes some enjoyment away from your personal interests and relationships,
you are optimistic that everything will work out for the best. Engaging in meaningful
work, especially that which brings travel, more prestige, or overall expansion of your
skills and knowledge will appeal to you. You can devote an enormous amount of time
and effort to a work-related goal and, at the same time, thoroughly enjoy the
experience. Co-workers as well as influential people will notice your dedication and
high aspirations, and rewards or promotions may be forthcoming.
Monday, Jun 19, 2017

Sun Trine Ura

You have a low tolerance for boredom and following rules today and you make some
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creative changes and discoveries, experiment with new possibilities, or invent a new
way of doing things.
You don't want to follow anybody else's lead at this time, but fortunately you are
able find ways to be yourself and even be a little "crazy" without offending or
upsetting others. This is a dynamic and exciting period. Take advantage of any
unusual offers or opportunities.
Ves Trine MC
This is a favorable period in which to focus on your career ambitions and professional
responsibilities. A fortunate opportunity can arise for you to assume a more
administrative or leadership position in your organization. Contributing to social
causes or working with public agencies will be rewarding and beneficial to your
career pursuits and worldly ambitions. If you are unemployed or searching for a new
career direction, this is a good time to seek favors from those in positions of
authority. Your reputation may be highly regarded and respected by others now, and
your interest focused on achieving social and business success.
Note that the precise timing of this astrological influence is very dependent on the
exact birth time, so the dates given are accurate only if your birth time is very
accurate.
Tuesday, Jun 20, 2017

Mar Sqr Mar

At this time you must guard against being too aggressive, coming on too strong, or
trying to force your own will and thereby arousing hostility in others. Also, frustrated
desires and obstacles to achieving your aims can evoke enormous anger in you, and
you may do something rash and regrettable. Conflicts and confrontations may be
unavoidable, but do try to avoid situations which you know will provoke or irritate
you. Working alone is best at this time.
Mer Trine Ura
You experience sudden insights, make discoveries, come up with fresh solutions to
old problems, and seek alternatives to the usual routine way of doing things. Your
mental processes are speeded up and you move more quickly now. Try to make
room for a lot of spontaneity and flexibility in your schedule at this time.
Pal Sqr Ven
There may be a setback in your career or creative pursuits during this period. Your
partner or associates fail to appreciate the great effort and strides you have made in
trying to accomplish your goals and objectives. You may become discouraged by
your inability to overcome the obstacles, which can cause a mental or creative block.
In your personal affairs, you may have difficulty in making romantic connections with
potential or present partners. Your relations take on a more platonic status, even
though you struggle to connect on a more intimate and emotional level.
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Wednesday, Jun 21, 2017

Jup Trine Sun

Now is the time to unwind, relax, and enjoy yourself. This is a good time to travel or
vacation. Even if you do not vacation at this time, you are likely to find that you
enjoy life more. Life is less stressful, and you are much less annoyed by
inconveniences or difficult personalities than you usually are.
You take a more relaxed and creative approach to life now, and you are likely to take
the time to enjoy a hobby or activity that you have not made enough room for in
your life. Let this inclination grow and develop during this time period and, most
importantly, see if you can sustain it after this astrological influence is over.
This is a good time for invigorating, but not overly strenuous, outdoor activity. Your
health is robust now, and this can be a good time for rejuvenation. Activities like
golf, swimming, or hiking are very enjoyable now.
Cer Conj Mer
This is a time when you will want to communicate candidly with loved ones. It can
be a fruitful time when conversations with or about your children or family members
are enlightening. This is a time when you come across as articulate and intelligent
and therefore receive positive responses from others. You can open new lines of
communication with a loved one or intimate partner by expressing the love and
caring you feel for them.
A career in the medical or educational fields or in social services may thrive, as
healing and communication skills are highly developed during this time period. You
take a personal interest in your health and well-being and search for new ways to
improve your dietary habits.
Thursday, Jun 22, 2017

Jun Sqr Moo

Emotional tension in a marital or love relationship is likely at this time. If you have a
tendency to be possessive or overprotective of your loved ones, then this behavior
will be more pronounced during this period. It is possible you may experience tearful
and frustrating moments caused by unconscious feelings of jealousy, rejection and
oversensitivity in an intimate relationship. Your moods can be so changeable that
your partner has difficulty assessing what your true motivations are. Your lover or
spouse may be afraid of upsetting you emotionally and, therefore, suppress his or
her inner feelings about your actions. On the other hand, your mother, wife, or
girlfriend may be transmitting mixed signals in their emotional dealings with you.
Pal Oppos Ura
You become impatient and edgy with friends, associates and your group
involvements. Your mind is restless and undisciplined which leads you to conduct
your business with haste and carelessness. There is a likelihood that you will
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encounter unexpected problems in pursuing your goals and objectives. For instance,
a person at work or home may behave in a disruptive, unpredictable fashion, causing
interference with your goals. Or in a business or creative project, you experience
abrupt changes which bring about sudden reversals of your original planning and
strategy.
Ven Sxtil Sat
You are feeling sober and realistic about love at this time, and are interested in being
with people you respect and can depend upon - your oldest, true-blue friends. Also,
reaching out to an older relative or another mature, experienced person can mean a
lot to you and be mutually beneficial now.
Friday, Jun 23, 2017

Pal Sqr Asc

At this time, you guard against any attacks on your personal views and beliefs. You
may sense or perceive that a partner or associate will challenge your opinions and
are quite prepared to defend or justify your objectives. If you must engage yourself
in conflicts now, then use tact and diplomacy when dealing with other individuals.
The key is to use constructive and rational thinking and be less afraid of rejection
and disapproval of your intentions.
Uphold and preserve any agreements or contracts that you have previously made
with other people. It may be best to keep your creative plans and thoughts to
yourself.
Note that the precise timing of this astrological influence is very dependent on the
exact birth time, so the dates given are accurate only if your birth time is very
accurate.
Saturday, Jun 24, 2017

Mer Sqr Plu

It is impossible for you to be content with superficial answers now, and you are
impatient with people who avoid looking candidly and honestly at root causes and
hidden reasons for any problem or situation. You tend to force your views on other
people now. Also, you can become obsessed with an idea or problem until you have
figured it out.
Mar Sqr Moo
At this time you are prone to irritability, temper tantrums, and flying off the handle
for slim reasons. You are also impatient and inclined to rush unnecessarily, which
can cause accidents or bruised feelings on the part of the people you live with or
work closely with. You are in a fighting mood and stand up for your rights more
readily than usual, but beware of the tendency to be abrasive and insensitive.
Sunday, Jun 25, 2017

Mer Qucnx Nep
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Moments of confusion, disorientation, and mental fogginess are likely. You may
misunderstand or misconstrue something that is stated in ambiguous terms, so be
absolutely certain that everything is spelled out and crystal clear. You are also apt to
forget appointments, overlook significant details, make errors in computation, etc.
Any sort of intoxicants or chemicals should be strictly avoided now. They will make
you very dopey, or possibly even poison you.
Monday, Jun 26, 2017

Mer Sqr Mar

Errors made in haste, speaking too forcefully, sharp words spoken on impulse, or
accidents occurring due to restlessness and impatience are all possible at this time.
You feel that you have to fight for what you want or believe in, and you are very
clear, decisive, and convincing right now, but you also tend to stir up more
controversy or competitive feelings than is really necessary.
Tuesday, Jun 27, 2017

Mer Sqr Moo

Emotions, prejudices, or unresolved issues from the past come up in your
interactions with others now, and you may not be very objective.
This is a good time to speak up and clear the air of any grievances you have been
holding on to for some time.
Personal subjects are the topic of discussion now. Reminiscing, remembering,
daydreaming about, and reflecting on the past is likely.
Sun Sqr Plu
Underlying or previously hidden aspects of a situation come to light now.
The misuse of personal power, dominating or manipulating others, and the subtle
ways you try to control situations or other people are issues. The tyrant in you
comes out, or you find yourself dealing with the more difficult, dark, tyrannical side
in other people.
Also, this can be a time when you are forced to confront and deal with something
which is no longer working - from old, outworn possessions to an unhealthy
relationship or a deeply ingrained, self-defeating attitude.
Wednesday, Jun 28, 2017

Ves SSqr Plu

You may take an all-or-nothing approach to your work or personal endeavors. You
can be very clear as to what your own intentions are and may be ready to sacrifice
anything to accommodate your plans and goals. You might have an eager interest in
gaining control over your professional pursuits; however, you could behave more
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forcefully than you realize. In your restless quest for meaningful work and personal
fulfillment, you can easily be intrigued or enticed into an unfavorable situation by a
colleague or co-worker who has hidden motives. Thoroughly investigate the true
intentions of people who try to exert pressure or influence over you. Be aware of
individuals who may be dishonest or attempt to misrepresent themselves to you.
They might take advantage of your services or abilities and try to get you to engage
in underhanded activities. On the other hand, personal relationships may entail
heavy obligations and commitment now. If you insist on having your own way,
problems will arise in this area. Compromise on your part may be called for if you
have been avoiding responsibility or intimate relating.
Thursday, Jun 29, 2017

Mer Conj Sat

You have a very realistic and no-nonsense attitude at this time and are rather
critical, skeptical, or at the very least, cautious about new ideas. Deep, quiet study
and solitary reflection is favored. You are more taciturn and uncommunicative than
usual and don't feel very social. If you are with others, you are likely to turn the
discussions into something heavy and serious. Frivolity holds no appeal for you now.
Mer Sqr Jup
Your mind is on bigger issues and long-range plans. You are optimistic and
enthusiastic about your ideas, but disinclined to read the fine print or study all the
facts, which can result in an error in judgment. Try not to be lax about important
details.
Mer Sqr MC
This is a time for you to speak out about your thoughts or concerns regarding your
work or professional matters. Communication with your superiors or with people in
authority who are in a position to consider and act on your ideas comes to the fore
now.
Friday, Jun 30, 2017

Ves Sxtil Mer

Your work and responsibilities may engage much of your attention at this time.
Keeping up-to-date on business correspondence, filing, and telephone
communications is favored now. Your mind is centered on productivity and devoting
yourself to doing the best job possible. You should take advantage of this
opportunity to improve upon your writing and comprehension skills, as this time
period may allow you to quickly process information and effectively broadcast your
thoughts and ideas.
Mar Conj Sat
This is a time to rely only on yourself and your own resources, gather in your
scattered forces, and concentrate on your own work. You may meet numerous
obstructions and delays so that you don't accomplish as much or work as quickly as
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you would like. You can, however, do a very thorough job and also tackle the kind of
difficult or disagreeable tasks you usually avoid. You are prone to feel frustrated and
to resent the limitations or drudgery of this time period. Perseverance and patient
effort are required of you now. Try to avoid becoming discouraged or lashing out at
the ones you are responsible for.
Mar Sqr Jup
You are highly ambitious, full of optimism and enthusiasm for new enterprises and
plans. In fact, you may be foolishly overconfident and take on more challenges than
you can really meet. You are inclined to take physical risks, gamble, speculate, and
to act on faith and belief in yourself. This can, in fact, be a very productive time for
you if you can keep your expectations within reasonable bounds. Beware of
overexerting yourself.
Saturday, Jul 1, 2017

Mar Sqr MC

At this time your efforts to get ahead and advance your own interests are likely to be
met with resistance or animosity. You seem overeager, pushy, inconsiderate, or too
narrowly focused on your own objectives, so that you alienate the people who could
help you. Try to do as much as you can on your own without trying to force others to
agree with you or join you.
Sunday, Jul 2, 2017

Sun Sqr Mar

You know just what you want right now and woe to anyone or anything that gets in
your way! You are much more likely to become domineering, pushy, or inconsiderate
of others now, so it is a good time for you to do what you need to do by yourself
rather than with others. Accidents, mistakes made in haste, or ego conflicts may
occur due to your impatience and willfulness. Positively, physical energy is high and
you could accomplish a great deal.
Jun Sqr Mar
During this period, it may be difficult to manage the intense feelings that you have
about your marriage or intimate relationship. If you are feeling hostility, jealousy or
impatience toward your mate, then you may initiate an argument to clear the air. If
you are quite happy with the relationship, then you may simply desire more
emotional, physical or sexual closeness to your partner at this time. However, if you
are experiencing problems with a spouse or lover, they can become intensified now.
You could sense that your loved one is interested in satisfying his or her desires in a
way which is not pleasing to you. Sexual signals can get crossed, where one of you
will want immediate gratification while the other is opting for a more tender and
loving interchange.
If you begin a new love relationship at this time, tension can develop if you or your
new mate is overly assertive or aggressive in pursuit of intimacy. There can be
problems in understanding the difference between lust and affection.
If the
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relationship is not providing you with excitement and/or moving along at a fast
enough pace, then you may abandon it altogether in search of a new adventure.
Ven Sxtil Ven
Opportunities for friendship, pleasant associations, and enjoyable social interactions
occur now. Personal relationships are harmonious and rewarding. Also, financial
transactions go smoothly for you and material benefits are possible at this time.
Monday, Jul 3, 2017

Ura Sqr Ven

Upsets and change in your love relationships is the key issue now. A shift in your
romantic and sexual energies at this time causes changes in love relationships. Your
attitudes towards romance and sexuality undergo some changes too. You feel a need
for more fulfillment and excitement in your romantic life, and you seek changes in
your love relationships. If you are married or involved in a love relationship, it is
likely that you will tell your partner in no uncertain terms various things that you
would like changed in the relationship. If you are too timid to bring up your desires
and concerns, then you will become so intensely dissatisfied with the relationship
that you will end up venting your frustrations on your partner and consequently
creating animosity and friction that will be most uncomfortable. The changes you
want now are ones that bring greater life, zest, romance, and excitement to the
relationship. You want to dance, play, party, perhaps even take your clothes off and
run naked down the street! You are tired of humdrum activities and the more
humdrum your life and love relationships are, the more you want to shake
everything up now.
If you are married, you should give your marriage a good shot in the arm now by
spending more time together, having romantic evenings alone, vacationing,
traveling, partying, dancing, and exploring new areas together. It is time to get a
break from the daily routine and responsibilities. If your marriage remains too dull
for you, then there is a high probability that you will strain the relationship to the
breaking point at this time. You simply do not have the patience now to maintain it,
and your romantic and sexual drives are strong and unstable.
There is also a good possibility of falling in love with someone at this time. You may
be so in love, in fact, that you may decide to marry, even though your relationship is
new. It is possible, however, to fall in love with someone now with whom you are not
in good mental rapport or that has annoying personal habits. For example, one
person may be a smoker and the other person hates smoking, or your religious
views are completely different. These differences may not be extremely bothersome
to you now, but they will likely become major problems later.
Also, if you are married, avoid the temptation to become involved in extramarital
affairs or secret relationships. Dishonesty and lack of open communications with
your spouse is a poor substitute for genuine sharing.
Ven Sxtil Asc
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Light and pleasant interactions characterize this time period. You gain what you want
through diplomacy or charm and by enlisting the support of your friends, rather than
by being forthright and bold. You are willing to make concessions in order to
maintain harmony in your environment.
Tuesday, Jul 4, 2017

Sun Sqr Moo

Tension in your home life, conflicts between work demands and personal needs, or
unresolved emotional tangles are likely to arise now, necessitating adjustments and
compromises on your part.
A side of you which is usually hidden or in the background is likely to emerge now,
and this may be positive or negative.
Mer Conj Ven
Thoughts of love and an appreciation of the beauty in your life comes to the fore.
This is a favorable time to communicate your feelings to the ones you care about:
write a love poem or send a love letter! Also your aesthetic sense is strong now; you
may want to make changes in your environment to make it more harmonious and
pleasurable for you.
Wednesday, Jul 5, 2017

Mer Sqr Ura

Flexibility, thinking on your feet, and the ability to accommodate the unexpected will
be called for now. The pace is very quick. You will be pulled in many directions at
once and will tend to scatter your forces, jumping from one thing to the next.
Positively, you may come up with some fresh, original plan or insight that may seem
crazy at first, but which is likely to be quite useful.
Mer Conj Asc
Sales, teaching, public speaking, negotiating, or any endeavor that involves giving
information to others is favored now. You are clear, articulate, and communicative at
this time.
Thursday, Jul 6, 2017

Ven SSqr Jup

This is a time when it is difficult to stay within a budget or on a diet, as your
tendency is to splurge on beautiful things and to enjoy yourself as much as possible.
You want comfort and ease and have luxurious tastes. Quality is especially important
to you right now. Also, you want to share whatever good fortune you have. You need
company and happy fellowship. It's a good time for a party, as long as you don't
overdo it.
Friday, Jul 7, 2017

Cer Trine Ura
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An excellent time to attend seminars or educational, spiritual, or healing conventions
with groups, clubs, or organizations. A busy, yet enjoyable, period for gathering with
friends where the unexpected can happen at any moment! Family members may feel
like doing new and exciting things together and you will wish to share in these
experiences. This is a time when your personal freedom issues are acceptable within
your social circle. Children, as well as other family members, may feel more selfsufficient and less dependent upon you to satisfy their individual needs.
Saturday, Jul 8, 2017

Ves Sesqu Mar

A situation at work can irritate you now; however, you remain responsible and loyal
to your objectives. You strive hard to put forth your best efforts, but can meet with
frustrating obstacles or have your goals thwarted by someone who challenges you.
For example, the dedication you have shown toward your work-related goals is met
with indifference from superiors or those in authority. Competitive behavior or
resentment from co-workers is likely to surface, causing you to rely upon your own
resources to complete work assignments. You might fluctuate between feelings of
intense anger and coolness toward the individuals who hamper your drive and
perseverance, all the while remaining focused on your own intentions. In your
personal life, this period can prove slightly difficult, mainly in the area of intimate
relationships. Problems can arise in expressing your sexuality and desires to your
mate, as well as in issues of mutual commitment and loyalty in the partnership.
Sunday, Jul 9, 2017

Sun Conj Sat

You are serious and disinclined to frivolous or inconsequential activity. It's a time
best spent working alone, structuring and organizing your life in some way, and
focusing on whatever tasks (however distasteful or tedious) that you really need to
do. You feel like withdrawing from people and find social situations unfulfilling or
wasteful. Your vitality and your spirits are somewhat dampened.
Sun Sqr Jup
You are optimistic and possibly extravagant now. You are less cautious than usual,
feeling that nothing can possibly go wrong. If you are inclined to overindulge,
overspend, or go to excesses in any manner, this tendency is exaggerated at this
time.
However, you also aim higher than usual and a very promising opportunity or
contact can also occur.
Mer Sxtil Plu
You are fascinated by the mysterious now. Unsolved or puzzling problems and the
hidden or behind the scenes aspects of a situation interest you most, and you delve
and probe until you discover the truth. An interest in psychology or other peoples'
secrets comes to the fore. You enjoy spy, mystery, and supernatural stories.
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Sun Sqr MC
You are at cross purposes with the people in your environment who are most able to
benefit you. You tend to come on too strong, to be oblivious to others' needs and
intentions, or to act inappropriately now. You feel an urgency to take positive steps
to achieve your goals, but be certain that you are not overstepping yourself, as this
can cause considerable enmity at this time.
Monday, Jul 10, 2017

Ven Trine Plu

You have a special magnetism and attractive power now, and you are feeling
intensely loving also. Your relationships, particularly sexual or romantic ones,
intensify and have a deep, compelling, urgent quality. Your inner feelings and needs
for love and closeness emerge very strongly. You may also channel some of these
feelings into creative or artistic work, something that evokes and expresses your
deepest self.
Tuesday, Jul 11, 2017

Mer Trine Nep

You are inspired creatively, artistically, or spiritually at this time. Your imagination,
intuition, and psychic sensitivity are high now, and you find yourself wanting to paint
or listen to music, daydream, or fantasize rather than concentrate on practical
matters.
Mer Trine Mar
This is a good time to assert your own needs and desires, to communicate to others
what you really want. You are sharp, clear, decisive, and articulate. You can't stand
being idle now; you are ready for challenging, intellectual activities and attacking
difficult problems on the job.
Wednesday, Jul 12, 2017

Mar Sesqu Nep

This can be a very depleting and confusing time when you do not know exactly what
you want or you do not feel strong, capable, or effective. Physically, you need to be
gentle with yourself and take care not to dissipate your energy reserves. Your
imagination can run wild now, and you want to act out a fantasy or strange desire something you normally would have the good sense not to attempt. However, if you
are an artist, this is a very inspired, fertile time for you.
Thursday, Jul 13, 2017

Mer Trine Moo

It is easy for you to talk about your feelings now and also to listen sensitively to not
only what others are saying but also what they are feeling. This is an excellent time
to discuss your feelings and clear the air of any grievances you may be holding on to
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from the past. Your communication with women is especially good at this time.
Mer Sxtil Sun
This is a busy time; communicating and getting in touch with others is very likely.
Numerous phone calls, letters, meetings, errands, or discussions bring you into
contact with others. This is a good time to brainstorm with others, share ideas, and
come to a group consensus.
Friday, Jul 14, 2017

Ven Oppos Nep

You are in a dreamy, romantic mood. Yearnings for love, feelings of compassion, or
even religious devotion accompany this time period. You are definitely more
idealistic, tolerant, and selfless in your relationships, which may cause you to act
against your own interests. Decisions involving money or important commitments to
others, therefore, should probably be made some other time. A desire for loveliness
and beauty in your surroundings is also strong.
Ven Sxtil Mar
Romance and flirtations are likely now. You are feeling warm, expressive, and lively.
Loving feelings flow between you and the people you meet. Current attractions
intensify. Friendships are also strengthened at this time. Also, your creativity and
desire to make something beautiful is stimulated now.
Ves Sxtil Ura
You may enjoy working on a vocational project or personal endeavor that continually
changes and offers new challenges. It is very likely that you will bring fresh insight
and innovative planning into your work or occupational pursuits, perhaps even
breaking new ground with your original ideas and aspirations. Progressive and highly
individualized work is appealing to you, and you can work independently on any task
or assignment in which focus and dedication is necessary. Also, if you have been
feeling that your work is uninteresting, a sudden change may help to lift you out of a
boring and dull routine.
Saturday, Jul 15, 2017

Ves SSxt Asc

You may have the advantage of keeping other people from getting in the way of your
work and personal goals now. Their contact would be helpful now, but you may
determine it is best to keep certain facets of your business and personal affairs to
yourself. It may be that you are more focused and devoted to your own well-being,
so any commitment or dedication outside of your personal or vocational needs has
no purpose for you. However self-absorbing this sounds, it can still be a fortunate
period in which to find your own satisfaction and rewards in your work and personal
endeavors.
Note that the precise timing of this astrological influence is very dependent on the
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exact birth time, so the dates given are accurate only if your birth time is very
accurate.
Sunday, Jul 16, 2017

Mer Trine Jup

This is a good time to travel, especially to places you've never experienced before,
where you will be exposed to new ideas and different ways of looking at the world.
Studying new concepts is also favored; your ability to understand abstract ideas and
your desire to grow intellectually is strong now. Anything that broadens your world
appeals to you at this time. You are interested in the big picture and have less
attention and interest in details.
Mer Trine MC
At this time you put extra energy into thinking about and organizing your work and
professional life. Decisions you make at this time are likely to work out well, as you
are clear and objective. Gathering information regarding your career or long-range
goals is also favored.
Ven Sxtil Moo
This is an excellent time to have company or to give a party at your home. You are
feeling hospitable and loving and need to share comfort and affection with close
friends and family. Home improvements or beautifying your surroundings in some
way is also favored now.
Ven Conj Sun
Your personal magnetism is strong and you attract appreciation, affection, and
attention at this time. Feelings of love, a desire for beauty, and the urge to be
creative are strong. You beautify your surroundings and pay particular attention to
your appearance. This is a good time to treat yourself or do something fun just for
you.
Monday, Jul 17, 2017

Sat Oppos Mer

Avoid attempting communications with large numbers of people at this time, as the
response will be disappointingly small. Public speaking, mass media communications,
and advertising are all very ineffective at this time. Your ideas do not project well at
this time, and they meet with obstacles. You are able to solidify an agreement with
someone only if all the details have already been worked out and you are really just
making the agreement official. But proposals and discussions on more enterprising
issues and ideas are likely to be met with indifference and disinterest.
Criticism from friends, family members, critics, and authorities at this time may be
unfair, and you can become extremely discouraged by the lack of support and
interest in your work and ideas. Try to maintain a positive attitude, extract what is
accurate and useful from the criticism, and keep working on your plan which you can
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present again later at a more favorable time. Maintain a sense of humor and don't
give up on the things that are important to you.
Mar Conj Ven
Strong sexual feelings and romantic passions are stimulated now, and the urge to be
with your love partner is compelling. If you are not currently in a relationship, you
are likely to be bold and to make the first move toward someone you are attracted
to. Artistic and creative expression is also favored now.
Tuesday, Jul 18, 2017

Mar Sqr Ura

Rebelliousness, recklessness, impatience, a sudden burst of anger or your need to
break free from rules and restrictions may create a lot of disruption in your life right
now. Also, you can't seem to settle down or focus on one task for any length of time.
Though you are unusually energetic, it is hard for you to get anything done. You
tend to fly off the handle and to scatter your forces. You are happiest now when you
do something creative and daring, and that doesn't require cooperating or
conforming to others' wishes and needs.
Mar Conj Asc
You come across assertively, competitively, and energetically now, so much so that
you may arouse others' animosity. You don't want to slow down or accommodate
other people's needs and resent it hotly if your own desires have to take a back seat
to others' will and wishes.
This is a time for positive, decisive action on your part, forging ahead, taking the
initiative. Try not to do so in a completely insensitive, arrogant manner as this will
almost certainly work against you.
Wednesday, Jul 19, 2017

Mer Sxtil Mer

A nonstop flow of communication between yourself and the people in your immediate
environment is likely today. You may engage in interesting and informative
discussions or fritter your time away in inconsequential chatter and gossip. Mental
curiosity or restlessness may also impel you to take a short trip or visit.
Thursday, Jul 20, 2017

Plu Sqr MC

Your career and overall direction in life reach a critical turning point now. You feel
the need to pursue the things that you love and instinctively find appealing rather
than do what is practical, marketable, secure, or logically correct. If your job does
not express your deeper talents and interests, you may make a job change now, or
you may become more intensely involved with a hobby that is more personally
rewarding and motivating than your job. This is a time of questioning your basic
values and overall orientation to life. This is a critical time when you must make any
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necessary changes to get your life on track with your inner feelings and instincts,
even if some sacrifices must be made. You may, for example, decide to accept a
lower salary in order to pursue an area that is more meaningful and exciting to you.
However, do not become fanatical and stubbornly follow your inner instincts when
common sense tells you that your pursuit is foolhardy and impractical. The important
key now is to become aware of your inner purpose and sense of mission. Develop a
realistic plan for achieving the things that are really important to you. Also, avoid the
tendency to become pushy, domineering, and fanatically one-tracked in pursuit of
your personal goals.
Note that the precise timing of this astrological influence is very dependent on the
exact birth time, so the dates given are accurate only if your birth time is very
accurate.
Ven Sxtil Jup
Both friendship and material benefits may well come to you at this time. You feel
very sociable and gregarious and seek conviviality, especially with people who really
know how to have a good time. Charitable and philanthropic impulses are stronger
now, also, and should be followed with positive action on your part.
Sun Conj Ven
Love, relationships, beauty, and pleasure are emphasized now. You feel especially
attractive or friendly, and the warmth you radiate is noticed and appreciated. A new
romance or friendship may ensue. Artistic efforts are also fruitful.
Ven Sxtil MC
Meeting people that can benefit your career, getting together with colleagues, or
getting to know your superiors on a more personal, friendly basis is quite likely at
this time. Take advantage of all opportunities to socialize with the people you have
professional ties with for the outcome is likely to be quite positive.
Friday, Jul 21, 2017

Sun Sqr Ura

Your usual routine is likely to be disrupted now, either by "freak" accidents beyond
your control or by your own impatience with the status quo. Sudden unexpected
events and breaking free of confining situations and relationships are very likely.
Sun Conj Asc
This is a time for you to shine! You have an extra measure of energy and confidence
now and will make a strong impression on those in your environment. This is a very
good time to go for a job interview, meet the public, or simply go out and be seen.
You will be noticed more than usual.
This is also a good time to begin something new, to initiate a relationship or project
you may have been considering.
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Jun Sqr Plu
There can be intense and demanding interactions with your mate or marriage
partner. You are extremely aware of power plays in your relationship, and you must
use tact and discretion when dealing with your partner. Issues which arise now can
cause one of you to manipulate or project your weaknesses onto the other.
Insecurity or a loss of control in the relationship can lead to jealous behavior or one
partner blaming the other for all of the problems. The challenges that you face now
can be greatly relieved if you search for more suitable outlets to release negative
tendencies and emotions.
If single and unattached, you might meet a new love interest who is magnetic,
seductive and extremely passionate. This person can transform your views on love,
sex and relationships.
Saturday, Jul 22, 2017

Mer Sesqu Mar

Errors made in haste, speaking too forcefully, sharp words spoken on impulse, or
accidents occurring due to restlessness and impatience are all possible at this time.
You feel that you have to fight for what you want or believe in, and you are very
clear, decisive, and convincing right now, but you also tend to stir up more
controversy or competitive feelings than is really necessary.
Sunday, Jul 23, 2017

Pal SSqr Mer

There may be a frustrating situation or dilemma in your work environment, which
hampers your ability to use logic and rational thinking. For instance, you may be
spending extra long hours and a good deal of energy laboring over a project or idea,
only to meet with complete disapproval of your objectives. An important business
trip or conference may be delayed or canceled which might temporarily interfere with
your goals. Communications and discussions with family members and relatives may
be disappointing to you during this chaotic, disorganized period. It becomes difficult
to get your viewpoint and inspiration across to your close associates.
Monday, Jul 24, 2017

Ven Conj Mer

You use charm, humor, and a light touch to get your point across now, and your
friendly attitude makes a favorable impression on others. Your artistic and aesthetic
sense is heightened now also, and interest in literature, poetry, and culture is strong.
Serious and demanding mental work should probably be put off for another time, as
either your mind is more on matters of the heart or you simply want to relax and
think of lighter topics.
Mer Sxtil Ura
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You will want a break from the predictability of your usual routine and methods.
You're in the mood to experiment and to learn something new. Offbeat or original
ideas excite you and you will seek people who can offer you a different way of
looking at things. Discovery, inventiveness, and spontaneity are major themes now.
Tuesday, Jul 25, 2017

Cer Sqr Plu

Emotional and intense confrontations may arise within your family or personal life.
Contain your need to control the people you love and care for. You may feel an
urgency to shelter and protect these individuals, but circumstances occur now that
threaten the security you deem necessary. For example, one of these people may
force you to alter your current living situation by leaving home, or you may find love
relationships breaking up due to jealousy and control issues. There may be a
disagreement regarding the discipline and rearing of children in the household, which
further aggravates an already tense situation. On the other hand, transforming
experiences can occur now, such as your dealing with grief and sorrow and letting go
of loved ones or of your most cherished ideas and desires.
Wednesday, Jul 26, 2017

Moo Qucnx Moo

Emotionally (and possibly physically as well) you are apt to feel out of sorts,
congested, or stuffy. Unbidden emotions or childish behavior surface now also,
perhaps as just a passing mood or in response to others. You are affected more than
usual by subjective influences, the emotional tone of your surroundings, the feeling
of the place you are in. It is a good time to make adjustments or refinements in your
home.
Thursday, Jul 27, 2017

Mer Sesqu Jup

Your mind is on bigger issues and long-range plans. You are optimistic and
enthusiastic about your ideas, but disinclined to read the fine print or study all the
facts, which can result in an error in judgment. Try not to be lax about important
details.
Friday, Jul 28, 2017

Mer Sesqu MC

This is a time for you to speak out about your thoughts or concerns regarding your
work or professional matters. Communication with your superiors or with people in
authority who are in a position to consider and act on your ideas comes to the fore
now.
Saturday, Jul 29, 2017

Sun Sxtil Plu

There are opportunities for deep sharing and powerful, meaningful contacts with
others, especially people who share common goals or ideals. An opportunity for a
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leadership role is also likely.
Sunday, Jul 30, 2017

Ven Trine Ura

Unexpected pleasures, new friends, or a more playful, adventurous attitude in your
relationships make this time period stimulating and delightful. You want a break from
your usual routine and, because you are willing to experiment and to be
spontaneous, you are likely to experience a refreshing change of pace. A new
romance or a revitalization of a current one is very likely.
Mar Sxtil Plu
You may be considering a major overhaul or revision in your ambitions at this time.
If you do not have a sense of meaningful purpose or a passionate commitment to
anything, you will want to reassess where you are going and why. If you do have a
clear goal, you can make significant progress and work with great satisfaction now.
An opportunity to do what you really want to do is likely.
Monday, Jul 31, 2017

Mar SSqr Mer

Verbal battles, disputes, and heated debates are very likely at this time because you
speak your mind without much forethought, tact, or consideration of consequences.
Right now you will say the things you usually only think, especially to people you
disagree with. Also, you are quite impatient and easily frustrated and are inclined to
move about too quickly and abruptly, which can cause accidents. Unless you slow
your pace down a bit, this time period can be quite a headache.
Tuesday, Aug 1, 2017

Mer SSxt Plu

You are fascinated by the mysterious now. Unsolved or puzzling problems and the
hidden or behind the scenes aspects of a situation interest you most, and you delve
and probe until you discover the truth. An interest in psychology or other peoples'
secrets comes to the fore. You enjoy spy, mystery, and supernatural stories.
Wednesday, Aug 2, 2017

Sun Trine Nep

At this time you really enjoy art, theater, music, and your own inner world of
fantasy. Your imagination is vivid. If you have an interest in spiritual matters, these
interests come to the fore now also. The inability to be decisive and a lack of energy
or drive is a negative possibility. You can be quite lazy now.
Sun Trine Mar
You have an abundance of physical energy and self-confidence right now and can
take on new projects and challenges with ease. You feel bolder and less dependent
on others' affirmation and approval.
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Taking a strong stand or striking out on your own in some manner is likely to work
out well for you.
Thursday, Aug 3, 2017

Jup Sqr Sat

Significant changes and opportunities face you at this time but making the correct
decision about what to do is not easy. This is a period of critical decisions and
transition. A major change in your life can occur now (new job, relocating, ending a
long-term relationship or beginning a new one, etc.). In fact, it is not unusual for
several important changes of this nature to be occurring. Unfortunately, you find it
difficult to decide whether to go along with the new opportunities or even push
harder to make changes occur, or whether to try to maintain the old, familiar life
style, routines, and surroundings.
One side of you is impatient to make some major changes. You are tired of the same
old routine and life style. You want to break free and get things really moving. You
feel there is much more to life, and you are not growing and living as fully as you
ought to be. The other side of you is wary of the changes; they may just be pipe
dreams and simply lead to considerable stress and disappointment. Underlying all
this is the nagging question of what you really value and whether the new
opportunities are more worthwhile than your current involvements. Unfortunately, no
one can make the decisions for you, and you have to sort things out for yourself.
Clearly, YOU MUST MAKE SOME CHANGES. Letting things remain as they are will
lead to stagnation. On the other hand, you must be careful that the changes you
make will bring the THINGS THAT YOU REALLY WANT. For example, if you accept a
new job only because it brings more money, but you must sacrifice other benefits of
your current life style, then you may find afterward that the increase in income was
not worth the sacrifices. If you are not honest with yourself or if you place too much
value on things that are really of secondary importance, then you will make the
wrong decision.
Another problem for you now is how to meet all of your obligations while having time
to do the things you want. Your responsibilities are probably similar to those of most
people: to family members, to pay the bills, etc. At this critical time you can find new
ways to meet these obligations while allowing yourself more time to do the things
you want to do. At the least, you will find that you can rearrange your life and make
some significant changes in your daily routine, which are big steps towards leading a
more fulfilling life. You may also decide that a more radical change in life style is
warranted (new job, relocation, etc.). It is up to you to decide what is really
important and how to best balance all aspects of your life. If you are creative, honest
with yourself, and willing to go through some adjustments, you will come out much
better when this astrological influence is over.
Underlying the changes in your life and the decisions you must make is a change in
your values and attitudes towards life. You are now able to see your life from a
broader perspective and you seek greater meaningfulness in your life.
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Jup Oppos Jup
During this time period you may take a trip to visit old friends, attend a large
gathering, or vacation. You are in an expansive, somewhat adventurous mood. This
is a good time to get away from your usual daily activities. Getting away helps you
take stock of your life in general and the overall course of your life.
Friday, Aug 4, 2017

Cer Sqr Mar

This is a time to put your efforts into balancing family and career demands. Your
desire to perform tasks and conquer challenges in your work or career is conflicting
with your play and leisure requirements. Many family obligations may need to be
met in the home arena, where loved ones may display excessive neediness which
puts a strain on your energy level and vitality. You may be experiencing a stressful
and busy time in your career, only to find yourself devoting less time to your family
and personal needs. You must develop appropriate cycles for periods of work and
leisure activities. If you can squeeze out some time for personal gratification, an
exercise regime or an aerobics class would help provide you with an outlet to release
built-up tensions in an constructive manner.
Sun Trine Moo
At this time you enjoy emotional satisfaction and harmony in your home life.
Relationships with women run smoothly. If you have a solid emotional base in your
life, you will receive the benefits of that. If not, this is a good time to begin making
connections with people and also to discover what gives real emotional nourishment
and fulfillment.
Saturday, Aug 5, 2017

Mar Trine Nep

You do not feel very sharp, competitive, or aggressive at this time. Feelings of
relaxation, receptivity, passivity, or aimlessness are likely and you tend to avoid
stressful confrontations or situations that demand too much of you. Goals and
desires that normally seem so important - especially ones in which you are pushing
your own interests - do not matter quite as much now. Your imagination is
stimulated, and you need activities and entertainments that are colorful, out of the
ordinary, and definitely not mundane.
Sun Sxtil Sun
Friendships and cooperative endeavors flourish now. You achieve a harmonious
balance of giving and receiving and of talking and listening, and any social or joint
activity will benefit.
Mar Trine Mar
Self-confidence, physical energy, and courage run high, so this is a fine time to
undertake any project or challenge that confronts you, especially if it involves
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competition or asserting yourself vigorously. You are inclined to take charge or
assume a leadership role at this time.
Ven Sqr Plu
Hidden passions, fears, jealousies, longings, desires, or needs surface in you now
and can stir up trouble in your closest relationships. You are prone to be compulsive
or demanding in a close relationship, to be emotionally driven and to force things to
a head in some emotionally-laden situation. Positively, a relationship can be
deepened and reborn now, given new life by your willingness to reveal yourself
completely to your loved one.
Sunday, Aug 6, 2017

Jup Oppos MC

Family and domestic life takes a fortunate turn now. A home improvement or even a
new home is a possibility. A family member may improve in health or receive an
advancement in career or important recognition that brings joy to the whole family.
You feel like your family is working together in a cooperative, mutually supportive,
and helpful spirit. Feelings of closeness with good friends also helps you to feel
grateful and happy about the place and circumstances of your life. This is a time of
inner growth and fulfillment. If you have difficulties with family members, use this
time to bring about a resolution and healing of the problem.
Note that the precise timing of this astrological influence is very dependent on the
exact birth time, so the dates given are accurate only if your birth time is very
accurate.
Monday, Aug 7, 2017

Mer Sqr Nep

Mental clarity, discrimination, and your ability to separate fact from fiction is
diminished now. Miscommunications and an inability to formulate your ideas
coherently are likely. Your mind wanders, and this can be a time of creative reverie
or daydreaming. Avoid making binding contracts at this time.
Tuesday, Aug 8, 2017

Ves Sqr Nep

You are more prone to delusion and deception in your work environment at this time.
You may be putting in a great deal of time and effort toward a specific task, only to
discover you might not receive any compensation or rewards for your labor.
Circumstances can arise that cause misunderstandings or misconceptions about the
work you are attempting to accomplish. For example, a boss or one of your peers
may give instructions for a project or undertaking where you might be unable to
clearly define or understand what is required. Or conditions prevail where you must
sacrifice your ideals and personal concerns in order to hold the job. Even if you
become overly engrossed in your work, you should still make every attempt to
remain attentive to your intimate relationships; otherwise, your indifference will be
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quite disappointing to your loved ones.
Wednesday, Aug 9, 2017

Plu Sqr Jup

You feel claustrophobic now. Your situation seems too limiting and confining and you
want to break free from the obstacles and responsibilities that keep you tied to your
current life style. You certainly need to spread your wings now, but be wary of taking
major risks and gambling on a venture that promises you prosperity, freedom, and
adventure. Because you want more freedom so much, you are willing to believe in a
get-rich-quick scheme and take big risks. Don't be foolish! This is a time when you
can foolishly squander your resources and give up on things that you later wish you
could have back again. On the other hand, you must also find ways to expand your
horizons and grow into a larger sphere of activity and friends than you currently are
involved in. If you fail to find some new doors to open now, you will become
extremely restless and discontented.
This is an excellent time to travel and meet new people, explore alternative cultures
and life styles, pursue experiences that broaden your perception and view of life.
Most importantly, this is a time when your attitude towards yourself changes. Rather
than limiting yourself by saying "I can't dance very well", or "I am not good with
numbers" or "I can't afford what I want", you are able to change your "I can't"
attitude to an "I can" attitude. You now can clearly see ways in which you limit your
opportunities and growth by focusing on narrow, limited approaches. You may
discover that you have been taking the long route to your career goals and there are
much shorter routes. For example, you may decide to increase your education rather
than struggle along with your current qualifications, or you may realize that
opportunities are much better in another part of the country or even in a foreign
country and you need not struggle in your present situation. In various ways you are
opened up to a larger view of your life and the opportunities that are available to
you. Be careful about making firm decisions now, however, because you tend to be
overly optimistic, overlook details, and take risks that are not warranted. This is an
excellent time to explore alternatives, but only act on your new ideas and discoveries
after investigating them thoroughly.
Sun Trine Jup
This is a good time for relaxing recreation, a time to refresh and rejuvenate yourself
and do the things you most enjoy doing. Good humor and optimism prevail now, and
you are able to get a larger perspective on your life. This is also a good time to
approach someone who is in a position to benefit you spiritually, intellectually, or
materially.
Ven Sqr Mar
Tangles in romantic relationships are likely now. Your sexual drive is quite strong,
and you may be more concerned with satisfying your own desires than in being
sensitive to your partner. Intimate interactions are inclined to be tense right now.
Mar Trine Moo
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Your feelings run hot now, and you are more likely to act on instinct, emotion, and
impulse rather than reason. Your responses to life are passionate and also more
natural, childlike, and direct. High-spirited physical play, lovemaking, or any activity
that really involves you emotionally, such as a rock concert or a rousing football
game, will be very gratifying to you now.
Sun Trine MC
Your career, reputation, public standing, or important personal goals gain
momentum now. Your superiors or those in a position to support or further your
aims are positively disposed toward you at this time. An important victory or success
can be achieved.
Thursday, Aug 10, 2017

Mar Sxtil Sun

Your physical drive and energy level are high now, and you can accomplish a great
deal fairly easily. You are inclined to take the initiative or to strike out on your own,
and you are likely to be successful at what you attempt at this time. Because you
assert yourself in a positive manner, a leadership role or an opportunity to do
something you have wanted to do on your own is likely to be offered to you.
Cer Sqr Moo
The caretaking of partnerships and family members becomes an emotional struggle
at this time. You recognize now that your past emotional behavior patterns are
ineffective and inadequate in your current relationships. The people that you take
care of and nurture are most likely to be in discord with you. Loved ones may feel
you have been insensitive to their needs, while also perceiving you as overemotional
and undependable. One way to help resolve this situation may be to address your
unresolved past feelings of sorrow, sadness, or grief. If you can vent or release
these issues appropriately, then you may be able to restructure your emotional
responses toward loved ones in a more caring, understanding manner. You must
deal with the conflict between your own personal needs and those of the people you
care about.
This can be a challenging time if you are a parent, as your children are sensitive to
inadequate amounts of love, caring, and affection now and may display excitability
and disturbing behavior.
Plu Oppos Sat
This is a difficult time period when unexpected demands and responsibilities arise. It
seems as if every weak link in your life decides to break now! New obligations are
likely to arise both in your personal life and your work. You may find that a family
member develops a physical or psychological problem, and you are the best person
to assist. Problems with your car and other mechanical devices may also arise. Even
if no new problems and responsibilities arise, you will find that you cannot open new
doors now. If you have been hoping for a promotion, salary increase, better
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employment, a new home, a long vacation, or other release from the daily chores
and limitations of your current life, you are likely to be disappointed. Expansion is
very difficult at this time. This is the time to focus on basics; you must take care of
the things in your immediate environment that now need attention.
Unfortunately, the outer problems that you face are not likely to be easier than the
inner turmoil and confusion that arises! Deeply rooted anxieties and fears surface
now. Feelings of inadequacy, guilt, and regret are very likely. Your faith in yourself is
tested. If you feel that you have been insincere or vain about something, or that you
have made poor decisions, then you must have the inner strength to recognize these
problems and start fresh. Avoid the tendency to wallow in feelings of despair and
hopelessness.
A good way to prepare for this time period is to make your life as stable and secure
as possible. For example, by having all debts and loans paid off, you are less
vulnerable if your income decreases. If you are employed in a position that provides
a high level of job security (for example, many government jobs are very stable and
secure), then it is probably best to stay in this position rather than switch to
employment that involves great risk.
Although this time period is difficult and challenging, it does point out to you what
things are really important to you. For example, many people discover that they
have placed too much importance on material possessions or their personal
ambitions, and realize that their personal relationships, family, and health are far
more important. Superficialities and distractions are cut out of your life, and you are
faced with dealing with the basics. You can now build your life on a stronger, more
sincere, more mature foundation. If something dear to you is threatened (your
health, a personal relationship, etc.), then you can now focus attention on this
neglected part of your life. Note also that failings and problems may arise in areas
that you have not obviously been neglecting, due to the deep karmic energies that
are at work now; you may even find yourself saying that "it isn't fair" that you face
certain problems now. Whether it is fair or not, you must do your best to improve
them!
Friday, Aug 11, 2017

Chi Trine Ven

This is a time when social invitations may open more doors than usual. You have
more interest in cultural and aesthetic experiences that offer novelty and deviation
from your usual activities. There is a chance that another individual you encounter
will want to help you promote some rather unique and creative ideas. This period can
also bring improvements in your love life. You can think up various ways to put more
romance in your marriage or rekindle an old relationship. If playing the field, you
may discover you are making a transition into a more harmonious and intimate
relationship with one particular individual. There can be a subtle difference in the
way you relate to loved ones, such as being more attentive, soft, and tender or your
tastes may change and you seek greater refinement and balance in your
partnerships.
Ven Sqr Moo
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The craving for sweetness and comfort in the form of loving affection or food is
strong now. This is a good time to baby yourself and also to spend time with the
people who love and appreciate you the most. Also, you are feeling rather tender
and softhearted and may do something "maternal" on impulse (such as take home a
stray kitten, offer to babysit, buy a gift for your family, etc.).
Saturday, Aug 12, 2017

Moo Sqr Sat

Duties and obligations seem burdensome or at least emotionally restricting to you,
and you may feel self-pity or temporarily down in the dumps. You are not in a
sociable, gregarious mood no matter what surroundings you find yourself in.
Sunday, Aug 13, 2017

Sun SSqr Plu

Underlying or previously hidden aspects of a situation come to light now.
The misuse of personal power, dominating or manipulating others, and the subtle
ways you try to control situations or other people are issues. The tyrant in you
comes out, or you find yourself dealing with the more difficult, dark, tyrannical side
in other people.
Also, this can be a time when you are forced to confront and deal with something
which is no longer working - from old, outworn possessions to an unhealthy
relationship or a deeply ingrained, self-defeating attitude.
Monday, Aug 14, 2017

Nep Sqr Sun

Your energy level is lower at this time and you are susceptible to catching colds and
other illnesses. Regular exercise is excellent for you, but avoid pushing yourself too
far as your body doesn't withstand stress and exertion very well now. Also, avoid
making drastic changes to your diet. Improving your diet, of course, is beneficial, but
your body is sensitive and unlikely to adapt well to sudden changes.
Your motivation and ambition weakens now. You are in a receptive, open-minded
mood, and you do not assert yourself as aggressively as usual. You are quite
impressionable, in fact, and can be easily talked into doing something that you
normally would not do. You can also be deceived and manipulated by others. Do not
allow yourself to be pressured into things. Be circumspect and extra careful in all of
your dealings. Disappointments and inadvertent mistakes of all kinds are likely, but
you can prevent many problems by being extra careful to analyze and meticulously
go over important matters.
An occasional escape from your usual routine is beneficial for you now. This is a good
time to vacation, engage in art work or music, attend retreats and spiritual or
religious gatherings. Reading fantasy or fairy tales and watching movies is also
particularly enjoyable now. This is an excellent time to pursue spiritual, religious, or
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psychic areas. However, this is not a good time to join a church, change religions, or
embrace a new religious philosophy because you are very gullible and easily
deceived now.
If you have any tendency to drink to excess or use drugs, the temptation to do so
now is very strong - but don't do it! In fact, even drugs used for medical purposes
have pronounced psychological, and sometimes physical, effects now.
You may lose self-confidence now or you may swing to the opposite extreme and
suffer from delusions of grandeur. In either case, your fantastic and idealistic notions
of your inner potential clash with the reality of what you have made of yourself. Try
not to have unreasonable expectations of yourself. Keep your ideals strong, but
remember that ideals should inspire you with a vision of what is possible rather than
make you feel bad about current conditions.
Sun Sxtil Mer
This is a time when you express yourself very clearly, and conversations,
negotiations, and communications of all kinds are cordial and successful. Expect a
rapid pace with numerous transactions, letters, phone calls, or errands requiring
mental clarity.
Tuesday, Aug 15, 2017

Ven Conj Sat

Emotional self-control and feelings of distance and aloneness characterize this time.
You are coolly objective about your friends and loved ones and their shortcomings as
friends or lovers. You are probably being a bit too critical and hard on them right
now. This is also a time for belt-tightening and being very cautious about
investments and expenditures. Going on a diet is favored now.
Ven Sqr Jup
This is a time when it is difficult to stay within a budget or on a diet, as your
tendency is to splurge on beautiful things and to enjoy yourself as much as possible.
You want comfort and ease and have luxurious tastes. Quality is especially important
to you right now. Also, you want to share whatever good fortune you have. You need
company and happy fellowship. It's a good time for a party, as long as you don't
overdo it.
Ves Sqr Sun
You may experience frustration or confusion in carrying out the duties and
obligations of your work requirements. Although you persevere through the daily
grind, you find it difficult to direct and focus your energies to effectively achieve your
goals and objectives. In order to make progress, you will have to tap into your inner
strength and fortitude to bring you through this period. On another level, you may
become almost fanatical in your attempts to single-handedly accomplish projects and
fulfill your own self interests, causing you to distance or separate yourself from
intimate relationships.
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Ven Sqr MC
The desire to socialize, to be friendly, or loved may interfere with getting work done
or acting in a professional manner. Scheduling time for recreation or to attend to a
relationship is a good idea now.
Wednesday, Aug 16, 2017

Mar Trine Jup

At this time you will want to branch out; you have the energy to do more and take
on more challenges. This is a very good time to begin implementing the plans and
promises that you have made to yourself, as any new endeavor is likely to succeed.
A new health regimen, actions taken to advance professionally, or anything you do
to move toward achieving a cherished goal or ideal goes well now.
Thursday, Aug 17, 2017

Mar Trine MC

You can make your influence felt at this time and any efforts you make to advance
your career or other important long-range goals will be very effective. Independent
action, self-reliance, or taking on more of a leadership position are favored now. You
have the green light!
Friday, Aug 18, 2017

Mer Sqr Nep

Mental clarity, discrimination, and your ability to separate fact from fiction is
diminished now. Miscommunications and an inability to formulate your ideas
coherently are likely. Your mind wanders, and this can be a time of creative reverie
or daydreaming. Avoid making binding contracts at this time.
Saturday, Aug 19, 2017

Ven SSxt Mer

This is a very good time to go to the theater, an art exhibit, or social gathering. You
want to see beautiful things and exchange pleasantries with others. In fact, matters
of the heart are on your mind and you may want to play match-maker now.
Sunday, Aug 20, 2017

Sun Sesqu Moo

Tension in your home life, conflicts between work demands and personal needs, or
unresolved emotional tangles are likely to arise now, necessitating adjustments and
compromises on your part.
A side of you which is usually hidden or in the background is likely to emerge now,
and this may be positive or negative.
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Monday, Aug 21, 2017

Sun Sxtil Ura

Acting on impulse, changing your usual routine, improvising and using your intuition
rather than following a prescribed, logical way of doing things is called for now. The
tempo of your life accelerates now. Expect a rather inconstant, unpredictable, but
interesting time.
Cer Conj Sat
Your desire to achieve personal ambition is highlighted. The ability to handle
responsibilities and outline definite goals and purposes is important to you. Your
emotions are kept under control and your accomplishments will provide you with a
strong sense of self-worth. Leadership roles are likely, as you feel it is your duty to
protect and serve others. Important opportunities may present themselves which
require commitment on your part. You feel extremely responsible and protective
toward your loved ones. There may be a situation where you are obligated to provide
care for an elderly parent or loved one and you handle this role with reliability and
patience. This can be a time when children face many responsibilities and demanding
school situations and you may be called in to provide assistance in helping them. In
addition, you have the motivation to further your goals and objectives with respect
to your public image.
Cer Sqr Jup
Both the home environment and workplace can pose dilemmas for you at this time.
Travel and business transactions can prove stressful. There may be legal affairs
which arise now and prove to be costly later on. In your personal life, you or your
loved ones may overindulge in personal pleasures, such as eating junk foods,
overspending, or satisfying addictive habits such as gambling, smoking, or alcohol.
The home atmosphere may seem like a battleground, with everyone's needs and
desires in abundance, leaving you less time for your own individual freedom. This
can be a time when you must sacrifice many hours of pleasure for career purposes
or family demands. If you are a parent, your children may avoid their duties and
responsibilities at school or in the home, thereby increasing your involvement with
their education or discipline. On a personal level, there may be a need to modify
your diet, as you may find yourself overeating in order to compensate for being
inadequately nurtured.
Tuesday, Aug 22, 2017

Cer Sqr MC

You may need to take charge of an unsettled situation in your domestic life at this
time. This period can indicate the need to establish guidelines and provisions in your
home environment. Children or other family members may display a lack of
emotional control with regard to their habits, desires, and objectives. You may have
to take an authoritative position and set limits on their demands. On the other hand,
you may personally have to address your career aspirations and your status in the
outer world. There are adjustments to deal with in your work, such as a supervisor
or co-worker exerting pressure on your job performance, or changes of schedule.
Authority figures may infringe upon your developing new concepts and creative
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ideas.
Note that the precise timing of this astrological influence is very dependent on the
exact birth time, so the dates given are accurate only if your birth time is very
accurate.
Wednesday, Aug 23, 2017

Ves Sxtil Sat

Hard work is rewarding, rather than burdensome, for you at this time. You can apply
steady effort and dedication to accomplishing your work duties and obligations
without much difficulty. Authority figures and superiors are cooperative and helpful
to you as they sense your ambitious and responsible attitude. If you have an
opportunity to work in an administrative or executive position, your reputation will
be highly respected. A methodical and mature approach to work will be likely and
you will want to follow the proper guidelines and rules of your organization or work
place. You will be especially good at completing projects or tasks which demand
perseverance and determination.
Thursday, Aug 24, 2017

Mar Sxtil Mer

You have a lot of mental energy and are eager to "attack" intellectual or conceptual
problems. You are likely to come up with a clever solution or a very workable plan,
especially if you brainstorm with others. You also tend to make up your mind very
quickly and decisively now and to translate your ideas into action.
Ven Conj Ven
Your desire for love, companionship, and affection predominates at this time. A new
friendship or romance could begin, or an established relationship can be revitalized
and enhanced. If there is someone you have wanted to reach out to, doing so now is
likely to create warm feelings between you and may be the start of something
beautiful. You also need to be surrounded by beauty and harmony and your artistic
inclinations are stimulated now.
Ven Sqr Ura
You are impulsively affectionate and flirtatious at this time, and you feel quite
restless if you are in a stable, predictable relationship that offers little excitement.
You may be highly attracted to someone new, simply because of the novelty and
possibilities for adventure. Also, your friends or love partner may behave in
unexpected ways. Flexibility and open-mindedness in your relationships is called for
now.
Ven Conj Asc
At this time you come across in an appealing, charming, openly affectionate manner
which is likely to win you new friends and admirers. You make an excellent first
impression now. This is a very favorable time for doing something to enhance your
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appearance such as getting a hair cut or purchasing new clothing.
Friday, Aug 25, 2017

Sun SSqr Sat

This is a time of considerable frustration and your desires or efforts appear to be
thwarted or at least delayed. Relationships with men and people in authority may be
particularly uncomfortable. Also, you have more self-doubt than usual; your mood is
somber and rather self-critical. This is a good time to take stock of your life, to see
how you are limiting and holding yourself back, and to determine your next steps.
But do not attempt to press forward now, and don't take whatever setbacks you
experience too much too heart.
Saturday, Aug 26, 2017

Pal SSxt Sun

You have an opportunity to network with others to accomplish your creative or
intellectual drives. The benefits you receive will be directly linked to your urge to be
assertive and successful in using your abilities, while others provide you with their
support and cooperation. This can be an extremely fruitful period for demonstrating
your potential, talent, and drive with individuality.
People in authority or your superiors may offer you new avenues to express your
knowledge or creative achievements in the business world.
Sunday, Aug 27, 2017

Nep SSxt Moo

Sympathy and compassion are highlighted now. You are more understanding,
sensitive, accepting, and nonjudgmental of others. Even if you normally have these
traits, you will still find that you now gain a better appreciation and respect for
people that you previously have neglected, ignored, or misunderstood. This is an
excellent time to talk to family members, friends, or associates that you have had a
feeling of distance or misunderstanding with. You are better able to reach a deep
rapport and mutual understanding now. You are also more willing to forgive the
mistakes of the past. You will find that at this time it is relatively easy for you to
forgive others and drop old grudges and resentments. This is a spiritually and
emotionally uplifting time that you should take advantage of. Forgive others and
release any old hurts now, and you will find that the old problems can dissolve.
Because many problems are started in early relationships with family members,
particularly with parents, this process of forgiving and releasing hurt feelings can
produce dramatic improvements in your life in the long run.
This is a good time for creative art work, music, poetry, spiritual, or religious
activities. You may find yourself collecting new art or music or going to the beach or
mountains for inner rejuvenation or inspiration. In short, this is a positive time of
heightened feelings and increased sensitivity.
Monday, Aug 28, 2017

Mer Sesqu Jup
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Your mind is on bigger issues and long-range plans. You are optimistic and
enthusiastic about your ideas, but disinclined to read the fine print or study all the
facts, which can result in an error in judgment. Try not to be lax about important
details.
Tuesday, Aug 29, 2017

Mar Sesqu Mar

At this time you must guard against being too aggressive, coming on too strong, or
trying to force your own will and thereby arousing hostility in others. Also, frustrated
desires and obstacles to achieving your aims can evoke enormous anger in you, and
you may do something rash and regrettable. Conflicts and confrontations may be
unavoidable, but do try to avoid situations which you know will provoke or irritate
you. Working alone is best at this time.
Wednesday, Aug 30, 2017

Moo Oppos Mer

This is a good time to phone friends or family, write personal letters, or record any
thoughts or feelings that you have. Emotions and personal biases are apt to cloud
your objectivity, however, so you may wish to postpone activities that require strict
logic and clarity.
Thursday, Aug 31, 2017

Ven Sxtil Plu

Your feelings for friends and your emotional responses to life in general are deeper
and more intense. The need to share, to give and receive love, and to be accepted
and wanted is very strong. You have an opportunity now to see what keeps you from
being really close to others - perhaps a forgotten hurt or hidden resentment - and to
rid yourself of it by bringing it out in the open or simply releasing it.
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